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A Tough Job for Donald Duck:
Hollywood, Czechoslovakia, and Selling Films behind
the Iron Curtain, 1944-1951
Combining analyses of primary documents housed at American, Russian and
Czech archives, and employing industrial analysis, market analysis, and
analytical tools developed in reception studies, this thesis examines
Hollywood’s post-war operations in Eastern Europe, the strategies that were
employed to advance them, and the responses of the indigenous film industries
of Eastern Europe to them. While scholars examining Hollywood’s post-war
international activities have focused on western European markets, arguing that
they were of supreme importance to Hollywood, this thesis shows that Eastern
Europe was also central to Hollywood’s post-war economic agenda. The major
Hollywood studios, I argue, were, as early as 1944, drawing up highly
ambitious plans to become the dominant player on Eastern European markets,
including the Soviet market, and were working to prevent the Soviet film
industry from expanding into Western Europe. Sitting at the border of East and
West, the small country of Czechoslovakia played a key role in what this thesis
calls Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.
By revealing the extent to which expansion into Eastern Europe was
central to Hollywood’s short-, medium- and long-term economic objectives,
this thesis offers new insight into Hollywood’s domestic and international
conduct during the early stages of the Cold War and reorients understandings
of the relationships between Hollywood and communism. To date, scholars
have focused considerable attention on the lengths to which Hollywood went to
position itself as an anti-communist institution by distancing itself from, and
demonizing, Communists and communism across the late 1940s and 1950s.
However, this thesis shows that Hollywood’s relationships to communism and
Communists were more pragmatic, opportunistic, and ambivalent than
previously thought. And, by revealing how Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project
clashed with global agenda of the Soviet government and film industry, this
thesis complicates notions of Hollywood’s worldwide dominance, and
contributes to our understanding of mid-twentieth-century globalization
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Introduction
Just as Hollywood ceased to be investigated by the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities (HUAC), just as an Iron Curtain descended across Eastern
Europe, just as the Cold War began to escalate, and just as the USSR turned
from being an ally of the US government into its political adversary, an
American citizen called Eric Johnston received a personal invitation to the
Soviet Union from Joseph Stalin no less.1 Johnston was, at this time, president
of the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA),2 a prominent lobbyist
organization that represented, and continues to represent, the interests of the
major US film companies. He also served as president of the Motion Picture
Export Association (MPEA), a cartel established after WWII by the memberstudios of the MPAA3 to represent their interests on challenging international
markets.4 The Soviet premiere had invited Johnston, whom he first had met in
1944, to Moscow for discussions about a film importation contract with the
Soviet film authorities. Johnston left for the USSR in September 1948 with one
goal in mind – to sell Hollywood films to Soviet Communists.
The interaction of Johnston and Stalin hints at Hollywood’s more
systematic efforts to break into Eastern European markets at this time by means
of a highly sophisticated and ambitious operation driven by long-term

1

Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv literatury i iskusstva [Translation: Russian Governmental
Archive for Literature and Arts, Moscow], (hereafter RGALI), Ministry of Cinematography
File 2456 (hereafter f. 2456), opis (hereafter op.) 4, edinica khranenija (hereafter ed. khr.) 210,
list (hereafter l.), 75-76, Moscow, 15 September 1948.
2
Between 1922 and December 1945, the MPAA operated under the name the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America or the MPPDA. In December 1945, Eric Johnston
renamed the organization the Motion Picture Association of America. Thus, the acronym
MPAA is used throughout this thesis, even when referring back to the pre-December 1945
situation.
3
I use the terms “Hollywood” to refer to the member companies of the MPAA. During the
period examined in this thesis, the MPAA members were the “Big Five” – Loew’s
International Corp., Paramount International Film Inc., RKO-Radio Pictures, Inc., Twentieth
Century-Fox International Corp., and Warner Bros. Pictures International Corp. – and the
“Little Three” United Artists; Universal Pictures; and Columbia Pictures International Corp.
Although this lineup changed slightly between 1943 and 1951, with, for example, Warner
Bros. leaving the organization for a short time only to return in late 1945, and with Republic
Picture International joining in August 1948, these developments do not effect in any
meaningful way any of the arguments advanced in this thesis.
4
These markets were Austria, China, the Dutch East Indies, Germany, Japan, Korea, the
Netherlands, and the countries in the Soviet sphere of influence: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Poland, the Soviet Union, and Yugoslavia.
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economic objectives, that I call Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.5 This
thesis reveals that after WWII, the MPAA members planned to dominate
Eastern European markets including the Soviet market, while at the same time
preventing the Soviet Film Monopoly from expanding its operations into
Western Europe. The Soviet Sphere Project, which unfolded in several phases
across the period 1944-1951, was an operation that was anchored firmly to
contemporaneous perceptions of post-war geopolitical conditions. Hollywood,
always ready to expand to new markets, had attempted to capitalize on the new
window of economic opportunity that had been opened by war-time
cooperation that had taken place between the US and the USSR and had
attempted to capitalize on the plans of the US government to establish a global
marketplace. The MPAA’s Iron Curtain aspirations were thus by no means
outlandish or ill thought through, even though that the Soviet Sphere Project,
may, with the benefit of hindsight, appear to have been wholly unviable, due to
ideological differences and geopolitical tensions between the US and USSR.
On the contrary, the Iron Curtain operations that Hollywood pursued – even
those after took place after the onset of the Cold War – testified to the notion
that, as Richard Maltby has pointed out, Hollywood was “run by rational
economic agents making commercial decisions according to recognizable
business criteria”.6 The account of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project
presented in this thesis begins to complicate one of the cornerstones of
contemporary popular and scholarly understandings of post-war Hollywood,
namely that Hollywood was a firmly anti-communist institution.7
To date, scholars have focused considerable attention on the lengths to
which Hollywood went to position itself as institutionally anti-communist by
distancing itself from, and by demonizing, Communists and communism
across the late 1940s and 1950s. This position has often been advanced by

5

Although I acknowledge the imprecision of this geographical labeling, I use the term “Eastern
Europe” in this thesis to refer to the USSR and the countries in that part of Europe that
belonged to the Soviet sphere of influence in the period between towards the end of WWII,
when it was becoming clear that Europe would be devided along East-West lines once it had
become apparent that Hitler’s armies were likely to be defeated, and c. 1989/1990 when the
Communist governments in the region began to collapse one by one.
6
Richard Maltby, Hollywood Cinema (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), pp. 131-132.
7
I am concerned in this thesis with Hollywood as an institution and with the majors as
economic subjects not with the so called “film community” of creative talent and industry
workforce, which is seen by several scholars as having leftist and liberal tendencies.
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scholars who concentrated exclusively or primarily on Hollywood’s domestic
activities. For example, film historians including Maltby and Jon Lewis have
concluded that the major studios made anti-communist rhetoric part of their
public relations operations in order to protect their economic interests at home.8
Secondly, a prevalent trend among scholars who have examined HUAC’s
investigation of Communist infiltration of the industry has been to suggest that
cooperating with the committee enabled Hollywood to broadcast loudly its
anti-communist credentials to American politicians and the American people.9
Other scholars such as Thomas Doherty and Daniel J. Leab have focused on
the content and themes of Hollywood’s post-war output to suggest that many
films represented and/or engaged with popular conceptions of the Red Scare
period in order to demonstrate Hollywood’s anti-communism.10 Finally,
scholars have argued that Hollywood’s anti-communism manifested itself in
the cooperation that took place between the US State Department and the
MPAA on propaganda programs that were designed to showcase to Western
European audiences the superiority over communism of American capitalist
democracy, in which Hollywood films were assigned the role of “cultural

8

Richard Maltby, Harmless Entertainment: Hollywood and the Ideology of Consensus
(London: Scarecrow Press, 1983), pp. 124-125; Richard Maltby, “Made for Each Other: the
Melodrama of Hollywood and the House Committee of Un-American Activities, 1947”, in
Philip Davies and Brian Neve (eds), Cinema, Politics, and Society in America (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1981), pp. 94-95; Jon Lewis, “‘We Do Not Ask You to Condone
This’: How the Blacklist Saved Hollywood”, Cinema Journal, vol. 39, no. 2 (2000), p. 4; See
also: Larry Ceplair, “The Film Industry’s Battle against Left-Wing Influences, from the
Russian Revolution to the Blacklist”, Film History, vol. 20, no. 4 (2008), pp. 399-411.
9
Victor Navasky, Naming Names (New York: Viking Press, 1980), p. 83; John Joseph
Gladchuck, Hollywood and Anticommunism: HUAC and the Evolution of the Red Menace,
1935-1950 (London & New York: Routledge, 2007), pp. 134, 149.
10
Daniel J. Leab, “How Red was my Valley: Hollywood, the Cold War Film, and I Married a
Communist”, Journal of Contemporary History, vol. 19, no. 1 (January 1984), pp. 59-62;
Thomas Doherty, “Hollywood Agit-Prop: The Anti-Communist Cycle, 1948-1954”, Journal of
Film and Video, vol. 40, no. 4, (Fall 1988), pp. 15-27; Peter Lev, The Fifties: Transforming the
Screen, 1950-1959 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), pp. 51-52; Tony Shaw,
Hollywood’s Cold War (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2007).
Another trend in scholarship is concerned with allegorical representations of Cold War threats
and anxieties. See for example Peter Roffman and Jim Purdy, The Hollywood Social Problem
Film: Madness, Despair and Politics from the Depression to the Fifties (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1981); Peter Biskind, Seeing is Believing: How Hollywood Taught US to Stop
Worrying and Love the Fifties (London: Pluto, 1983); Patrick Lucanio, Them or US:
Archetypal Interpretations of Fifties Alien Invasion Films (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1988), Victoria O’Donnell, “Science Fiction Films and Cold War Anxiety”, in Lev, The
Fifties, pp. 169-196.
By producing films that articulated Cold War anxieties and by portraying communism and
communists negatively, the MPAA members participated in wider anti-communist discourses
in the US.
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ambassadors”.11 While offering invaluable contributions to contemporary
understandings of Hollywood in the post-war-era, these studies are unable to
illuminate fully the opportunism and ambivalence that also characterized
Hollywood’s relations to communism and Communists because they do not
take into account Hollywood’s complex and extensive interaction with Eastern
European Communists.
Accordingly, this thesis reorients our understanding of Hollywood and
communism by revealing the extent to which expansion into Eastern Europe
was central to Hollywood’s short, medium and long-term post-war economic
agenda; a possibility that only recently has been entertained in film
historiography by Sergei Kapterev, in the context of an article that focuses
mainly and insightfully on US-USSR artistic exchanges, and by myself in an
article focusing on the relations between the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly and
the MPEA in the second half of the 1940s.12 Thus, whereas Kapterev’s brief
and selective overview portrays Hollywood’s Eastern Bloc ambitions as nearspontaneous, haphazard, and improvised, and directed solely at Moscow during
the tail-end of the 1940s, I argue that the MPAA/MPEA was, as far back as
1944, taking steps, formulating carefully, and beginning to execute, in
systematic fashion, what can only be seen as, a highly ambitious plan to
become the dominant player across Eastern Europe, using Czechoslovakia as a
springboard from which first to mount an assault on other film markets in the
region with a view ultimately to dominating the Soviet market – hence

11

Ian Jarvie, “The Postwar Economic Foreign Policy of the American Film Industry: Europe
1945-1950”, Film History, vol. 4, no. 4 (1990), p. 278; David Elwood and Rob Kroes (eds),
Hollywood in Europe: Experience in a Cultural Hegemony (Amsterdam: Amsterdam
University Press, 1994); Reinhold Wagnleitner, Coca-Colonization and the Cold War: The
Cultural Mission of the United States in Austria after the Second World War (North Carolina:
Chapel Hill, 1994).
12
Sergei Kapterev, “Illusionary Spoils: Soviet Attitudes toward American Cinema during the
Early Cold War”, Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History, vol. 10, no. 4, (Fall
2009), pp. 779-807; Jindřiška Bláhová, “Hollywood za železnou oponou. Jednání o nové
smlouvě o dovozu hollywoodských filmů mezi MPEA a ČSR (1946–1951)” [Translation:
“Hollywood behind the Iron Curtain: Negotiating a New Film Importation Contract with
Czechoslovakia”], Iluminace, vol. 20, no. 4 (2008), pp. 19-62.
For a discussion of the Czechoslovak communist stance vis-à-vis Hollywood and the role of
Hollywood films in US government propaganda see (Czech language only) Petr Mareš,
“Politika a ‘pohyblivé obrázky’: Spor o dovoz amerických filmů do Československa po druhé
světové válce” [Translation: “Politics and ‘Moving Pictures’: A Dispute over the Importation
of American Films into Czechoslovakia after World War II”], Iluminace, vol. 6, no. 1 (1994),
pp. 77-96.
All translations in this thesis are mine, unless stated otherwise.
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Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.13 Central to the Soviet Sphere Project, I
suggest, was the formulation of a strategy with which to forge productive
relations with the state-run organizations, known as film monopolies, which
controlled all aspects of film production, distribution, and exhibition in Eastern
Europe. I also explain that a second key component of the Soviet Sphere
Project was the MPAA’s adjustment of its conduct in the US as it sought to
protect its Iron Curtain operations by launching one of the most sophisticated
public-relations campaigns in its history; a campaign designed to enable the
MPAA to preempt the type of controversy that stood to be generated if
Hollywood was seen to be trading with the governments that were slowly
becoming enemies. In light of this conduct, it is difficult to maintain
traditionally held views of Hollywood solely as a victim of anti-communist
hysteria in the US, a notion that was, in fact, engineered and proliferated, to a
great extent, by the MPAA’s public relations department, as we shall see in due
course.
My reconstruction of Hollywood’s Eastern European operations and my
understanding of Hollywood’s plans and strategies towards the region under
Soviet influence are grounded in far reaching archival research. Shedding new
light on Hollywood’s relationships to Eastern European Communists is a
product of my utilization of research that, to my knowledge, has not been
implemented in previous scholarship in this area. Having accepted that
Hollywood’s relationship to communism and Communists possessed a crucial
Eastern European dimension, it was essential to gain significant insight not
only into Hollywood’s goals, strategies, and conduct but also those of the other
principal agents involved in the Soviet Sphere Project: Czechoslovakian
political and film industrial elites and their counterparts in the Soviet Union.
To achieve these ends, I made extensive use of a broad range of primary
documents housed at American, Czechoslovak, and Soviet archives. As such, I
have consulted extensive primary documentation pertaining to MPEA, MPAA,
and State Department activities located at the following American archives: the
National Archive in Maryland, the Library of Congress in Washington D.C.,
the United Artists Collection at the Wisconsin Center for Film and Theater
13

In this thesis, Czechoslovakia, as a film market, includes only the Czech lands not Slovakia.
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Research, University of Wisconsin Madison, and the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences Library in Los Angeles. I also have consulted a
plethora of primary documents located at the archives of the Czechoslovak
Ministry of Information, the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the
Czechoslovak Communist Party Central Committee. Finally, documents issued
by the Soviet Ministry of Cinematography, Sovexportfilm, an export branch of
the Soviet Film Monopoly, and by the Soviet Communist Party Central
Committee have provided invaluable sources of information and raw data upon
which I drew in the process of producing this thesis. Consulting information
contained in documents from Soviet archives, enables us better to appreciate
relations between the USSR and its satellites in respect to cinema, the situation
on Eastern European film markets, and the MPEA’s operations in that part of
the world. Complementing its use of primary archival documents, many of
which have yet to be consulted by film historians, this thesis also draws upon a
wealth of secondary source material provided by the American trade and
popular press and, when relevant, the Czechoslovak trade and popular press.14
By examining this body of primary and secondary documentation, it has been
possible for this thesis to paint a radically different picture of Hollywood’s
international and domestic conduct after WWII to those published to date.
In this thesis, I employ a multifaceted methodological approach, one
underpinned by what Douglas Gomery and Robert C. Allen have described as a
“realist” approach to studying film history – a philosophical/methodological
stance that recognizes that historical events are the products of a range of
causal mechanisms, and that although historical evidence is partial and heavily
mediated, it nevertheless provides invaluable trace evidence of past events.15
Because it deals primarily with issues pertaining to film economics and
industrial conduct, as well as to the intersection of politics and culture, this
thesis, employs, at appropriate times, industrial analysis, market analysis, and

14

I consulted the following American trade and popular press publications: Variety, the Motion
Picture Herald, the Hollywood Reporter, the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, the
Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, the Christian Science Monitor, and Time Magazine.
I also consulted the following Czechoslovak trade press publications: Filmová práce, Filmové
noviny. In addition, I consulted the following Czechoslovak popular press publications: Kino,
Rudé právo, and Kulturní politika.
15
Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomery, Film History: Theory and Practice (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1985), pp. 16-17.
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uses analytical tools developed in reception studies when examining secondary
documents, so as to reveal how different economic, cultural, film industrial,
and political agents operated and interacted.
My stance towards Eastern Europe is one governed both by a regional
and a transnational perspective. As Dina Iordanova has proposed, an alternative
to implementing “national cinema” frameworks to the study of the cinema of
individual Eastern European countries,16 is a regional approach which enables
the identification of industrial developments, stylistic and thematic trends, and
artistic interaction and influences,17 which otherwise would remain hidden.18
Although Iordanova is primarily concerned with developments related to
smaller Eastern European countries (only gesturing towards the transnational
presence of the USSR),19 I suggest that, with respect to the Eastern Bloc, her
regional approach also can be applied productively to more economicallyfocused film historiography, to the roles cinema plays geopolitically and
transnationally, and to examinations of the conduct of film industries seeking
to expand globally – namely the American and Soviet film industries; for, as
this thesis shows, the MPEA and the Soviet Film Monopoly both approached
Eastern Europe as a regional market and, when necessary as a space comprised
of individual markets.20 Acknowledging the importance of the Soviet
perspective on, and its role in, Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project is crucial
because unlike in Western Europe, where Hollywood was involved with host
governments and film industries, in Eastern Europe, Hollywood’s operations
were also affected by a third transnational party: the Soviet Film Monopoly. As
such, the MPEA’s conduct in Eastern Europe was not simply a matter of
commercial exchange between Hollywood and individual Eastern European
states, but, instead, took place in the context of a complex of economic,
cultural, social, and political forces that impacted heavily upon the constituent
nations of the entire Eastern Bloc. At times, however, the transnational focus of
this thesis will tighten somewhat when concentrating on certain issues, the
16

Dina Iordanova, Cinema of the Other Europe (London: Wallflower Press, 2003), p. 12.
Ibid. p. 12.
18
Unlike myself, Iordanova refers to “East Central Europe” therefore omitting some nation
states, such as the Balkans, which otherwise would be considered part of Eastern Europe.
19
Iordanova, Cinema of the Other Europe, p. 13.
20
The Soviet Film Monopoly was known as Sojuzintorgkino and was represented abroad by
its export branch Sovexportfilm.
17
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scope and reach of which were restricted primarily to the borders of
Czechoslovakia or the USA.
This thesis offers new insight into, and provides radically different
account of, Hollywood’s existence during the early Cold War period. It is my
hope that, the examination of Hollywood’s conduct behind the Iron Curtain and
of Hollywood’s domestic conduct linked to its Iron Curtain operations
presented herein goes some way to changing scholarly perceptions of
Hollywood’s position and conduct internationally and domestically during that
period.
Internationally, while scholars emphasize Hollywood’s focus on Western
European markets after WWII,21 this thesis reveals that Hollywood formulated
and executed more extensive European plans that included doing business with
Eastern European Communists and those in the USSR; a state which was
gradually turning into an enemy of the US government. Scholars’ emphasis on
Western Europe has come about partly a result of their having had minimal
access to archives outside Western Europe and the US; but, it has also been due
partly to the power and endurance of dominant Western Cold War rhetoric –
whereby Eastern Europe was presented as being largely inaccessible to the
American film industry due to its being all but closed to Western agents, and in
which Hollywood was perceived as being heavily invested in proving its anticommunism. The diverse mechanisms and strategies that the majors employed
in their quest to establish a dominant economic position on Eastern European
markets and the MPEA’s interaction with local film institutions in this part of
the world is still understood less thoroughly.
Hollywood’s strategies with respect to Western European markets after
WWII have drawn considerable attention from film historians, cold war
historians, and cultural historians. Both Thomas Guback and Ian Jarvie have
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focused on identifying the general characteristics, features and trends of
Hollywood’s tactics vis-à-vis Western European markets, identifying, for
example, the involvement of the State Department and other governmental
agencies as central to that which Jarvie has called Hollywood’s “economic
foreign policy”, i.e. the measures which facilitated Hollywood’s expansion into
Western Europe.22 Other scholars have pinpointed so-called runaway
productions, outsourcing, and co-productions as strategies that the majors
developed in the period to strengthen their position on international markets.23
The emphasis that historians have placed on Western Europe, coming despite
the fact that half of the MPEA’s target-markets were located in the Soviet
sphere of influence, has led to underestimations of the scope of the post-war
expansion planned by the MPAA, which actually sought to circumnavigate
political tensions between the US and the USSR. Nevertheless, the
groundbreaking work of both Guback and Jarvie provides a solid foundation
upon which to build new explorations of Hollywood’s conduct vis-à-vis
individual Eastern European markets, so that film historians can better
understand how the MPAA members organized themselves abroad and what
strategies they developed in pursuit of their economic objectives. By
examining how Hollywood did business with Communist-controlled Film
Monopolies, this thesis offers insight into the ways in which the MPAA
members looked to generate revenue from national markets that had not
adopted principles of free market economics.
This thesis also invites a re-evaluation of Hollywood’s domestic conduct
during the Cold War by shedding new light on the ways in which the MPAA
members attempted to frame its potentially controversial conduct for domestic
audiences, particularly those with the power to effect negatively its economic
health, such as unsympathetic politicians, influential pressure groups, and,
ultimately, the impressionable movie-watching public (which was, as it still is,
the engine powering the American film industry). The MPAA, as we will see,
deftly exploited anti-communism at home and took advantage of US foreign
policy for its own economic objectives in Eastern Europe.
22
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Concentrating on the HUAC hearings and the blacklisting of the alleged
communist-sympathizers and Communist Party members working within the
American film industry, and using these events as lenses through which to
understand Hollywood’s management of controversy, scholars have, thus far,
framed Hollywood as having been under pressure from, and capitulating to,
political forces – a position that has begun to be questioned by revisionist film
historians such as Jon Lewis.24 However, by focusing on the way the MPAA
managed other potentially controversial conduct, Hollywood emerges as
actively involved in controlling the way its relations to communism were
framed at home. Open to reexamination are thus the ways in which the MPAA
and its members positioned themselves in US cultural, social, and political
circles during the early phases of the Cold War. In particular, this thesis asks us
to rethink Hollywood’s relations to the US government and politics; its stance
toward, and its relations with, HUAC; its damage control strategies; its public
relations activities vis-à-vis controversial issues; as well as inviting a
reconsideration of the actual influence of the MPAA – an organization that is
notoriously protective and secretive about its operations, policies, and
strategies.
In addition to expanding our understanding of Hollywood’s international
and domestic conduct, this thesis illuminates the under-examined area of the
successful resistance of indigenous film industries to the expansionist agenda
of the MPAA members. The thesis complicates notions of Hollywood’s
unstoppable success abroad, complicates somewhat simplistic conceptions of
Hollywood’s worldwide dominance, and contributes to our understanding of
mid-twentieth-century globalization. To date, the post-war return of Hollywood
films to European screens usually has been portrayed as having been a walk in
the park for the MPAA members.25 Again, this version of events is primarily a
product of the aforementioned emphasis that film scholars have placed on
Hollywood’s Western European activity in the post-war period and of
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employing inadequate methods.26 The situation was, however, different in
Eastern Europe due to the presence and influence of Communist Parties and of
Moscow. Conducting analysis of the MPEA’s Eastern European operations
thus reveals that Hollywood was not as overwhelmingly successful in its
efforts to establish a powerful presence on world markets as it is thought to
have been.27 In contrast to studies that frame Hollywood’s international
conduct in terms of dominance, cultural imperialism and globalization, the case
of Czechoslovakia and of Eastern Europe more generally shows us that
Hollywood not only met with resistance on the national level, as it often did in
Western Europe,28 but that this resistance proved to be more effective than in
Western Europe and more importantly, that a crucial factor in the prevention of
Hollywood’s dominance was the, to my knowledge, unexplored global
dimension of the Soviet Film Monopoly’s logic, strategies, and agenda. By
exploring the plans of the Soviet Film Monopoly for global dominance and the
interaction between the USSR and one of its satellites – Czechoslovakia – with
respect to the issue of film trade, this thesis also illuminates some of the
mechanisms that resulted in the Soviets’ consolidation of their position on
Eastern European film markets during the early stages of the Cold War, and
which led to the formation of a closed regional market that scholars recognize
as being a characteristic of Eastern Europe between 1945 and 1989.29
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The examination of the Soviet Sphere Project presented in this thesis also
provides a hitherto unacknowledged perspective on the post-war history and
conduct of Eastern European Communist-controlled film institutions, with
some emphasis placed on those operating from within the borders of the USSR,
but with specific focus placed on those based in Czechoslovakia, in the postwar period. The ways in which Eastern European Communists organized film
production, distribution, and exhibition has tended to be portrayed by film and
cultural historians as an economically and culturally inferior industrial model
that was blighted by censorship,30 restriction of artistic creativity, and the
production of propaganda in the name of political indoctrination.31
Consequently, a disproportionate amount of attention has been paid to, what
was seen from a Western perspective, as brief outbursts of creativity and
artistic “resistance”, especially the new wave film movements of the 1960s and
the post-new wave developments that were brought about by perestroika32 –
with very little scholarship focusing on the conduct, structure, and operations
of film monopolies in the 1940s and 1950s.33 By examining the measures that
the film monopolies, particularly the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, took to
30
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protect their respective national film industry’s interests, and to advance
official cultural policy, this thesis responds to Iordanova’s call for less
ideologically-driven explorations of the state-controlled Film Monopolies in
Eastern European countries during the Cold War, and, as such, shows that the
decision-making processes of the film monopolies was motivated not only by
ideology, but by clear economic objectives and by nationalistic agendas.34
Focusing on the period 1944 to 1951, during which Hollywood’s Soviet
Sphere Project was conceived, implanted, and abandoned, this thesis presents
its findings in more or less chronological order. It is organized into four parts
that comprise a total of ten chapters so as to reflect, what I consider to be, each
of the distinct phases of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project. While the first
three parts concentrate on showing the Soviet Sphere Project primarily from
Hollywood’s perspective, part four is primarily concerned with the
Czechoslovak and Soviet perspectives. This necessary shift in focus results in a
slight overlap in the time-line between parts two, three, and four.
Part One, focusing on the period 1944-1945 and comprising three
chapters, charts the origins of Hollywood’s plans to expand into Eastern
Europe and into the Soviet market after WWII and outlines the preliminary
steps that the major studios took, before they launched their operations on the
ground, to advance their economic plans in that part of the world. Chapter One
defines the objectives of the Soviet Sphere Project, arguing that the majors
planned to capitalize on a window of opportunity that was created by the USUSSR wartime alliance by expanding into Eastern Europe and the Soviet
market, and that they identified the Soviet film industry’s own expansion into
Europe as a development that had to be curtailed. Chapter Two focuses on the
hiring of Eric Johnston as MPAA president, arguing that Johnston’s
recruitment was a response to perceived competition from the Soviet Film
Monopoly in postwar Europe and was underwritten by the belief that he was
ideally qualified to enable Hollywood to realize its ambitions in Eastern
34
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Europe. Chapter Three concludes the first part of the thesis by suggesting that
the MPEA was established primarily to provide a solution to the main obstacle
that stood in the way of Hollywood’s high-profile presence on Eastern
European markets: the state-owned film monopolies.
The strategies, tactics, and conduct of the MPEA in Eastern Europe,
particularly with respect to Czechoslovakia, are the focus of Part Two, which
covers the years 1945 and 1947 and is comprised of Chapters Four, Five, and
Six. This one-year period was the only time at which the MPEA enjoyed
significant success behind the Iron Curtain. Whereas Chapter Four explains
why Hollywood chose Czechoslovakia as a testing ground in which to develop
viable strategies with which to deal with Film Monopolies, Chapter Five
analyses the logic that undergirded the selection of MPEA-films for
Czechoslovakia. Then, Chapter Six details how the MPEA began its expansion
eastwards from Czechoslovakia, focusing on its development of a trans-border
distribution network.
Part Three, consisting of Chapter Seven and Chapter Eight, covers the
period 1947-1948 by focusing on the MPEA’s response to growing political
tensions, globally and domestically. It reconsiders Hollywood’s stance
towards, and its relations with, HUAC and offers new insight into the ways in
which the MPAA sought to preempt controversy. Thus, Chapter Seven
illuminates the reasons behind the MPAA/MPEA’s decision to continue the
Soviet Sphere Project despite escalating anti-communism in the US, despite
growing geopolitical hostility between the US and the USSR, and despite
HUAC’s investigation into “Communist infiltration of the Motion Picture
Industry”. Concluding this part of the thesis is Chapter Eight. Chapter eight
demonstrates that the MPAA/MPEA sought to protect its business interests in
Eastern Europe by launching a sophisticated public relations campaign in
which its dealings with Soviet Communists were, for an American audience,
framed as acts of patriotism.
The gradual decline and the ultimate failure of Hollywood’s Soviet
Sphere Project are explored in Part Four of the thesis, which covers the period
1947-1951, and which is primarily concerned with issues of protectionism and
globalization. Whereas Chapter Nine focuses on the economic and cultural
policies developed by the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly both to safeguard its
21

own economic interests and to undermine those of the MPEA, Chapter Ten
argues that the global plans of the Soviet Film Monopoly were a decisive factor
in Hollywood’s failure to penetrate fully, and to maintain a significant presence
in, Eastern Europe.
The Cold War has had a lasting influence on the ways in which histories
of Hollywood and Eastern European cinema in the early years of the conflict
have been framed, resulting in the period being characterized predominantly in
political and ideological terms. This thesis, while respecting the ideological and
political paradigms that shaped the early years of the Cold War, brings back
into focus the profound influence economic issues exerted on relationships
between the American and East European film industries, offering a quite
different account of a period which began with Hollywood devising the Soviet
Sphere Project, a topic, which is the subject of Part One of this thesis.
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Part One
Devising the Soviet Sphere Project, 1944-1945
In the summer of 1944, Eric A. Johnston, President Roosevelt’s special
economic advisor to the Soviet Union, held a lengthy meeting with Soviet
leader Joseph Stalin to discuss post-war economic cooperation between the US
and the USSR.1 Within a year, Johnston was one of the most prominent and
influential figures in Hollywood, after having succeeded William Hays as
president of the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA). The MPAA
was a trade organization that represented the commercial and political interests
of the major Hollywood companies. Johnston, as its head, played a pivotal role
in the formulation and execution of the American film industry’s domestic and
international conduct during one of the most challenging periods in its history,
a period in which the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC)
investigations took place and in which Cold War tensions escalated
considerably. This change of direction in the professional career path of Eric A.
Johnston testified to the key role that Eastern Europe played in the post-war
overseas plans of Hollywood, which is the focus of this, the opening, part of
this thesis.
Presented in three chapters, the first part of this thesis focuses on the first
phase of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project, outlining the MPAA objectives
vis-à-vis Eastern Europe and particularly the Soviet market, and identifying the
initial steps that were taken within the MPAA in order to facilitate its
members’ economic goals in Eastern Europe. Chapter One outlines
Hollywood’s principal economic objectives vis-à-vis the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe during and after WWII, arguing that the MPAA planned to
dominate Eastern European markets while preventing the Soviet film industry
from expanding its operations into Western Europe. The second chapter
focuses on the recruitment of the man who would oversee the Soviet Sphere
Project – Eric A. Johnston, arguing that, contrary to existing claims, the MPAA
1
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recruited Johnston to the role of MPAA president because it believed that he
was ideally equipped to facilitate Hollywood’s post-war entry into Eastern
Europe, particularly the Soviet market. The third chapter turns to the rise to
power of the state-owned film monopolies in Eastern Europe and the MPAA’s
response to that challenge. The growing influence of the film monopolies, I
argue, motivated the MPAA members to consolidate their power in the export
agency/cartel, the Motion Picture Export Association (MPEA).
Whereas film historians have concentrated on Hollywood’s attempts to
establish dominance on Western European markets after WWII, the three
chapters that comprise Part One reveal that the majors also were highly
interested in Eastern Europe. By revealing Hollywood’s plans towards Eastern
Europe, this part sheds new light on Hollywood’s post-WWII conduct in
Europe, on its global agendas, and the competition it anticipated to encounter
in Europe. In doing so it begins to complicate the notion of Hollywood’s
almost effortless recapturing of European markets. Moreover, this part of the
thesis begins to reveal the extraordinary lengths to which Hollywood went to
cultivate relations with top Soviet Communists during the onset of the Cold
War and in doing so begins to question Hollywood’s public demonstrations of
its anti-communist credentials after WWII and its reputation as an anticommunist institution.2
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Chapter One
Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project
By concentrating on Western Europe, film historians have underestimated the
challenges that Hollywood believed it would face on the continent as a whole
in the immediate post-war period. As a result, the post-war return of
Hollywood films to European screens is often portrayed as having been a
cakewalk.1 The war-ravaged film industries of countries such as Germany,
Britain, France, and Italy, it has been argued, were no match for Hollywood’s
global distribution network, its vast back-catalogue of films, and the extensive
logistical, legal, material, and personnel assistance that Hollywood was
provided by the Office of War Information (hereafter OWI), by the US Army,
and by the US State Department.2 “While fighting was still going on”, Ian
Jarvie has observed, “plans to get American films back onto European screens
were being drawn up and coordinated with military plans for liberation and the
restoration of civilian rule”.3 The OWI helped to open international markets for
the major Hollywood studios after WWII by distributing Hollywood films in
the liberated areas, and by collecting money for the studios.4 With many
Hollywood personnel among its ranks, the OWI also negotiated with European
governments regarding the importation of American films. The situation in
Eastern Europe was, however, very different because it was under the partial
control of the Soviet Union.
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In respect to Eastern Europe, two interconnected issues dominated
Hollywood’s post-war plans. Firstly, Hollywood wanted to secure a foothold in
the film markets of Eastern Europe, particularly in the Soviet Union. Secondly,
in doing so, Hollywood aimed to prevent the Soviet film industry from
becoming the economic powerhouse of Europe. It is crucial that we understand
the significance of the first of these objectives because it played a pivotal role
in the strategies that the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
American (hereafter referred to, for the sake of clarity and continuity, as the
MPAA rather than the standard abbreviation, MPPDA) implemented to
advance the Soviet Sphere Project, including, as Chapter Two will detail, the
selection criteria that the organisation used to recruit its new President, Eric A.
Johnston.
After WWII, Eastern European markets were considered to be incredibly
attractive to the American film industry. A key incentive for Hollywood was
the region’s large potential audience which comprised more than 300 million
moviegoers, and the region’s established distrubution and exhibition
infrastructure. Unsurprisingly, the crown jewel of Eastern Europe was the
Soviet Union which boasted a total of 20,000 theatres, about the same number
of theatres as those located in the United States.5 In addition, unfolding
developments indicated that the timing was right for Hollywood to secure a
foothold in Eastern Europe. At this time, many Eastern European countries had
begun to announce that they would no longer be willing to allow the German
film industry, which had been Hollywood’s biggest pre-war competitor in this
part of the world, to distribute in the region its product in the wake of the
anticipated defeat of Hitler’s armies.6 Hollywood viewed this development as
the probable catalyst of an economic power-vacuum and it was eager to fill it.
There were also firm indications that Soviet citizens, as well as other Eastern
European citizens, would be interested in attending screenings of Hollywood
5
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movies, for, as both Peter Kenez and Denise J. Youngblood have shown,
Hollywood had enjoyed a considerable degree of popularity in the 1920s
among Soviet moviegoers.7 For ideological reasons, the Kremlin had blocked
the distribution of Hollywood movies in the 1930s. However, as a result of the
wartime US-USSR alliance (examined in detail below), a handful of American
films had been released in the USSR during WWII and it was reported that
they had attracted large audiences.8 Hollywood films had also managed to
sustain their appeal to Soviet theatre-goers when the war was over.
Immediately after WWII, the Soviet authorities had released in Moscow
several Hollywood films that had been confiscated by the Red Army during the
liberation of Europe – what the Soviet authorities were euphemistically calling
“war trophies”. Shown without their producers’ consent, films such as One
Hundred Men and a Girl (1937) and Sun Valley Serenade (1941) were, proving
to be attractive to Soviet audiences and as such were confirming to the MPAA
that the USSR promised to be a potential gold mine for Hollywood.9 The
considerable commercial potential of Hollywood films in the USSR, which had
been signalled by these releases, was underscored by market assessments that
the major studios were receiving from a US diplomat called John S. Young
who was based at the embassy in Moscow and who was in charge of film
matters there.10 Also, other smaller markets like the Czechoslovak market,
which had become a part of the Soviet Sphere of influence and upon which
Hollywood enjoyed significant commercial success before WWII, increased,
for Hollywood, the appeal of doing business in Eastern Europe.11
7
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In addition to having identified the economic promise of Eastern Europe,
Hollywood’s ability to profit from that part of the world appeared a distinct
possibility due to the changing political climate of the war years. Hollywood
had been provided an unprecedented opportunity to enter the Soviet Union and
the enter rest of Eastern Europe by the Grand Alliance that had been forged
after 1941 between the US and the USSR to fight Nazi Germany. As a result,
Soviet-American relations were seen to be very different from that which they
had been in the previous three decades. Since the Bolshevik revolution of 1917,
US-USSR relations had been characterized by mutual distrust. By the mid1930s, communist restructuring of Soviet society had been well under way for
about a decade and this meant that there was no place for the cultural products
of capitalist nations, including American motion pictures. Hollywood’s
presence on the market was thus brought to an end. Contemporaneously, as
Marsha Siefert has rightly pointed out, American distrust of the Soviet Union
increased to the extent that the US became “the most overtly anti-communist of
all the Western powers”.12 The Grand Alliance had, however, brought about
cooperation between the two countries which had appeared likely to continue
into peacetime and Hollywood had been several taking steps in order to ensure
that it stood a good chance of operating unhindered once again in Eastern
Europe – despite Soviet control of the region.
As early as June 1943, Hollywood had begun to take advantage of
burgeoning diplomatic cooperation between the US and the USSR. As Todd
Bennett has shown, the exchange of cultural goods and personnel, was viewed
by both American and Soviet politicians as an important contribution to the
war-time alliance.13 As part of this project, Bennet argues, Hollywood made
pro-Soviet films such as Mission to Moscow, The North Star (both 1943), and
Song of Russia (1944). At this time, as I noted above, the Soviet authorities
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also allowed some Hollywood films into the country, including Mission to
Moscow, as well as Sun Valley Serenade, The Little Foxes, Charley’s Aunt
(both 1941), and Bambi (1942),14 and had sent the renowned Soviet film
director Mikhail Kalatozov, who would later become a deputy Soviet Minister
of Cinematography, on a goodwill mission to Hollywood, thus indicating that
the USSR was interested in cooperating with Hollywood and in buying
Hollywood films.15 As well as benefiting from these cultural exchanges and
from others like them, Hollywood executives were of the firm belief that they
could profit from the increasingly global scope of the American government’s
economic agenda.
The US government supported the creation of what political historian
Walter LaFeber has described as an “open, capitalist post-war world” that
included the Soviet Union;16 a world in which, “the international regime”, as
Toby Miller et al have argued, “was based on US military and diplomatic
hegemony articulated to the expansionary needs of its corporations”.17 With
business relations with Soviets becoming a part of the American government’s
foreign policy, the Soviet Union began to be seen, for a short period of time at
least, no longer as an unpredictable, unreliable, and threatening Communist
Empire but as a legitimate customer for American goods and services. By 1945
then, Hollywood’s entry into Eastern Europe appeared to be commercially
viable and, in the context of the new geo-political order that was emerging at
the time, achievable. However, because this situation also gave Soviet
institutions, such as the Soviet Film Monopoly, an opportunity to grow in
economic might, executives at the member-studios of the MPAA had another
reason for wanting to operate in Eastern Europe.
By becoming the dominate player in Eastern European markets,
Hollywood believed that it would prevent the USSR from becoming so heavily
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capitalized as to mount a serious challenge to Hollywood’s dominance on
Western European film markets.18 Hollywood had been anticipating
competition from the Soviet film industry since 1943, as both Jarvie and John
Trumpbour have since noted and as the US trade press reported at the time.19
Throughout Hollywood, it was thought that the European market would be split
from East to West giving the USSR control of the Eastern side and seeing
Hollywood share Western Europe with the British film industry.20 Based on
information that they were receiving from the US Department of State, many
American industry analysts were predicting that a ten-year struggle between
the US and Soviet film industries would take place over film exportation into
European markets, a situation which echoed the widely-held belief that
Moscow would be more active in the administration of other Eastern European
countries.21 Although Hollywood’s fears proved, in the short-term at least, to
be blown somewhat out of proportion, being blocked from entering Eastern
Europe, as elucidated in Chapter Four, was a very real concern for the MPAA
in 1944. As Variety reported in a front-page article that was published in
October of that year, the Soviet film industry was already establishing a “PanSlav-Indo-China” distribution network that would ensure the efficient delivery
of films throughout Eastern Europe, India, and China, and had also announced
that it would be expanding production in order to supply those markets with
new films.22 The same article also reported that the Soviets had announced
plans to expand film production to supply post-war demand in Eastern Europe.
In the summer of 1945, Variety announced that the Soviets were “moving fast
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with the film programs in their sphere of influence”.23 Crucially, it seemed that
the international scope of the MPAA members was falling short of that of the
Soviet film industry.
Hollywood executives were strictly opposed to the division of European
film markets into two distinct spheres. This arrangement, thought studio
management, would probably jeopardize the American film industry’s planned
entry into Eastern Europe while enabling the Soviet film industry to
monopolize Eastern European markets. The possibility of the Soviet film
industry challenging Hollywood and taking over Eastern European markets,
and possibly expanding westwards, was highlighted repeatedly throughout the
summer of 1945 by the US ambassador to Prague L. A. Steinhardt.24
According to the ambassador, Soviet films were already equal to Hollywood
fare in terms of their quality and it was only a matter of time before the Soviets
would also be able to compete in terms of the quantity of their films.25 The
long-term implications of such a development were seen to be equally
devastating; left unchallenged to collect Eastern European box-office receipts,
the Soviet film industry, it was thought, would be in such a position
economically to become a genuine competitor to Hollywood on Western
European markets.26
Hollywood feared that, even though Eastern Europe would be closed to
the US film industry, the Soviet film industry would still secure access to
Western Europe. This scenario was considered to be possible because, in
contrast to the Soviets, who alone would control the importation of films into
Eastern Europe, Hollywood’s conduct would be impacted by a power-sharing
agreement that would allow both Washington and the British government to
strike agreements without consulting each other. Hollywood would therefore
be reliant on a foreign government, who protected an indigenous film industry
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that itself was seriously threatened by Hollywood’s power.27 Under these
circumstances it could be expected that the British government would do its
best to stifle Hollywood’s power by allowing the Soviet film industry to
operate in direct competition with Hollywood over the box-office dollar in
Western European countries.28 Indeed, there had been precedents of London
acting independently in power-sharing agreements with the US and in ways
that Washington had not supported. For example, in 1944, in order to protect
crucial Eastern Mediterranean waterways, London had ignored the objections
of the American government to arrange with Moscow a division of control over
the Balkan states.29 In January 1945, Hollywood’s fears began to be realized
when the US embassy in Moscow reported that London had already agreed to
allow Soviet films into Britain and Italy.30 This incident demonstrated that the
Soviet film industry had no longer just the will and the means with which to
operate in Western Europe, but now had been given opportunity to do so as
well.31 The report that detailed these developments also revealed that the State
Department had failed to receive permission from Moscow to allow Hollywood
films into Eastern Europe.32 Under these conditions, it was clear that the
division of European markets into eastern and western spheres would be to the
benefit of the Soviets but would be to the detriment of the MPAA members.
The anticipated confrontation that was brewing between the US and
Soviet film industries was part of a much broader power-struggle that was
taking shape between the two nations. American political and economic elites
were sensing that the USSR was on the verge of becoming a superpower. As
Nicholas Cull has pointed out, State Department foreign policy advisers and
analysts had concluded that, “America and Russia [sic] will confront one
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another on practically every question throughout the globe”33 including in the
arena of culture and entertainment. Crucially, this view was shared by highranking US political-insiders that had visited the Soviet Union. Amongst them
was Eric A. Johnston, who, upon his return from Moscow in 1944, declared:
“while we underestimated Russia’s [sic] economic and military strength before
the war, we must not underestimate it after the war”.34 Also, as noted above,
US diplomats in Eastern Europe had emphasized repeatedly the prospect of
imminent competition between the US and the USSR and between their
respective film industries. Hollywood subscribed to this notion because it
consulted the State Department when formulating and implementing its
international economic strategies.35
Establishing a presence in Eastern Europe to capitalize on the
commercial potential of Eastern European markets, and preventing the Soviet
film industry from becoming a dominant player in European markets were two
of Hollywood’s most pressing post-war concerns. Fulfilling these two aspects
of the Soviet Sphere Project required considerable organisation and planning.
The second chapter begins the process of examining how the actions of the
MPAA began to reflect its mission to become a powerful force on Eastern
European markets, by focusing on the recruitment of a new president to
oversee the organisation’s post-war transformation. Eric A. Johnston, we will
see, appeared to possess the rare combination of qualities that would provide a
solution to the MPAA’s new challenges.
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Chapter Two
More than a Lever in Washington:
The Recruitment of Eric A. Johnston

As early as July of 1944, the Motion Picture Association of America (hereafter
MPAA) offered Eric A. Johnston a high-ranking executive position that a
writer at the Los Angeles Times described as “associate ‘czar’” to then
president Will Hays.1 Despite this time failing to secure Johnston’s signature,
the MPAA did not abandon its interest in a man whom it had concluded was
ideally qualified to represent its interests at home and overseas.2 Twelve
months later, Variety reported that the MPAA’s year long courting of Johnston
was just about coming to an end and that only some niggling contractual details
stood in the way of Johnston becoming MPAA president on September 1
1945.3 Variety turned out to be uncannily accurate in its prediction. Across the
summer of 1945, the American trade and popular press emphasized the fact
that the MPAA had been so eager to enlist Johnston to its ranks that it had
acquiesced time after time to his demands, granting him full control over the
running of the job, providing him with offices in Washington D.C., and giving
him the option to pursue other professional interests – all perks that had not
been given to Johnston’s predecessor Will Hays. The MPAA also bowed to
Johnston’s audacious salary demands (he was rumoured to receive an
exceptional $150,000 per annum) and agreed to pay Will Hays until his fiveyear rolling contract ended in March 1946.4 Thus, against this backdrop, the
MPAA got its man and on 19 September 1945 Eric Johnston was officially
unveiled as the organization’s new president.
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Although Eric Johnston had forged, a “special relationship” with Soviet
leader Joseph Stalin, as the introduction to this thesis indicated, scholars have
thus far overlooked the influence that this relationship exerted on his
appointment to one of the most powerful positions in the American film
industry. Instead, scholars have gestured towards the ways in which
Hollywood’s domestic concerns as well as its attempts to re-enter Western
European markets shaped Johnston’s appointment and shaped his tenure in
office. Lary May, for example, highlights trade union activity and Hollywood’s
response to the emerging new economic order of corporate capitalism.5 Studio
managers’ fears of federal regulation of the film industry are spotlighted by Jon
Lewis as being crucial to the hiring of Johnston,6 while Douglas Gomery
suggests that it was Hollywood’s ongoing battles with the US government over
anti-trust issues that led to Johnston’s recruitment.7 Conversely, for both Ian
Jarvie and Thomas H. Guback, it was Johnston’s anticipated contribution to
Hollywood’s penetration of markets in post-war France, Britain, and Italy that
was the key factor.8 Moreover, a small amount of scholarship that looks into
Hollywood’s efforts to sell films to Eastern European markets and which is
exemplified by the work of Todd Bennett, either bypasses Johnston’s role
altogether9 or details the late-1940s rounds of negotiations between the USSR
and Johnston,10 as he represented the Motion Picture Export Association
(hereafter MPEA), the export branch of the MPAA established in 1945 to
represent the majors’ interests on post-war markets in which major Hollywood
studios faced exceptional difficulties – such as those in Eastern Europe.11 This
5
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chapter, however, argues that Johnston’s appointment to the post of MPAA
president reflected Hollywood’s interest in Eastern European markets and that
it was Johnston’s “special relationship” to Soviet top brass and his knowledge
of the Soviet economic and political system that played a decisive role in his
appointment.
In its recruitment of Johnston, the MPAA employed long-standing
strategies that the MPAA had used, and continues to use, to secure highpowered lobbyists.12 At the risk of being gnomic, it is important to emphasize
that the MPAA courted individuals whose professional experience, and
political connections could be used to find solutions to the industry’s most
pressing concerns. In the 1920s, Hollywood’s biggest concerns were anti-trust
suits13 and the belief that mounting criticism over the supposedly immoral
content of its films would lead to outside regulation of the industry. In order to
prevent any intervention and censorship from outside of the film industry, the
MPAA had hired William Hays who, on the one hand, as a Presbyterian elder,
projected moral authority to hostile groups like the Legion of Decency, and
who, on the other hand, as a high-ranking Republican Party member, was
suitably connected in Washington to lobby for Hollywood and to secure
political support.14 Hays had been recruited to deal with domestic issues, even
though he also focused on Hollywood’s international operations during his
tenure as president. Yet, Hays’ successor was required to respond to pressing
developments that were unfolding both at home and abroad. It is therefore
important to acknowledge at this stage that certain “prerequisites” vis-à-vis US
concerns were also required of the new MPAA president.
Johnston, it should be noted, was in a position both to lobby for
Hollywood in Washington and to deal with important domestic issues that
Hollywood faced in 1944 such as trade union disputes and the anti-trust cases
that were again being brought against the film industry.15 As a four-time
president of the US Chamber of Commerce who had also been on several
12
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committees in the administration of President F. D. Roosevelt, such as the War
Manpower Commission and the Committee of Economic Stabilization,
Johnston was seen by Hollywood as “a friend at court, an influence in the inner
circles [and] a lever in Washington”.16 In particular, Johnston’s time in the
Roosevelt administration made him especially valuable to Hollywood for two
reasons. First, Johnston had been able to develop contacts across the American
political spectrum or, as Johnston’s successor at the post of MPAA president,
Jack Valenti – who had been a special assistant to President Lyndon B.
Johnson – later put it, to be able “to meet everybody”.17 Second, because he
had been a Republican Party member working in a Democratic administration,
Johnston had demonstrated the capacity to put aside partisan politics so as to
form productive professional relationships with people who held different
political views – a particularly attractive quality given that the MPAA
presidency was seen as a long-term appointment likely to span Republican and
Democrat administrations. While Johnston’s professional background indicated
that he had established links to a range of useful political figures, his particular
strength domestically lay in his connections to the State Department. Johnston
was, to quote Variety, “a force in the State Department”.18 As a one-time
member of such powerful State Department commissions as the Post-War
Economic Foreign Policy Committee, Johnston was well connected to the US
governmental department which was, more so than any other, actively involved
in assisting the American film industry abroad,19 for as Richard Maltby, Paul
Swann, and others have shown, the US State Department believed that
Hollywood films had the capacity to promote American goods and the
American way of life overseas.20
The MPAA could therefore call upon US ambassadors to take steps to
resolve in its favour disagreements with overseas governments, and could
make use of market analysis conducted by US diplomats. Hollywood’s
16
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association with the US State Department also meant that overseas
governments sought to avoid the alienation of the MPAA in case such a
situation jeopardized their relationships with the US government.21 Thus, with
post-war geopolitical conditions suggesting that Hollywood could reap
unprecedented revenues if it was to fill the power-vacuum that had developed
on European markets, the MPAA needed a powerful Washington insider more
than ever before.
Johnston’s ability to advance the interests of Hollywood domestically
through his connections to economic elites, connections to the White House,
and connections to a federal government department that was also committed
to facilitating Hollywood’s ambitions overseas were amongst the basic
requirements of an MPAA president. These qualities were precisely the
qualities that any candidate would have been required to posses in order even
to be considered for the job. As essential as these qualities were, they did not
make Johnston particularly unique among dynamic public servants, and
therefore they do not explain adequately why he was so attractive to the
MPAA. As far as the MPAA was concerned, Johnston stood out from the
Washington crowd, because, in addition to these qualities, he possessed almost
unrivalled knowledge of the Soviet economy and of the country’s political
scene, and had developed, unlike his peers, amicable working relationships
with Soviet Communist Party top-brass and Soviet industrial elites.
Significant amounts of press coverage in the summer of 1944 ensured
that the American public, including we can assume MPAA decision-makers,
were fully aware of the fact that it had been Johnston who had been selected by
President Roosevelt to lead a delegation of officials on a six-week tour of the
Soviet Union, which had been designed to cultivate trade relations between the
two countries.22 It was reported that during his stay, Johnston, in his dual role
as president of the US Chamber of Commerce and Roosevelt’s economic
advisor to the Soviet Union, had become one of only a handful of American
citizens to be invited to hold face-to-face discussions with leading Soviet
21
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industrialists and with the country’s most powerful politicians,23 in addition to
being permitted to tour the country’s industrial heartland.24 Johnston had
liaised with, among others, the Soviet Trade Minister Anastas I. Mikoyan and
Vyacheslav M. Molotov, the Soviet Minister of Foreign Affairs and a man who
was widely considered to be the second most powerful person in the USSR.25
The most powerful person was, of course, by anyone’s estimation, Soviet
leader Joseph Stalin. And it was a meeting with Stalin that, more than any other
event, demonstrated to the MPAA that it could benefit immeasurably from the
recruitment to its ranks of Eric A. Johnston.26
Johnston was amongst only a handful of American citizens who could
boast an established relationship to the most powerful individual in the Soviet
Union. Stalin could rewrite laws single-handedly, demolish trade barriers on a
whim, and turn a political foe into an ally. Crucially, for the MPAA, foreign
films could not be imported into the country without Stalin’s approval. Stalin
could, in short, welcome Hollywood into the USSR if he so chose or, for that
matter, could prevent Hollywood from entering the market. The MPAA
recognized that in the past Soviet officials had been notoriously reticent to
commit themselves to the importation of Hollywood films on a regular basis.27
Johnston, it was thought, could draw on his relationship with Stalin and with
others, to make Hollywood films a permanent fixture on Soviet screens and, as
a consequence of Soviet influence in the region, on the screens of other Eastern
European countries.28
During his time in the Soviet Union, and upon his return, Johnston was
framed by the American popular press in ways that made him particularly
attractive to the MPAA. A team of journalists accompanied Johnston on his
mission to Moscow, ensuring that he and his activities were reported in a
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flattering manner (see Figure 2.1).29 Journalists presented the American public
with a series of “Johnston figures”, amongst which were the interlocking
concepts of “Johnston the Expert on the Soviet Union” and “Johnston the
Diplomat” (on which I focus first). Three additional and more intricately
interwoven “Johnston figures” – “Johnston the Capitalist”, “Johnston the
American Patriot”, and “Johnston the Christina” – are examined below. The
circulation of Johnston’s public personae appears to have been a highly
controlled act of political image making, designed with much greater targets in
mind than the executives of the MPAA.30 Political commentators, film industry
watchers, and powerful Hollywood executives all shared the view that,
throughout the second half of the 1940s, Johnston was positioning himself as a
viable candidate for a top government job, believed at one point by many
commentators to have been the vice-presidential candidate for the Republican
Party.31
Johnston’s expertise on the USSR was communicated through blow-byblow accounts of his trip to the Soviet Union and by several extended
interviews in which his knowledge of the country was emphasized. For
example, in a Los Angeles Times article entitled “Eric Johnston Tells His
Views on Russia [sic]”, Johnston was given a platform upon which to
showcase his deep understanding of political topics such as the state of the
Soviet military and social issues including women’s roles in the country.32
Johnston’s diplomatic credentials were spotlighted in coverage of his attentiongrabbing meeting with Stalin. Johnston himself stressed that the meeting had
29
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been held in a jovial atmosphere, and insisted that Stalin had found him so
sympathetic as to invite him to return to Moscow. “He [Stalin] has a merry
twinkle in his eye”, Johnston told the New York Times, “[w]e did a great deal
of jesting back and forth” (see Figure 2.2).33 Thanks to this coverage then,
Johnston was presented as a rare individual who possessed the connections and
the skill-set that the MPAA believed was needed to penetrate Eastern Europe.

Figure 2.1

Eric A. Johnston (centre) heads to Moscow, 1944
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Figure 2.2

Thus,

Eric A. Johnston meets Joseph Stalin, 1944

whereas

Johnston’s

background

in

American

politics

demonstrated that he possessed the domestic experience and contacts
considered to be prerequisites of any MPAA president, his professional
dealings with top Soviets demonstrated that he was one of the few US political
insiders to be qualified to advance Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project
(dominating Eastern European markets, including the Soviet market, and
preventing the Soviet Film Monopoly from dominating Western Europe).
Johnston therefore came to the attention of the MPAA because he boasted an
exceptional combination of attributes that reflected not only what the MPAA
demanded of its presidents generally but what it required in a new president in
1944-1945. As exceptional as these attributes were, the MPAA’s pursuit of
Johnston was also driven by the attractive combination of political and
economic views that were projected by the three additional aspects of his
public personae: “Johnston the Capitalist” “Johnston the American Patriot”,
and “Johnston the Christian”.
The circulation of the figure of “Johnston the Expert on the Soviet
Union” and, as a result, the circulation also of the figure of “Johnston the
42

Diplomat”, risked inviting undesirable readings of Eric Johnston. Despite
increased levels of cooperation between the American and Soviet governments
during WWII, a vein of anti-communism ran deep through American society34
and fears over communism began to grow again as soon as WWII had ended.35
There was therefore a danger that Johnston’s highly publicized ties to the
USSR would be misinterpreted as an admission of communist sympathies or,
worse still, of his being secretly a Communist – a situation, which would
invariably spell an end to his political ambitions. An antidote came in the form
of three Johnston figures that placed Johnston in binary opposition to, what
Americans tended to see as, the defining characteristics of the USSR. Thus,
“Johnston the Capitalist” could not be misconstrued as a supporter of the
USSR’s state-controlled economy, “Johnston the American Patriot” could
hardly subscribe to the Soviet Union’s magnified sense of national pride,36 and
“Johnston the Christian” stood at odds to the official atheism of the Soviet
state. Because they each contrasted Johnston to his “partners” in the Soviet
Union, these three Johnston figures often merged in such a way that one was
implicitly present in another.
The figure of “Johnston the Capitalist” indicated that Eric Johnston
would steer the MPAA’s Soviet Sphere Project because he was a strong
advocate of trading with the USSR. In June of 1944, Johnston had predicted
the rise of “inevitable competition for world markets” between the US and the
Soviet Union; competition that he proclaimed would “have about it something
truly titanic”.37 Moreover, as he made clear in the American press and in his
bestselling 1944 book, “America Unlimited”, Johnston believed strongly in the
superiority of privately-owned American companies over Soviet state-run
companies and was convinced that this superiority would be proven through
free market economics. Johnston felt that the only way in which the superiority
of the US firms would be demonstrated was through face-to-face competition
34
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between the US and the USSR, from which American firms would emerge
victorious. “Mr. Johnston’s view regarding Soviet Russia”, reported a New
York Times correspondent, “has been that Americans must recognize that it has
a different economic system but American businessmen welcome the
competition of any other systems and are confident theirs can out-produce
them”.38 Johnston also made it clear that American capitalism and freedom
offered the best protection against the possible spread of communist ideology
through American society which, for some critics, represented a threatening
consequence of US-USSR business relations.39 Johnston envisioned Soviet
citizens consuming American goods, enjoying them over Soviet-made
products, and thus demanding more of the same – a scenario which would
involve one of the United States’ most high-profile and talismanic exports,
Hollywood films.40 Johnston’s comments indicated that he would be willing to
take up the MPAA presidency and that he shared the MPAA’s confidence in
the viability of its Soviet Sphere Project.
When “Johnston the Capitalist” merged with “Johnston the American
Patriot”, it seemed clear that Johnston would have another reason for taking up
the post of MPAA president. Managing the Soviet Sphere Project would
provide Johnston with an opportunity to contribute to what he considered to be
a valuable service to his country, a particularly attractive prospect if
speculation concerning his long-term political ambitions was in fact accurate.
Johnston, as Lary May has argued, believed that US economic victories over
the USSR would have far-reaching implications politically.41 Such successes,
felt Johnston, would erode the progress of global communism by limiting the
capital resources of the Soviet Union and by demonstrating the superiority of
American capitalism. By steering the Soviet Sphere Project, Johnston would be
given a particularly prominent stage upon which to see his hopes realized. The
picture of Eric A. Johnston painted by the combination of “Johnston the
Patriot” and “Johnston the Capitalist”, may have seemed far removed from the
broker of deals with top Soviets that had made Johnston so attractive to the
38
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MPAA in the first place, but Johnston’s position in the White House
necessitated his treading of a rhetorical tightrope. Johnston needed to appear
sympathetic to Communists without being seen at home as a communist
sympathizer, while simultaneously giving the impression of being an American
patriot to his US audience but not appearing to Soviets as an American tubthumper. Johnston’s public positions regarding US-USSR economic relations
therefore needed to be measured carefully, which, as May has suggested, made
Johnston’s version of anti-communism “different from earlier varieties in that
it was not a negative but a positive doctrine”.42 Johnston had connected US
economic growth and corporate power to the eventual defeat of communism.
His positive communism allowed him to acknowledge the legitimacy of the
Soviet political and economic systems while at the same time maintaining that
the American system would ultimately emerge victorious. As Johnston told
Stalin in 1944, there was no possibility that “the Soviet system could infiltrate
the American system”. While staunchly pro-American,43 Johnston portrayed
the Soviet Union not as a threatening empire but as a respected rival, an
honourable victory against whom would, as May has concluded, “provide a
new purpose and identity for the nation … [and simulate the] renewal of the
nation’s manifest destiny”.44 In his statements, Johnston drew a clear line
between the US and Soviet systems – social, economic, and, most importantly,
ideological and political. Such a distinction allowed him to explain to those
American citizens who had still been, despite the attempts of Roosevelt’s
administration to portray the USSR as an ally, suspicious of the Communist
Empire, that trading with the Soviet Union was essentially a risk-free
endeavour. In other words, business with the USSR could not possibly
endanger American values, national security or national identity. Although the
least explicit of all the Johnston figures, “Johnston the Christian” was an
important component of Johnston’s multi-faceted public persona. It emerged
metaphorically and implicitly through the convergence of capitalistic and
religious rhetoric and was exemplified by monikers including “No. 1
Evangelist for free enterprise”, which had been used by Time magazine to
42
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describe Johnston in June 1944.45 Born out of political necessity, the union of
“Johnston the Capitalist”, “Johnston the American Patriot”, and “Johnston the
Christian” produced a balanced figure that seemed to be capable of avoiding
the alienation of the American public and the alienation of American claimsmakers, as well as that of Soviet political elites.
Johnston’s views, projected through his public personae, also provided
the MPAA with a basis for a powerful public relations campaign in case it was
needed to counter accusations that the Soviet Sphere Project was tantamount to
trading with the enemy.46 International developments indicated that such a
communication strategy would indeed be necessary. Anti-communist
sentiments ran deep through American society, irrespective of the stance of US
foreign policy. The “Stalinist purges” – Stalin’s systematic execution of
political enemies in the 1930s – and Stalin’s cooperation with Hitler at the
outset of WWII remained vivid in the collective memory of the American
people, providing, for some, irrefutable evidence of the threat that the Soviet
regime posed.47 Some American media and political elites, as well as American
intellectuals had, despite the US-USSR wartime alliance, drawn parallels
publicly between Stalin and Hitler, and had insisted that doing business with
the USSR would in fact be akin to dealing with Nazi Germany.48 Importantly,
this was a notion that was also shared by many “ordinary” Americans, for, as
Les K. Adler and Thomas G. Paterson have observed, likening the Soviet
Union to Nazi Germany had been “a persuasive notion that significantly
shaped American perception of world events” from the 1930s through to the
1950s.49 An end to WWII promised to be a watershed moment in Americans’
perceptions of communism and Communists. With allied victory appearing
inevitable as the MPAA began to look for its new president, the organization
45
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had good reason to believe, in the absence of the common enemy of Nazi
Germany, and in the context of the rise to economic, military, and geopolitical
power of the Soviet Union, that anti-communism would be on the increase and
would spread among Americans.50 Tensions between the two countries did in
fact begin to escalate as the MPAA’s pursuit of Johnston gathered pace,
making more likely the organization’s need to take pre-emptive steps to avoid
its Soviet Sphere Project being jeopardized by anti-communist sentiments, and,
in turn making Johnston even more valuable to the organization.51
In sum, the MPAA courted and eventually hired Eric Johnston as the
organization’s president because his political and business connections
promised that he would be ideally equipped to help the MPAA realize its
commercial plans and strategic objectives vis-à-vis Eastern Europe generally,
and the Soviet Union in particular. Johnston, four-time president of the US
Chamber of Commerce, was, or at least appeared to be, exceptionally well
connected to both American and Soviet political and business elites. Having a
prolific career in Washington and having served as President Roosevelt’s
special advisor to the USSR during WWII, Johnston had spent six weeks in the
USSR where he had discussed post-war US-Soviet trade and economic
cooperation with Soviet top brass including Soviet leader Joseph Stalin. The
American media presented Johnston as an expert on the USSR, as an expert on
its economic and political systems, and as a man with established and close
connections to Stalin. Johnston’s appeal to the MPAA was increased by a
public image that stood to render wholly implausible any possible suggestions
that the MPAA’s Soviet Sphere Project amounted to trading with the enemy.52
The proliferation through media channels of the interlocking figures of
“Johnston the Capitalist”, “Johnston the Christian”, and “Johnston the
American Patriot” positioned Eric A. Johnston in direct opposition to Soviet
Communists, imbuing the MPAA’s East European operations with credibility
and pro-American political zeal at a point in time at which anti-communism
was once again on the rise in the US. Developments on European markets
50
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across summer and autumn 1945 emphasized to the MPAA that it needed a
new president very quickly if it did not want to lose those markets thus
bringing about a premature end to its Soviet sphere ambitions; the countries in
Eastern Europe had begun to establish state-controlled film monopolies which
represented a new obstacle to the Soviet Sphere Project. How the MPAA under
Johnston’s presidency responded to the film monopolies of Eastern Europe is
the focus of the next chapter.
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Chapter Three
“A Monopoly to Cope with Monopolies”:
The Motion Picture Export Association and the Film
Monopolies
Developments that were taking place in Europe across the second half of 1945
suggested that Hollywood was moving closer to an anticipated showdown with
Moscow over Eastern European film markets. That summer, just as the Motion
Picture Association of America (hereafter MPAA) had been courting Eric A.
Johnston to become its new president, Czechoslovakia, a country that fell
within the Soviet sphere of influence and which Hollywood had considered
before WWII to have been “one of the best markets in Europe for American
pictures”,1 had officially announced that it was going to found a state-owned
vertically integrated film monopoly. This film industrial model meant that all
previously private film business came to an end and that film production,
distribution, and exhibition, as well as film exportation and importation, were
instead to be controlled fully by the state. The MPAA had to find a way of
dealing with the state-controlled film monopolies that were emerging as a new
obstacle to Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.
In mid 1945, the member studios of the MPAA had in place a business
plan regarding Eastern Europe and were in the process of finalizing the hiring
of management that was suitably qualified to implement their plan. All that
was left was for the organisation to develop an operative mechanism through
which it could begin to execute the plan. The solution came in the form of the
Motion Picture Export Association (MPEA). Film historians have identified the
MPEA as the single most important economic tool for the implementation of
Hollywood’s international commercial objectives after WWII.2 However, the
1
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fact that half of the markets that the MPEA wished to penetrate on behalf of its
members were located in the Soviet Sphere of influence has thus far been
overlooked. Consequently, although the film monopolies were a pressing
problem for the MPAA, they remain under-examined.3 This chapter will
redress the balance by arguing that the founding of the MPEA, much like the
appointment of Eric A. Johnston to the post of MPAA president, was a crucial
part of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project and that its primary task was to deal
with the state-controlled film monopolies of Eastern Europe. Thus, where
Thomas Schatz has suggested that the MPEA was established primarily to
renew operations in the countries against which the US had fought during
WWII,4 Hollywood’s significant interest in Eastern Europe, suggests that it
was in fact the state film monopolies of Eastern Europe, more than any other
economic obstacle, that motivated the MPAA members to cooperate under the
banner of the MPEA; a claim supported by the fact that the US government,
which helped the MPAA to establish the MPEA, was strictly opposed to the
film monopolies in Europe.5 By examining the origins of the MPEA and its
role in the Soviet Sphere Project we can learn much about how Hollywood
organized its post-war operations in terms of business infrastructure, an area
that is explored in further detail in Part Two.
As far as Hollywood executives were concerned, the establishment of the
film monopoly in Czechoslovakia seemed to mark the advent of an unwelcome
trend in Europe. In August of 1945, Variety informed its readership that the
Yugoslavian government had founded a similar organisation which was called
the National Film Company or DFJ, whose job was to control exclusively
Yugoslavian film production, distribution, and exhibition. Within a few
months, another film monopoly – Film Polski – had been established, this time
in Poland.6 In addition, the Soviet government was taking steps to control film
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production and distribution in the part of Germany that it occupied7 and
Moscow was exerting significant influence over the war-ravaged film
industries of Bulgaria, Rumania, and Hungary, due largely to the countries
being heavily reliant on Soviet economic aid.8 It was only a matter of time,
warned US ambassador to Prague Laurence A. Steinhardt, before film
monopolies would be established everywhere in the Balkans and elsewhere in
Eastern Europe.9 Moreover, and much to Hollywood’s concern, the trend
towards film monopolies or monopoly-like set ups had not been restricted to
Eastern Europe, with Variety reporting that the Dutch government had
arranged for a group of private businessmen to run a vertically integrated
company called the Bioscoop-Bond.10 Under this arrangement, American film
companies had to become members of the Bond if they wanted to distribute
films in the Netherlands.11 For the MPAA, the structural similarities between
Bioscoop-Bond and the state-owned film monopolies, like the monopoly in
Czechoslovakia, suggested that the film monopoly model would not even be
restricted to the Soviet sphere of influence or to Communist countries. Indeed,
in 1945, there had been talks about state control of the film industry in France,
where the Communist party had gained a solid 26 per cent of votes in the
national elections that had been held that October,12 and rumours of plans to
establish a monopoly were also afoot in Britain,13 with the governments of both
7
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countries trying to come up with a way of protecting their respective domestic
film industries from American competition. There had also been talk of a film
monopoly being established in West Germany.14 Learning how to do business
with the state-run film monopolies of Eastern Europe therefore appeared to be
a necessary step for the MPAA to take if it was to operate effectively in many
overseas markets.
The MPAA disliked the monopolies because they stood at odds to free
market economics, an economic system that suited best Hollywood’s interests
in Europe and indeed anywhere else in the world.15 Like quotas and other trade
barriers, which Hollywood was again encountering in some Western European
markets,16 the film monopolies were designed to protect the interests of an
indigenous film industry. The monopolies in Eastern Europe posed, however, a
far greater threat to Hollywood than more “traditional” trade barriers, because,
as a consequence of the assumed Soviet influence in the countries where the
monopolies had been established, the monopolies in Eastern Europe, or so the
MPAA was convinced, would go about their business in a manner that heavily
favoured the Soviet film industry and which facilitated the capacity of the
Soviet Film Monopoly to realize its goals.17 “Russia [sic] controls Rumania,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia”, declared Variety,
“imprinting her economic vision on these countries [and] the US film industry
is being hampered by the state-directed policy”.18 Unsurprisingly then, the
MPAA interpreted such developments in Eastern Europe as a sign of the
influence of the Soviet Union over the film industries of the states in its
sphere.19 Supporting the organization’s conclusion that Moscow was behind
these developments was the fact that the Soviet film industry – unlike the
14
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Czechoslovak film industry – had been controlled by the state since the mid
1920s. Further “evidence” of Soviet influence over the film industries of other
Eastern European countries could, believed the MPAA, be seen in the fact that
Soviet films were being allocated a disproportionately high 60% of screen time
in theatres in countries like Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Poland,.20
While an appreciation of the MPAA’s perception of Eastern European
markets is central to understandings of Hollywood’s decision making processes
vis-à-vis the Soviet Sphere Project, it is of equal importance, albeit for different
reasons, to recognize that the organization’s perception of the region did not
correspond fully to the actual situation in Czechoslovakia. Because
Czechoslovakia and its film monopoly, as Part Two explains, played a pivotal
role in Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project, it is necessary to outline briefly the
advent of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly,21 the socio-political context from
which the monopoly emerged, and the way in which it was organized
structurally. In doing so, the character of the Czechoslovak market and the
challenges that the MPAA believed it faced on the market, become clearer.
Rather than being established by Moscow, the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly was the product of domestic socio-political developments and the
political and cultural agendas of the Czechoslovak government. The
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly was controlled by the Czechoslovak Ministry of
Information which itself was run by the Czechoslovak Communist Party,
which had close ties to Moscow.22 Despite the Czechoslovak Communist
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Party’s control over the film industry, the formation of the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly received the support of all of the four political parties that, together
with the Communist Party, made up the country’s new coalition government
after WWII.
The desire to set up a state-controlled film monopoly in Czechoslovakia
dated back to before the outbreak of WWII when a group of Czechoslovak
intellectuals first discussed the idea, before it was further developed during the
war, and finally executed immediately after the war had ended.23 As far as the
MPAA was concerned, the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly represented a unique
case because Czechoslovakia was the only capitalist state to have established a
film monopoly after WWII. This project resulted from the perceived necessity
to build in Czechoslovakia a strong nation-state with a socialist system at a
point in time at which increased state-intervention was viewed as an effective
way of achieving this goal. The Czechoslovak government no longer saw films
simply as commodities. Instead, Czechoslovak cultural policy – by which I
mean a government or political party’s policy to mobilize culture political and
ideological purposes – assigned significant cultural and ideological value to
films, in terms of their ability to contribute to the building of, what was seen to
be, a new, and more just, socialist society.24 The importance role that film was
expected to play vis-á-vis the political, cultural, and ideological agendas of
Czechoslovak political elites was reflected by the fact that the film industry
was the very first industry to fall under the control of the state after the war.
Crucially, as the domestic power of the Czechoslovak Communist Party
increased, Czechoslovak cultural policy reflected more and more the party’s
ideological interests.25
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The establishment of the film monopoly in Czechoslovakia brought about
a dramatic and unwelcomed change for Hollywood in terms of the ways it
could do business on the Czechoslovak market. Governed by free market
economics during the 1920s and 1930s, the Czechoslovak market had been a
market on which American film companies could operate by selling films to
local distributors or by renting through their offices in Prague films directly to
local exhibitors.26 Across the 1930s, Hollywood’s position on the
Czechoslovak market was affected, like it was on other European markets, by
the protectionist policies of the Czechoslovak government – most dramatically
seen in 1932 when the Czechoslovak government introduced importation
quotas.27 The MPAA had responded by boycotting the market and did not
resume operations in Czechoslovakia until 1935.28 The dispute between the
MPAA and Czechoslovakia was finally resolved in 1938, when the American
and Czechoslovak governments ratified a film importation agreement that
guaranteed Hollywood unprecedented access to the market.29 This agreement
would have, as Part Two shows, significant implications for the MPAA
members’ post-war conduct with respect to Czechoslovakia. Hollywood
gradually lost the Czechoslovak market after German occupation of the country
in 1939, when the majors’ offices were closed by the Nazis.30 When the MPAA
members wanted to return to the pre-war state of affairs by re-opening their
offices and by launching individual operations, they had discovered that the
market was “restricted” again – this time by the state film monopoly. If
Hollywood, or for that matter any other overseas film distributor, wanted to sell
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their product on a market that was controlled by a film monopoly, they had to
negotiate with the local government or with the governmentally mandated film
authorities. In Czechoslovakia, the main partners with which overseas
distributors hoping to operate on the Czechoslovak market were required to
negotiate were the Ministry of Information and the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly.
To tackle more effectively the issue of the film monopolies in Eastern
Europe, the member-studios of the MPAA redrafted the mission of the Motion
Picture Export Association,31 which had been founded in June 1945 by
Columbia, Loew’s, Paramount, RKO, Twentieth Century-Fox, United Artists,
Universal, and Warner Bros. (see Figure 3.1).32 Its precise role was,
understandingly, given that it was not yet clear what trade barriers the MPAA
members would encounter in Europe and elsewhere, left somewhat vague.
According to the Wall Street Journal, the MPEA was established “to oppose
any post-war discriminatory practices by foreign countries”.33 But across the
summer and autumn of 1945, the film monopolies began to emerge as a major
obstacle to the international ambitions of the MPAA members and, as a
consequence, the MPEA’s role and its modes of operation began to take a more
precise shape.

Figure 3.1

The MPEA’s logo on the organisation’s headed paper

31

Anon., “Johnston Also Heads Export Corp; UA With WB in ‘United Front’,” Variety, 3
October 1945, p. 6.
32
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The MPAA assigned the MPEA the role of operating on behalf of the
MPAA members in fourteen foreign markets, which were deemed problematic
because of restrictions to free trade. Those markets were Austria, Japan,
Germany, the Netherlands, Korea, China, the Dutch East Indies, and six
countries in the Soviet sphere of influence: the Soviet Union, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia.34 At the beginning of
October 1945, two weeks after he had become MPAA president,35 Eric
Johnston was named president of the MPEA and requested that all MPAA
members formed “a united front” in the MPEA.36 Appointed to the roles of
MPEA vice-president and general manager was Irving A. Maas, who would
become a pivotal figure in the Soviet Sphere Project.37 Johnston and Maas
were accountable to the MPEA’s board of directors,38 which was subsequently
transformed into an “executive committee”, which drew up MPEA business
strategy.39 Each MPEA member contributed a member of the board of
34
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directors, which was changed regularly. The member companies’ top
executives – men like Adolph Zukor (Paramount) and Nicholas Schenck
(MGM) – were usually present at the board’s weekly meetings.
The main strategic advantage that the MPAA members gained from
establishing the MPEA was the ability “to operate as a legal cartel” overseas, in
a practice which, as Thomas Guback has explained, was otherwise outlawed in
the US and enforced by severe anti-trust laws but which was made possible for
American companies operating internationally by the Webb-Pomerene Export
Act, an act of congress that had been passed into law in 1918.40 Furthermore,
by joining forces under the banner of the MPEA, the MPAA members could
count on the assistance of the U.S. State Department. The MPEA, as Thomas
Schatz has pointed out, was a merger between the MPAA and the overseas
branch of the U.S. government’s propaganda agency, the OWI.41 The US State
Department helped the MPAA to establish its export cartel and had made it
clear that it was ready to provide the MPEA with extensive assistance on
overseas markets42 because it perceived, as cultural diplomacy scholars like
Nicholas J. Cull, and as film historians such as Ian Jarvie and Paul Swann,
have documented, Hollywood films to be an invaluable propaganda asset.43 In
the eyes of Washington policymakers, some Hollywood films – “good
propaganda” as they were widely known – had the capacity to promote US
trade abroad thus stimulating the American economy, and also served political
functions such as spreading democracy, “re-educating” citizens of foreign
countries, and fighting totalitarianism.44 Cooperation between Hollywood and
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the US government, having been widespread during WWII, as Clayton R.
Koppes and Gregory D. Black have shown, continued after the war had ended
with the US government assisting the MPAA by lobbying local authorities to
dismantle barriers to free trade such as quotas and tariffs, by providing
Hollywood with logistic, personnel, and material support, and by compiling
valuable information about local markets and the assumed preferences of local
moviegoers.45 Accordingly, the MPEA began to target the markets in countries
in which film monopolies were established immediately after the war.
The MPAA members concluded that their economic interests vis-à-vis
the film monopolies in Eastern Europe would better be advanced if they were
united in one single entity rather than if they operated individually. Because
individual companies – i.e. the major Hollywood studios that together made up
the MPAA – would not be competing against one another but would be
cooperating, the MPEA was believed to be in a better position to negotiate with
the film monopolies and to help its members realize their shared commercial
objectives. The MPEA was essentially “a monopoly to cope with monopolies”,
to quote the description by Gerald M. Mayer, the managing director of the
MPAA’s international division, a body that cooperated closely with the
MPEA.46 Similarly, Eric Johnston would later describe the MPEA as “the film
business’ sole defence against either government monopolies or government
sponsored monopoly setups.”47 The MPEA’s function was to distribute its
members’ films, took care of films’ marketing campaigns and promotion
materials, collect revenues from the markets and divide them between its
members, negotiate with local governments, and settle legal disputes.48
Given that the MPAA, as Czech historian Petr Mareš has observed, felt
that the manner in which it addressed the monopoly issue in one country would
have far reaching implications for Hollywood’s operations on other markets in
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which film monopolies had also been established,49 the MPAA members
needed a country in which they could gain invaluable experience of dealing
with a film monopoly. Identifying strategically important individual markets
was a central tenet of the way in which the MPAA operated on international
outlets in the immediate aftermath of WWII, concluding that if its members
had limited access to a particular group of markets, or if its members
operations were restricted to some extent, the most effective way to establish a
presence was to set up, in selected countries, “beachheads”, as Variety
described them.50 Generating a profit from these operations was, it should be
emphasized, not a priority at this point in time. The MPAA members were
prepared, as Thomas Guback pointed out, to tolerate low levels of revenue
from a market in the short-term if they believed that they could benefit
strategically from that market, i.e. by securing a foothold for which to launch
expansion at a later date.51 Therefore, at this point in time, the MPAA’s priority
was, on the one hand, to establish a presence on the market, because, as Ian
Jarvie pointed out, “operations in place are harder stop than those not begun”52,
and, on the other hand, to secure a testing ground on which the MPEA could
acquire information about the conditions under which it would be required to
operate on markets that did not function under free market economics. Such
activity would enable the MPEA not only to capitalize on the market in the
future but also to expand into other similar markets.
Developing a way to deal with the newly formed film monopolies of
Eastern Europe was thus the next step in Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.
The solution to the problem was the creation of the MPEA, a cartel protected
by US law that would represent all of the MPAA members on overseas
markets. Starting with Czechoslovakia, Hollywood hoped to engage in research
and development exercises which would enable it to lay a solid foundation
upon which to build its subsequent interaction with other Eastern European
film monopolies.
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Conclusion
Towards the end of WWII, the member studios of the MPAA began to plan to
expand their operations into the Soviet market and into other European
markets, which appeared likely to fall under Soviet influence. The MPAA was
aiming to capitalize on favourable geopolitical conditions, which had seen the
US and the USSR cooperating as allies, and to capitalize on the US
government’s policy to create, after the war, a global market, which would
include the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Not only had Hollywood
identified the USSR as a potentially lucrative market, it had also concluded that
the Soviet film industry would likely become one of its main rivals in Eastern
Europe, and possibly even on Western European markets. To facilitate its
commercial and strategic plans vis-à-vis the post-war USSR and Eastern
Europe more generally, the MPAA took steps in 1945 to hire management that
appeared best equipped to steer the Soviet Sphere Project, and began to
organize itself in such a way as to provide itself advantages when operating in
Eastern Europe. Thus the majors appointed to the post of MPAA president Eric
A. Johnston, a high-ranking Washington insider who had served during the war
as President Roosevelt’s special economic advisor to the Soviet Union and who
boasted close contacts to top Soviet officials, including Soviet leader Joseph
Stalin, with whom he had liaised during a highly publicized visit to the USSR.
Soon after they had recruited Johnston, the MPAA members formed an export
cartel called the Motion Picture Export Association or MPEA. Operating as
one entity, instead of embarking upon individual operations, promised to
enable the MPAA members to be more effective when they negotiated with the
state-owned film monopolies of Eastern Europe. The film monopolies
presented Hollywood with a new challenge and a new obstacle to the
successful implementation of the Soviet Sphere Project because they prevented
the MPAA members from operating in a free market environment and because
they made them reliant on a local state-controlled film institution, which
neutralized the very mechanism – distribution – that gave them a crucial
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advantage on overseas markets.1 Moreover, the MPAA-members feared that
the film monopolies in Eastern Europe would favour the Soviet film industry
and Soviet films and would “discriminate” against the MPEA and its films.
Because the MPAA felt that the way in which it addressed the film
monopoly issue in one country in Eastern Europe would affect significantly its
position on other markets that had also established film monopolies, it
earmarked one Eastern European country as a testing ground in which to gain
insight into dealing with monopolies more generally and as a base from which
to expand the MPEA’s reach eastwards. Part Two shows that the country the
MPAA had identified as a testing ground and as the point of entry into Eastern
Europe was Czechoslovakia.
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Part Two
Implementing the Soviet Sphere Project, 1945-1947
From the autumn 1945 to July of 1946, the Motion Picture Association of
America (hereafter MPAA) went to great lengths to operate once again in the
relatively small Eastern European country of Czechoslovakia. This operation
took a considerable amount of time, money and energy, and, above all else, it
involved a surprising amount of invention, which, as Petr Mareš has explained
in detail, included attempts to avoid dealing with the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly by using as a middleman the United States Information Service.1
Although the MPAA initially boycotted the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
upon its establishment in August 1945,2 within six months, the MPAA had
made a 180-degree-turn, as its members authorized the Motion Picture Export
Association (hereafter MPEA) to negotiate directly with the monopoly.
This brief overview of the MPAA’s conduct hints at the complexity of
the organization’s strategies towards Czechoslovakia in the immediate
aftermath of WWII. The time, the effort, and the expenditure the MPAA
invested in its Czechoslovakian operations serves to highlight just how
important a market Czechoslovakia really was to the MPAA. The fact that the
major Hollywood studios considered Czechoslovakia to be a lucrative market
before WWII certainly played a significant role in the MPAA’s desire to return
to what was the most culturally and geographically Western country in the
Soviet sphere of influence. But the economic potential of the Czechoslovak
market explains only partially why Czechoslovakia was so important to the
MPAA in the immediate post-war years. There was another reason for the
MPAA’s actions; Czechoslovakia was also deemed to be crucial to the
successful implementation of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.
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Part Two of this thesis examines, what I consider to be, the second phase
of the Soviet Sphere Project, covering the period from summer 1945 to autumn
1947, during which time the MPEA endeavoured to surmount, what it
considered to be, the new obstacle to its return to Eastern European markets –
the state-controlled film monopolies – and during which time the MPEA took
steps to lay a firm foundation upon which to build its expansion eastwards. The
second phase of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project unfolded across a period
of time which was bookended by the MPEA’s identification of Czechoslovakia
as the international starting point of its post-war Eastern European operations
and by the organization’s establishment of its presence across the region. It was
during the second phase of the Soviet Sphere Project, that the MPEA enjoyed
its greatest success in Eastern Europe.
This part of the thesis is organized into three chapters, the first of which,
chapter four, shows that the MPEA identified Czechoslovakia as a testing
ground in which it could develop and assess its strategies for dealing with the
film monopolies of Eastern Europe by illuminating the logic behind the
MPEA’s decision to choose Czechoslovakia over other Eastern European
countries and by showing that how the organization’s decision-making was
shaped by a combination of economic and political factors. Whereas
Hollywood’s post-war interest in re-entering Czechoslovakia has, through
processes of de-contextualization, been presented largely as a small, localized
endeavour, this chapter shows it to have been a key part of a much broader
project.3 Explored in chapter five is the principal strategy that the MPEA
employed to make itself competitive in the region – the films it selected to be
considered for exportation to Czechoslovakia. The chapter reveals, in contrast
to existing studies,4 the extent to which, the MPEA’s choice of films was, in
addition to propaganda functions, informed by commercial considerations
3
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pertaining both to the MPEA’s goals on the Czechoslovak market and on the
markets of Eastern Europe as a whole. Finally, Chapter Six turns its attention
to the ways in which the MPEA began to implement the Soviet Sphere Project
on Czechoslovak soil. Focusing on the MPEA’s attempts to control distribution
of its product in the region, the chapter shows that Prague was used as a base
from which the MPEA coordinated its operations and from which the
organization set about establishing a trans-border distribution network across
Eastern Europe so as to facilitate its expansion across the region.
By focusing on the MPEA’s operations in Czechoslovakia and on the
MPAA members’ response to a non-free market economic environment, the
chapters illuminate the ways in which the MPEA actually went about doing
business in different economic environments and how it adjusted its strategies
vis-à-vis specific markets. To date, scholars focusing on the international
operations of the American film industry and its export policies after WWII
have explored in detail the cooperation that developed between the MPAA and
the US government, thus overemphasizing, to some extent, the degree to which
governmental assistance facilitated the MPEA’s penetration of European
markets.5 However, the additional steps that the MPEA took to maximize its
chances of success on the continent require continued investigation in a similar
manner to that conducted by Jennifer Fay with respect to post-war Germany.6
By offering a close analysis of the MPEA’s strategies towards Czechoslovakia
in particular, and to the region of Eastern Europe in general, this part of the
thesis shifts focus from “the interaction of film policy and high policy”, to use
Ian Jarvie’s words, to the ways in which the MPEA designed market-specific
5
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strategies and organized its business operations.7 In doing so, Part Two of this
thesis sheds new light on the post-war interaction of Hollywood and Eastern
Europe, decentralizing state intervention so as to refocus attention onto the
MPEA’s corporate and entrepreneurial conduct.
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Chapter Four
“When the Czech Situation is Settled”:
Czechoslovakia as a Testing Ground for Eastern
Europe
Having established the Motion Picture Export Association (hereafter MPEA)
as an instrument with which to engage the film monopolies of Eastern Europe,
the Motion Picture Association of America (hereafter MPAA) set about
identifying the ideal Eastern European country in which to test and develop the
strategies that it hoped, at a later date, to use to do business with other film
monopolies in the region.1 The MPAA took careful consideration when
selecting a suitable testing ground because its members were convinced, as Petr
Mareš has observed, that their first dealings with a film monopoly would play a
significant role in the power-dynamics that evolved between the MPEA and
other film monopolies, particularly with respect to the financial details of
potential importation contracts that would ultimately determine the percentage
of the box-office dollar received by the MPAA members.2 All of the available
evidence points to Czechoslovakia being selected by the MPAA as a testing
ground for Eastern Europe.
Selecting Czechoslovakia as a testing ground was not a new strategy for
the MPAA members and other film distributors harbouring international plans.
For example, as Czech film historian Petr Szczepanik has shown,
Czechoslovakia was chosen in the 1930s by the major American film
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companies to trial run a new theatrical audio system.3 Similarly, Nazi Germany
planned, at the beginning of the 1940s, as another Czech historian, Jiří Doležal,
has observed, to use Czechoslovakia as a production centre for Nazi
propaganda, which would then be distributed throughout Southern and Eastern
Europe.4 Overall, establishing “beachheads” – to use Variety’s favourite turn of
phrase – in strategically important European markets from which the MPAAmembers could later expand was, as Part One explained, a tactic that
Hollywood employed regularly after WWII.5 This chapter examines the
economic and political logic that led the MPAA to identify Czechoslovakia as
its testing ground, arguing that Hollywood believed that dealing successfully
with the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly would increase significantly its chances
of expanding across Eastern Europe.
The MPEA felt that selecting one market as a testing ground would
enable it to gather information about the ways in which Eastern European film
monopolies operated, so that it could gain invaluable experience of how best to
do business with them, and, assuming that progress was made, the testing
ground also would provide an example for other countries in the region to
follow.6 Underwriting the MPEA’s conviction in the viability of an Eastern
European testing ground was its belief that Eastern Europe existed more as a
group of interconnected markets than as individual markets. The MPEA hoped
that once one of the states in the Soviet sphere of influence had agreed to allow
MPEA films to be screened at local movie theatres, a chain reaction would be
initiated whereby other Eastern European countries would pursue similar
relations with the MPEA. The reason for the MPEA’s drawing of this
conclusion was Moscow’s assumed influence in the region and the power that
it was thought to wield over smaller Eastern European film industries.7 Since
the political and economic policies of individual East European governments
3
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had been, to varying degrees, shaped by the Kremlin, it stood to reason, at least
in the eyes of Hollywood executives, that the conduct of the respective Eastern
European film industries would share significant similarities, thus suggesting
that a precedent set in one Eastern European country would lead to Hollywood
product being accepted by the governments of other Eastern European
countries. The belief that MPAA executives placed in this sequence of events
unfolding was cemented further by notions of regionalism being articulated by
Soviet leader Joseph Stalin and by the MPAA’s knowlegde of Moscow’s plans
to establish a Pan-Slavian bloc in which all of the Slavic nations (as well as
some non-Slavic nations) would be united under the leadership of the USSR,
resulting in the film industries of Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Poland,
Bulgaria, and the USSR pursuing similar agenda under the banner of
Panslavism.8
An Eastern European testing ground was also attractive to the MPEA
because it offered a safe haven from which MPEA representatives could
conduct espionage activities on the Soviet film industry.9 Like the Soviet
system and the postwar policies of the Soviet government, the plans and the
strategies of the Soviet film industry remained somewhat of an enigma to the
Americans.10 While the MPAA members had, based on predictions and
information that had been provided to them by US diplomats, drawn some
conclusions as to the Soviet film industry’s European objectives and about the
strength of the Soviet film industry, the MPEA sought more accurate and upto-date information on what it quite reasonably expected to be its main rival on
European markets. In particular, the MPEA was interested in the production
capacity of the Soviet film industry, its technological progress and
8
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developemnt of technological innovations, its promotion techniques, and its
ability to supply not only Eastern Europe but Western Europe as well.
Memos and telegrams that were exchanged by the MPEA and the US
State Department indicate that the MPEA also had concluded that
Czechoslovakia was likely to function as a trendsetter for the rest of the small
countries in the Soviet sphere.11 To be precise, the MPEA hoped to sign with
Czechoslovakia, what would be from the MPEA’s perspective, as
economically advantageous a film importation contract as possible so as to set
a precedent that, in theory at least, other Eastern European film monopolies
would be willing and able to follow. The MPEA perceived Czechoslovakia as a
trendsetter not only in 1946-1947, but, as a report that was issued by the US
ambassador to Prague, J. E. Jacobs (L. A. Steinhardt’s replacement), explains,
throughout the second half of the 1940s. Wrote the ambassador:
Obviously, the Motion Picture Export Association
situation in Czechoslovakia is a weather vane of
possibilities affecting American interests in the whole
of Eastern Europe. There may be a disposition in other
countries of the Soviet sphere to look at
Czechoslovakia as the logical take-off point for formal
understandings with American film producers. Any
success in arriving at an agreement between
Czechoslovakia and the Motion Picture Export
Association should improve chances to make similar
arrangements in Hungary, Bulgaria, Rumania, and
Poland.12
Signing film importation contracts like the one that had been signed with
Czechoslovakia would, it was hoped, enable the MPEA to supply films on a
regular basis across Eastern Europe.13 A lucrative agreement with the
Czechoslovaks, believed the MPAA, would also provide a kind of roadmap
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that could be followed by those MPEA officials that would be sent to negotiate
with the film monopolies that had already been established in Poland and in
Yugoslavia, and which were expected to be established in Rumania, Bulgaria,
and Hungary. “I take it that when the Czech situation is settled,” reported one
State Department officer, “it will establish a precedent for Yugoslavia. And for
Poland where there is also a monopoly”.14 The MPAA’s perception of
Czechoslovakia and, by extension, the MPEA’s conduct in Eastern Europe,
was shaped significantly by the opinions of American diplomats.
Hollywood’s decisions vis-à-vis Czechoslovakia were, above all else,
influenced by the views of US ambassador to Prague Laurence Steinhardt.
Receiving advice from local diplomatic posts had, as Ian Jarvie has pointed
out, been part of much wider assistance that the American film industry had
received from the US government after WWII.15 The US embassy in Prague
was one of key channels through which Hollywood obtained information on
the Czechoslovak film market with Steinhardt singling out the country as a
strategically important Eastern European market for Hollywood. In fact, the
Prague embassy became one of the most active diplomatic posts in Europe
thanks to Steinhardt sending a steady supply of memos and reports regarding
the Czechoslovak film industry, regarding Hollywood’s prospects on the
Czechoslovak market, and regarding Hollywood’s anticipated competition with
other film industries such as those of Britain and the USSR.16 Steinhardt was a
firm believer in the “Czechoslovakia-as-testing-ground” thesis and nowhere
was this more apparent than in a report in which he emphasized that the
MPEA’s conduct towards Czechoslovakia would probably be “determinative
of the future of American pictures throughout Central Europe and the
Balkans”.17 Hollywood’s decision to launch the Soviet Sphere Project from
Czechoslovakia, instead of Poland or Yugoslavia, which also boasted fully
14
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operative film monopolies, was undergirded by a combination of economic and
political factors.
Economically, Czechoslovakia was more attractive to the MPAAmembers than was largely agrarian Poland or politically unstable Yugoslavia.18
Before WWII, industrially advanced Czechoslovakia had been America’s
biggest and most lucrative market in Eastern Europe.19 For example, in 1939,
Czechoslovakia had contributed $3m20 of the total revenue that the American
film industry had generated from international markets.21 This solid financial
performance was in part made possible by a film importation agreement that
had been ratified by the Czechoslovak government and the US government in
1938; an agreement that had offered highly favorable conditions to Hollywood.
Under the 1938 agreement no restrictions were placed on the importation into
Czechoslovakia of American films. Instead, a small “registration fee” was
charged for each film that entered the country.22 Unsurprisingly, the MPAA
suggested that cooperation between Hollywood and Czechoslovakia could be
resumed after WWII simply by renewing the 1938 agreement.23 Because the
MPAA had forged highly amicable relations with the Czechoslovak
government before Hitler’s armies had seized control of the country in 1939,
the MPAA believed that relations would return to pre-war norms following the
reinstatement in 1945 of the pre-war government. Market conditions indicated
that the Czechoslovak market – a secure source of revenue before the war –
would be even more lucrative after the conflict had ended.
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Czechoslovak governmental officials had advised the MPAA that
demand for American films in Czechoslovakia had increased considerably
following their five year absence from Czechoslovak movie screens, between
1940 and 1945.24 The MPAA also had strong grounds to believe that
Hollywood films would face less competition on the market from films
belonging to those national film industries that it had faced when operating on
the Czechoslovak market before the war, because many of the European film
industries, including the German film industry, which had been Hollywood’s
strongest pre-war competitor in Czechoslovakia, were not expected to be able
to operate in Czechoslovakia or to be able to supply the market with sufficient
films to pose a serious challenge to the MPEA.25 In most cases, these
conditions were a result of the huge material and personnel losses that many
European film industries had incurred during the war; however, the German
film industry was blocked from operating on the Czechoslovak market in
response to the Nazis’ six-year occupation of the country. The drastic reduction
in competition for the box-office dollar in Czechoslovakia suggested that
casual moviegoers would have little other than American films to attend, thus
increasing ticket-sales even further. Additionally, Czechoslovakia, unlike its
neighbours, had in place a film distribution and exhibition infrastructure that
was fully capable of catering to its population’s apparent desire to view
Hollywood fare.
In

contrast

to

Poland

and

Yugoslavia

Czechoslovakia’s

distribution/exhibition infrastructure – an extensive circuit of movie theatres –
had survived the war almost entirely intact, ensuring that films would be
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readily available to the local audience.26 Before the outbreak of war,
Czechoslovakia had boasted around a total of 1900 movie theatres, the majority
of which were still standing and operative after the cessation of hostilities.27
The story was, however, quite different in Yugoslavia and in Poland, where, as
Marek Haltof has observed, “the damaged and outdated [distribution]
infrastructure remained the biggest problem of the nationalized film
industry”.28 Adding to the appeal of Czechoslovakia was the fact that the postwar Czechoslovak government seemed unlikely to stand in Hollywood’s way.
With an end to war clearly in sight, the politicians who had ruled
Czechoslovakia before the war and who were scheduled to return to office
when the Nazis finally left Czechoslovakia, had expressed great interest in
obtaining Hollywood films upon their return to power. In 1944, the pre-war
Czechoslovak government of President Edvard Beneš, which was in exile in
London, reached an agreement with the Office of War Information (OWI) over
the importation into Czechoslovakia of as many as 40 Hollywood feature films
and one hundred short films immediately after the liberation of the country.29
Whereas the MPAA’s ability to capitalize on the situation in Czechoslovakia
had been hampered temporarily by its refusal to deal with the newly formed
monopoly, news, across the autumn of 1945 and the first few months of 1946,
of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly’s interest in buying Hollywood films
resulted in the MPAA’s stand softening somewhat.30 In stark contrast, there is
26
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no evidence to suggest that either the Yugoslavian Film Monopoly or the
Polish Film Monopoly had approached the MPAA with a view to securing the
importation of its member-studios’ films, serving further to increase the appeal
of using Czechoslovakia as the testing ground for dealing with the film
monopolies. The Czechoslovak Film Monopoly’s turn to Hollywood films was
borne out of its need to secure its own survival.
The Czechoslovak Film Monopoly began to court Hollywood because it
had realized, based on audience attendance data, that its bolstering of domestic
films with French, British, and Soviet imports appeared to be wholly incapable
of securing large enough audiences to maintain its economic stability.31 In the
case of Britain and France, transportation problems were complicating the
supply of films to overseas markets. Meanwhile, the Soviet film industry was
unable to increase film production to such levels as to be able to meet the
stipulations that had been set out in the contract that it had signed with the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in June 1945.32 In addition to these problems,
the Czechoslovak film industry itself was managing only slowly to resume film
production following the war. These factors revealed to Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly management that, without Hollywood product, it would most likely
be unable to keep Czechoslovak theatres supplied with enough new films to
keep attracting audiences to the country’s theatres.33 Positive signals from the
Official Letterbooks July 19, 1945-December 31, 1945, Steinhardt to Harold L. Smith, Prague,
12 November 1945.
31
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Czechoslovak Film Monopoly demonstrated to the MPAA that brokering a
favourable agreement with the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly had become a
distinct possibility. Political conditions also made Czechoslovakia a more
attractive testing ground in Eastern Europe than Poland and Yugoslavia.
Politically, Czechoslovakia was the most stable and most pro-American
country in Eastern Europe. Founded after the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire in 1918, Czechoslovakia became a democratic republic, the regime of
which had been heavily influenced by the political philosophy of American
Presidents Thomas Jefferson and Woodrow Wilson – with the latter having
even contributed significantly to the founding of the republic. In 1945,
Czechoslovakia occupied a prominent position in the American government’s
post-war foreign policy plans regarding Eastern Europe, with US policymakers
seeing Czechoslovakia as an exception among the nations in the Soviet sphere
of influence.34 For a start, Czechoslovakia was the only democratic state in
Eastern Europe, the most industrialized and economically advanced country in
the region, and was the Eastern European country that boasted the most solid
economic, political, and cultural relations to Western Europe and to the US.35
Moreover, Moscow had granted the Czechoslovak government more freedom
to govern its own internal and foreign affairs than it had granted to other
Eastern European governments, allowing Prague to maintain contacts with the
West so as to avoid alienating Western powers entirely – a situation that
Moscow wanted at this stage to dodge but which would in all likelihood
happen if Eastern Europe was cut off immediately from the rest of the world.
At this time, Soviet leader Joseph Stalin preferred a policy that Cold War
historians Vladislav Zubok and Constantine Pleshakov have called the
“balance-of-power game”.36 The “balance-of-power game” enabled the USSR
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to recover from the war and to pursue Stalin’s vision of building a vast empire.
The role of Czechoslovakia in this policy, as Czech historian Josef Kalvoda has
pointed out, was to provide the USSR a point of entry into Western Europe
from which it could gain information about, and compete with, the US.37 So,
even when other Eastern European countries were towards the end of the 1940s
closing their borders and expelling western citizens and businesses, New York
Times correspondent C. L. Sulzberger could still describe Czechoslovakia as an
“anomaly in [the] Soviet Bloc”.38 Therefore, although it understood that the
Czechoslovak government was in close contact with Moscow, the MPAA
believed that, because the Soviet government pursued a more liberal policy
towards Czechoslovakia than its other satellites, the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly would be more open than its counterparts in Poland and Yugoslavia
to deal with Hollywood via the MPEA.39
The Czechoslovakia government’s policy to open the country’s borders
to Eastern as well as to Western politicians, diplomats, and business interests,
had presented the MPEA with an opportunity to penetrate the Soviet sphere of
influence. The MPAA members, in addition to believing that they could
capitalize on Moscow’s desire to use Czechoslovakia as a one-way bridge from
East to West, felt that they could capitalize on the Czechoslovakian
government’s desire to use the country as a two-way bridge linking Eastern and
Western Europe.40 Retaining contact with American political and economic
institutions, such as the MPAA, was seen to be essential to the economic
stabilization of Czechoslovakia because, as several Ministry of Foreign Affairs
reports explain, the Czechoslovak government believed that such conduct
would help to secure additional US government aid;41 negotiations with the
MPEA were from the very beginning closely related to the signing of a general
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trade agreement between Czechoslovakia and the US.42 The MPEA realized
that it could benefit from this way of thinking on account of recognizing that
the Czechoslovak government, like the country’s film monopoly, believed
firmly that the operations and objectives of Hollywood and of Washington
were intimately intertwined. Much like the Czechoslovak government, the
MPAA also figured out that it too could benefit from US governmental
assistance if an amicable working relationship was forged between the MPEA
and the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly.
The MPEA focused on the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly because in
Czechoslovakia, arguably more than anywhere else in Eastern Europe, it could
receive help from the US Department of State. The US government, as Chapter
Three explained, saw Hollywood films as vital parts of propaganda campaigns
because it believed that they helped to spread democracy, to undermine
totalitarian states, and to stimulate trade. The MPAA was aware that US
Department of State assistance would be offered to the MPEA because
Czechoslovakia occupied a particularly prominent location in the State
Department’s post-war foreign policy agenda.43 Due to its democratic political
system, due to its established cultural and economic connections to the West,
and due to its geographic position, Czechoslovakia was viewed as an ideal
location in which to disseminate American propaganda. Playing a vital role in
these plans were, as Mareš has observed, media products, including Hollywood
films, radio broadcasts, exhibitions and newspapers, in conjunction with the
United States Information Service (USIS) libraries.44 The role of Hollywood
films was to help to retain the democratic political system of Czechoslovakia,
to offset Soviet influence in the country so as to restrict its expansion
westwards, to generate pro-US sentiment among Czechoslovak citizens, and to
keep Czechoslovak citizens acquainted with the American way of life and
American ideals.45 Hollywood’s expectations regarding US Department of
42
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State assistance were based on the State Department having already
demonstrated it readiness to assist the MPAA-members during the OWI’s
negotiations with the Czechoslovak exiled government (discussed above).
To summarize, the MPAA concluded that the Soviet Sphere Project
would best be served, as it entered its second phase, by the selection of a
national film market that would function as a testing ground in which could be
developed optimal strategies for dealing with the Communist-controlled film
monopolies of Eastern Europe. Economically attractive, politically stable, and
open to the West, Czechoslovakia thus seemed to be an ideal location for such
an exercise. The situation in Czechoslovakia signalled that Hollywood was
more likely to reach a favourable agreement with the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly than with the film monopoly in Poland or with its counterpart in
Yugoslavia. Choosing Czechoslovakia indicated that Hollywood could, in the
short-term, win back, in the words of Variety “one of the best markets in
Europe for American pictures before the war”,46 and that it, in the medium
term, could expand its reach deeper into Eastern Europe. In the eyes of the
MPEA, the return to power of the amicable pre-war Beneš government
promised a renewal of pre-war cooperation, the first sign of which was seen in
early autumn of 1946 when the MPEA and the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
signed a contract that called for a list of MPEA-member films to be sent to the
monopoly, from which a selection would be chosen for release in
Czechoslovak theatres: a surprisingly complex process that is the focus of the
next chapter.

1948 so as to drum up support for anti-communist political forces. Similarly, the showing of
Walt Disney’s Snow White and Seven Dwarfs (1937) at Christmas time in Germany in 1948
was expected to spread positive feelings amongst German citizens. Czechoslovakia was
another case in point. For example, US ambassador to Prague L. A. Steinhardt urged the
MPAA members to renew their operations in Czechoslovakia before the parliamentary
elections of May 1946 so that the US could benefit from the propaganda value of Hollywood
films. See Paul Swann, “The Little State Department: Washington and Hollywood´s Rhetoric
of the Postwar Audience”, in David W. Elwood and Rob Kroes (eds), Hollywood in Europe,
Experience of a Cultural Hegemony (Amsterdam: VU University Press, 1994), p. 180; NARA,
RG59, DF1945-1949, Bruins to the Secretary of State, Praha, 22 December 1947, 860F.4061
MP/12-2047.
46
Anon., “American Films Reach Accords”, p. 13.
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Chapter Five
“Only the Best American Films”: Selecting Motion
Pictures for Distribution in Czechoslovakia
The agreement signed in September 1946 between the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly and the Motion Picture Export Association (hereafter MPEA)
delivered a film importation contract of which its member companies could
only have dreamed. Reflecting the monopoly’s need for Hollywood fare, the
MPEA was given better conditions for exhibiting its films than any other
overseas film exporter has received from the monopoly. The contract stipulated
that the MPEA was to be paid 65 per cent of the rentals – monies left over from
box office ticket-sales once the theatres’ overheads had been deducted – once
the appropriate taxes had been paid to the Czechoslovak government. The
contract therefore offered the MPEA better terms than either the Soviet Film
Monopoly or the British film industry had received from Czechoslovakia, and
gave the MPEA the right to control the ways in which its films were
distributed, exhibited, marketed, and publicized in Czechoslovakia.1 All that
was left for the MPAA to do was to send to Prague a list of 140 feature films
from the back-catalogues of its eight member-studios, so that the Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly could choose 80 films that would be distributed in
Czechoslovakia across 1946 and 1947.2
The 80 movies that the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly would choose
would be the first Hollywood films to be screened in Czechoslovakia since
WWII had ended and also would be the first films that the MPEA delivered

1

The contract guaranteed the release of MPEA-films in the five biggest Czechoslovak cities
and in another 120 smaller cities, as well as guaranteeing regular payment of revenues and
consultation over release dates. Also, the MPEA films had to remain on the program of a
particular movie theatre until attendance dropped below 70 per cent. 65 per cent of the profit
would account roughly for 35 per cent of the gross receipts in movie theatres. Národní Archiv
v Praze [Translation: National Archive, Prague, Czech Republic], (hereafter NA), Archiv
Ministerstva Informací, f. 861 [Translation: Ministry of Information Archive], (hereafter MI, f.
861), karton (hereafter KA) 234, inventární číslo (Inventory Number, hereafter IN), 559, sign.
USA filmy-různé 1945-1948, Smlouva [Translation: An Agreement].
2
The right to distribute the 80 films expired in 1949. The MPEA expected to sell a new group
of films to Czechoslovakia in autumn 1947.
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behind the Iron Curtain. The list was structured in such a way as to provide
information from which readers could gauge each film’s commercial viability,
as well as its cultural appropriateness (as defined by the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly’s Importation Committee). The films were itemized according to the
production and/or distribution company; the type of film was highlighted, as
were the names of the two main stars. The inclusion of the films’ stars and a
generic label indicated the marketability of each individual picture.3
A couple of months before the list was finalized, the MPEA’s office in
New York was informed by the US Department of State about two telegrams
that it had received on the selection of films from the US ambassador to
Prague, L. A. Steinhardt. In the first telegram, Steinhardt urged the majors to
distribute “only the best American films” in Prague in the months following the
signing of, what I will call, The 1946 Agreement.4 In the second telegram,
Steinhardt went as far as to propose the titles of two films that he considered to
be perfect candidates to spearhead Hollywood’s entry into the Czechoslovak
market: the much-lauded presidential biopic Wilson (1944) and David
O’Selznick’s Civil War epic Gone with the Wind (1939). Steinhardt’s appeal to
the US State Department to ensure that the MPEA selected the “best films” for
the Czechoslovak market were, of course, politically motivated – after all he
was a staunch believer in the propaganda value of Hollywood pictures.5 For
Steinhardt, it was in the US’s national interests for the MPEA not to flood
Czechoslovakia with low-budget sensationalist fare, but instead to provide,
based on fairly established cannons of taste, “quality” and “serious” pictures.
Steinhardt was heavily invested in this issue because, in 1945, the MPAA
members had time and again ignored his pleas, for the benefit of US foreign
policy initiatives, to cease their boycott of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly.6
3

The genre labels cited here are those used by the MPEA.
National Archive and Records Administration II, College Park, Maryland, US (hereafter
NARA), Records of the Department of State, Record Group 59 (hereafter RG59), Decimal
Files 1945-1949 (hereafter DF1945-1949). Ambassador Steinhardt to the Department of State,
Message to be Transmit to Francis Harmon, Vice President of the Motion Picture Export
Association, Prague, 27 September 1946, 860F.4061 MP/9-2746.
5
Petr Mareš, “Politika a ‘pohyblivé obrázky’: spor o dovoz amerických filmů do
Československa po druhé světové válce” [Translation: “Politics and ‘Moving Pictures’: A
Dispute over the Importation of American Films into Czechoslovakia after WWII”], Iluminace,
vol. 6, no. 1 (1994), p. 80.
6
Library of Congress, Washington D.C., US (hereafter LOC), Laurence A. Steinhardt Papers
(hereafter LAS Papers), Box 83, Official Letterbooks, July 19 1945-December 31 1945,
4
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This time, however, Steinhardt had little cause for concern because this time it
was in the MPAA members’ own interests to supply the Czechoslovak market
with enough “quality” and “serious” movies to keep satisfied even an
ideologue like Steinhardt.
The operations and strategies of the American film industry in Europe
after 1945 are often framed as belonging to wider US foreign policy initiatives,
and public diplomacy projects.7 In these politically- and ideologically-focused
accounts, Hollywood films are seen ostensibly as propaganda tools, designed to
showcase to citizens of European countries the positive aspects of American
culture, of the American way of life, and of American capitalist democracy.8
With respect to Czechoslovakia, historian Petr Mareš, Cold War historian
Justine Faure, and film historian Pavel Skopal have all shed light on the US
government’s interests in the propaganda value of Hollywood films.9 At the
centre of their respective arguments lie considerations of the US government’s
belief that it could influence national politics and the views of citizens in
Czechoslovakia by deploying information campaigns, which included films,
radio broadcasts, art exhibitions, and newspapers.10 As noted previously, it was

Steinhardt to Francis Williamson, Central European Division, Department of State, Prague, 13
November 1945. LOC, LAS Papers, Box 83, Official Letterbook July 19, 1945-December 31,
1945, Prague, 12 November 1945. LOC, LAS Papers, Box 83, Official Letterbook July 19,
1945-December 31, 1945, Steinhardt to Harold L. Smith, Prague, 25 November 1945.
7
Paul Swann, “The Little State Department: Washington and Hollywood’s Rhetoric of the
Postwar Audience”, in David W. Elwood and Rob Kroes (eds), Hollywood in Europe:
Experiences of a Cultural Hegemony (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1994),
pp.176-195; Heide Fehrenbach, Cinema in democratizing Germany: Reconstructing National
Identity after Hitler (Chapel Hill-London: University of North Carolina Press, 1995); Pierre
Sorlin, “The Cinema: American Weapon for the Cold War”, Film History, vol. 10, no. 3
(1998), pp. 375-381; Jennifer Fay, Theatres of Occupation (Minneapolis and London:
University of Minnesota Press, 2008).
8
A second related strand of scholarship in this area has focused on how, in the aftermath of
WWII, some film content arguably reflected diverse Cold War tensions and aspects of US
foreign policy. See Stanley Corkin, “Cowboys and Free Markets: Post-World War II Westerns
and U.S. Hegemony”, Cinema Journal, vol. 39, no. 3 (Spring 2000), pp. 66-91; Geraldine
Murphy, “Ugly Americans in Togas: Imperial Anxiety in the Cold War Hollywood Epic”,
Journal of Film and Video, vol. 56, no. 3 (Fall 2004), pp. 3-19; Tony Shaw, Hollywood’s Cold
War (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2007).
9
Petr Mareš, “Politika a pohyblivé obrázky”; Justine Faure, Americký přítel: Československo
ve hře americké diplomacie 1943-1968 [Translation: An American Friend: Czechoslovakia in
the Game of American Diplomacy 1943-1968] (Praha: Lidové noviny, 2005), pp. 58-59; Pavel
Skopal, “Filmy pana velvyslance. Československé filmové publikum a americký Státní
department (1945–1960)” [Translation: “The Ambassador’s Films: The Czechoslovakian Film
Audience and the US State Department”], Iluminace, vol. 20, no. 3 (2008), pp. 175-188.
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NARA, RG59, DF1945-1949, Bruins to the Secretary of State, 22 December 1947,
860F.4061 MP/12-2047. NARA, RG59, DF1945-1949, US embassy to the Secretary of State,
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thought that media offensives, of this sort, would enable a bond to be forged
between Czechoslovaks and the West and to reassure Czechoslovaks that they
were not isolated from the US and the West,11 conditions which, it was hoped,
would foster pro-American feelings, offset Soviet influence in the country, and
restore democracy to Czechoslovakia.
Accordingly, while recognizing that a pragmatic approach to ideological
and political considerations played a key role in the MPEA’s choice of films
that it sent to Czechoslovakia in 1946, this chapter reveals the key roles played
by the hitherto unexamined economic forces that governed this integral part of
the second phase of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project. The list of films
drawn up by the MPEA for exportation to Czechoslovakia was, I argue, first
and foremost, shaped by economic issues. I begin by outlining the logic that
was driving the MPEA’s decision-making process, arguing that the
organisation sought to select a group of films that promised to attract as wide a
Czechoslovak audience as possible, and which could only do so if it did not
aggravate the two gatekeepers standing between the MPEA and Czechoslovak
movie-goers: the US State Department and the Importation Committee of the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly. The fulfilment of these criteria, I suggest, was
seen to be pivotal to the cementation of the MPEA’s position in
Czechoslovakia, pivotal to weakening the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, and,
crucially, pivotal to facilitating Hollywood’s continued penetration of Eastern
Europe. Thereafter, my focus shifts to the list of 140 films that the MPEA
submitted to the Monopoly towards the end of 1946, as I show how economic
forces, supported by political pragmatism, functioned in practice, thus giving
rise to a prevalence on the list of war films, dramas, comedies, and musicals, as
well as vehicles for some of Hollywood’s biggest contemporaneous stars, and
also resulting in the omission or marginalisation of some other significant types
of film.
To maximize its chances of enjoying commercial success in
Czechoslovakia, the MPEA consulted audience preference data (with respect to
the types of films and to film stars) that the majors had obtained about the

11

“Long-Range Policy Guidance for Czechoslovakia, OWI Overseas Operations Branch, 28
October 1944”, as cited in Mareš, “Politika a pohyblivé obrázky”, p. 80.
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market before WWII.12 In addition, the MPEA also consulted information that
was provided by the MPEA’s representatives, who, across 1946, operated out
of Czechoslovakia. Another feature that factored into the selection process was
the commercial performance of films on the American market. for, as Thomas
Schatz has pointed out, the MPAA members tended to export films that already
had enjoyed success at the American box-office because they assumed that
such films were more likely to be successful abroad than films that had failed
to attract large numbers of moviegoers in the US.13
With respect to the list of 140 films that it drew up for the Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly (see Supplementary Table 1), the MPEA hoped to enjoy
significant commercial success on the Czechoslovak market so as to facilitate
its medium and long-term objectives in both Czechoslovakia and in the region
more generally. Because the MPEA and the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly had
signed a contract that would see the MPEA pocket a percentage of the films’
Czechoslovak theatrical rentals, hit films would obviously generate more
revenue for the MPEA in the short-term than would films that failed to find a
sizable audience. However, in the medium-to-long-term, attracting large
Czechoslovak audiences promised to benefit the MPEA because it increased
the possibility of a scenario taking place, which would, in all likelihood, see an
increasing number of Hollywood films released in Czechoslovakia in 1948,
and under conditions which favoured the MPEA financially. In this scenario,
the MPEA would generate more and more revenue from the Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly. The MPEA was convinced that, if its films performed well in
Czechoslovakia, the country’s film monopoly would also benefit financially
and would thus choose to release additional Hollywood films instead of the
products of other national film exporters. Importantly, the commercial success
of the MPEA’s films promised, or so hoped the MPEA, even to lead to the

12

For instance, the Prague branch of United Artists filled in questionnaires concerning the
situation on the Czechoslovak market, with particular attention being paid to the “popularity”
of American film types and film stars, the most “popular” types of film spotlighted were
“thrilling drama”, “spy stories” and “action pictures”. The most “popular” stars were Greta
Garbo, Jeanette McDonald, Charles Chaplin, Gary Cooper, Shirley Temple, and Clark Gable.
Wisconsin Historical Society Archives (hereafter WHSA), United Artists Corporation Records
(hereafter UACR), RGII, 99AN, Series IF, Box 6, Folder 7.
13
Thomas Schatz, Boom and Bust: American Cinema in the 1940s (History of the American
Cinema Volume 6) (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), p. 240; A. K. Estill,
“Exporting Movies”, Wall Street Journal, 11 July 1946, p. 1.
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Czechoslovak public demanding a revision of the Presidential decree that had
established the country’s film monopoly in the first place,14 which in turn, for
the MPAA, stood to contribute to the Czechoslovak government dismantling
the film Monopoly entirely.15 If, on the other hand, the MPEA’s films proved
to be commercial flops, the organization’s position in the country would be
weakened significantly, as the monopoly would, most probably, seek to replace
Hollywood films with more economically viable film product that could be
acquired from other national film industries. Moreover, cementing its position
in Czechoslovakia was particularly important for the MPEA at a time when the
organization had only recently identified Prague as its headquarters for Eastern
Europe; another step that was pivotal to the MPEA’s expansion across Eastern
Europe, as Chapter Six details.
The commercial success of this first group of the MPEA’s films would
also enable the MPEA to conduct important market research by providing
strong indications as to what types of film attracted large Czechoslovak
audiences and what types of film did not, thus helping the MPEA to identify in
the future those types of film and individual films most likely to replicate, on
other Eastern European markets, the initial strong performances experienced in
Czechoslovakia, while avoiding less appealing films and types of film. This
market research was particularly vital, if, as anticipated, other Eastern
European film monopolies were willing only to buy a limited number of films
from the MPEA.16 Conduct of this sort reflected established business practices
employed by Hollywood, which, when selecting films for export in the 1940s,
evaluated the previous commercial performances of particular film types as
well as the performances of individual films – a strategy that was spotlighted
by Ronald Carroll of Loew’s International Corporation (MGM) in his article
“Selecting Motion Pictures for the Foreign Market”, which was published in
the Journal of Marketing in 1952. Carroll detailed that the MPPA constantly
assessed international markets in order to formulate selection strategies that
seemed as though they would maximize the possibility of a film becoming
14

NARA, RG59, DF1945-1949, Steinhardt to the Secretary of State, Washington, 21 August
1945, 860F.4061 M.P./8-1545.
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NARA, RG59, DF 1945-1949, Begg to Canty, Washington, 1 April 1946, 860F.4061 MP/4146 CS/A.
16
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February 1947, p. 3.
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financially successful on a particular target market.17 To increase the
effectiveness of the strategy, the MPAA divided the world into what Carroll
subsequently described as seven “primary and secondary similarity groups”.18
Each group consisted of markets such as Scandinavian countries, Germanic
countries, and Latin American countries that were bound together by common
cultural, linguistic, and/or geographic factors. To maximize a film’s chances of
performing strongly, the MPAA members consulted information on the
previous performance, during the first year of release in one of the markets
from a particular group, of a film type or of individual films of the film type.19
Accordingly, with Czechoslovakia identified as the testing ground for the
newly designated Eastern European zone, the box-office success, or failure, of
the MPEA’s films in Czechoslovakia would provide invaluable information
about those films that were most or least likely to be appealing to the
theatregoing populations of other Eastern European nations. Similarly, as
shown below, the MPEA could, by adopting this approach, also gain
information about the preferences of the respective importation committees of
the film monopolies of Eastern Europe.
Exporting to Czechoslovakia films with strong box-office potential thus
promised to provide the MPEA more revenue in the short- and in the mediumterm, promised to lead to additional and more lucrative contracts with the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, and offered invaluable market research upon
which the MPEA could draw when selecting films for other Eastern European
markets. However, realizing these benefits depended on the MPEA’s selection
of films avoiding the alienation of two powerful gatekeepers the assistance of
which Hollywood required in order to be able to establish a presence in
Czechoslovakia and across the region: the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly and
the US State Department.
Maintaining allegiances with the US Department of State was essential
for the MPEA because of the extensive assistance that the department provided
Hollywood overseas, as previous chapters explained. The MPEA recognized
that its list of films needed to reflect the agenda of the US State Department,
17

Ronald Carroll, “Selecting Motion Pictures for the Foreign Market”, Journal of Marketing,
vol. 17, no. 2 (October 1952), p. 163.
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which, as scholars including Thomas Guback, Paul Swann and Ian Jarvie, have
documented, considered those Hollywood films that showed America and
capitalist democracy in a good light, and those which did not represent foreign
nations negatively, to play vital roles in the US government’s information and
propaganda programs.20 Consequently, the Department of State was unwilling
to see exported those films that depicted, what could be seen as, negative
aspects of American society and American politics.21 For example, as is
elucidated below, the State Department was strictly opposed to Eastern
European markets being flooded with filmic depictions of crime, displays of
social inequality such as poverty and hyper consumption, and, particularly,
portrayals of the issue of race, which, as Nicholas Cull has noted, was
considered by the Department of State to be an uncomfortable weak spot in
American society, which, when represented on film, was highly susceptible to
appropriation by communist propagandists wishing to promote communism by
way of showcasing the darker sides of American capitalist democracy.22 The
State Department’s concern that some films lent themselves to anti-American
propaganda campaigns was therefore a factor that the MPEA realized it had to
take into account when selecting and rejecting films for Communist Eastern
Europe, even in cases such as Czechoslovakia, where Communist control of
the country was, at this point in time at least, not complete.23
Shortly before the MPEA’s list was drawn up, the MPAA put in place a
mechanism to allay State Department concerns over the content of exported
films while ensuring that the MPEA/MPAA maintained full control over the
day-to-day selection of films that were destined to be exported. Accordingly, in
20
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1946, the MPAA established a department, that it called its International
Division, which was responsible for selecting films for foreign markets.
Headed by former high-ranking State Department official, Gerald M. Mayer,
the International Division saw to it that only those films that portrayed neither
the United States nor foreign nations in a negative light were exported.24 In
addition to the MPAA’s International Division, many studios operated their
own foreign departments, which scrutinized scripts and scrutinized completed
films in order to purge them of material likely to offend foreign nations.25
Gradually, special attention was paid to pro-communist or leftist content. In
particular, the MPAA’s International Division ensured that films did not
dramatize any issues – such as race – that stood to provide anti-American
ammunition to communist propagandists.26 In March 1946, as a contribution to
the US government’s overseas public diplomacy projects, the MPAA members
agreed to a voluntary system of consultation with the Department of State
concerning the depiction of potentially sensitive issues and topics.27 Thus, after
high ranking executives at each of the member studios of the MPAA selected
films that they considered to be suitable for a particular market, those films
were screened for the International Division. After the International Division
had viewed the films they would then be submitted to the State Department, if
so requested. If the US government wanted a film to be sent to, or to be
withheld from, international markets, Hollywood usually agreed to its wishes.
The MPEA also worked hard to make sure that those commercially viable
films that had received State Department approval would not alienate the
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second gatekeeper whose cooperation was required to see that MPEA films
were delivered promptly to Czechoslovak theatres.28
Because MPEA films, like any other film imports, had to be passed by
the Importation Committee of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in order to be
distributed on the Czechoslovak market, it was essential for the MPEA to
select those films that would reflect the economic, cultural, and political
preferences of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly. The MPEA received
information directly from the monopoly relating to its preferences. Perhaps
surprisingly, the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly identified very few types of
film that it found to be unacceptable. It had, however, little interest, for
ideological reasons, in having imported into Czechoslovakia films that it said,
somewhat vaguely, depicted American life uncritically and in a light-hearted
fashion.29 In contrast, the monopoly, as elucidated below, was highly receptive
to those films that showcased some of the major problems of American
capitalist society; films which were usually euphemistically described as
containing “realistic portrayals” of American society. Of course, not only
ideological considerations were at work in the monopoly’s highlighting of what
otherwise would be called “social problem films”; the fact that some of them
were based on books that had been bestsellers in Czechoslovakia,30 while
others featured American stars that were big in Czechoslovakia, reveals the
extent to which economic imperatives also played a role in the decisionmaking processes of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly.31 Those economic
imperatives were readily apparent in comments made, shortly before the
MPEA began to put together the list of films for Czechoslovakia, by Jindřich
Elbl, who was in charge of film importation and exportation at the
Czechoslovak Ministry of Information. Speaking to the New York Times, Elbl
explained that the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly would be primarily interested
28
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in what he described as “dramas of serious meaning” and “musicals of high
standard”.32 These sentiments were confirmed by Lubomír Linhart, the director
of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, who suggested that the monopoly also
wanted commercially prodigious film types like comedies, dance films, and
revue films, as well as adaptations of novels written by high-profile American
authors such as John Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway, and Margaret Mitchell.33
To maintain goodwill, the MPEA even suggested that the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly could submit requests for particular films. Gaining insight into how
the preferences of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly functioned in practice
could have far reaching implications for the Soviet Sphere Project.
The MPEA could use the experience that it had gained from dealing with
the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly over film choices to draw informed
conclusions about what films would be appealing and/or acceptable to other
Eastern European Communists and what films were unappealing and/or
unacceptable. Learning about the preferences of Czechoslovak Communists
would allow the MPEA to eliminate from subsequent lists of submission those
films that probably would encounter problems being ratified by the respective
selection committees of other Eastern European film monopolies. The MPEA
was convinced that Eastern European film monopolies would prioritize similar
films to one another, helping it therefore to pre-empt problems that would arise
from shipping “unsuitable” movies to communist gatekeepers. Thus, following
this line of thought, if a film had been passed by the Czechoslovak Importation
Committee, it had a better chance of being accepted by its counterparts in, say,
the USSR.34 Crucially, this testing-ground aspect of the Czechoslovak
operations could also, by extension, allow the MPEA to identify and thus to
eliminate potentially controversial films, i.e. films that could be appropriated
by communist propagandists for use in anti-American campaigns. Accordingly,
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films that encountered problems on the Czechoslovak market were not likely to
be offered, at some point in the future, to Moscow.35
The MPEA therefore aimed to supply the testing ground of
Czechoslovakia with a group of commercially promising films that would not
alienate either of the gatekeepers capable of preventing its films from reaching
the Czechoslovak moviegoer. The content of the list, as well as some eyecatching omissions, testified to the commercial logic, underpinned by
consideration of the US State Department’s and the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly’s respective concerns, that, together, had governed its drafting. The
most prominent type of film to be found on the list was what the MPEA
classified as “drama”, which accounted for 38 out of the 140 films, the second
most frequently represented type of film, “comedy”, comprised 33 films, “war”
films came in third with 21 entries, “adventure” films followed in fourth with
13 films, “musical” films came in fifth with 12 titles, and “biographies” were
sixth with 9 films, while at the opposite end of the spectrum were films
described as “mystery” with 4 films, “western” films with 3 examples,
“historical” and “juvenile” films with 2 films respectively, and “crime” and
“animated” films with 1 film each (See Supplementary Tables 2-13).36
The high number of “dramas” offered to the Czechoslovakia Film
Monopoly reflected the MPEA’s views of the Czechoslovak gatekeepers and
the organisation’s belief that the Czechoslovak audience gravitated to films
with serious themes and to prestige pictures.37 Drama, as a generic category,
connoted quality, and, as Steve Neale has pointed out, dramas were thought to
possess significant commercial promise based on their performances in the US
where, points out Neale, they were “among the top three categories of boxoffice hits”.38 Signifiers of quality included: a film’s chronicling of the life of a
famous international figure, a film’s having won major Academy Awards such
35
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as Best Picture or Best Director, and/or a film’s having been based on a literary
classic.39 Films boasting these qualities were included on the list so as to appeal
to the assumed preferences for serious topics of Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
gatekeepers and Czechoslovak moviegoers.40 Discussed by the Czechoslovak
press as films in which the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly was particularly
interested were adaptations of novels such as The Rains Came (1939), based on
Louis Bromfield’s book of the same name, Gone with the Wind (1939), adapted
from a novel by Margaret Mitchell, a film version of Steinbeck’s The Grapes
of Wrath (1940), and Rebecca (1940), which was based on a book called “Dead
or Alive” that had been written by Daphne de Maurier.41 All of the
aforementioned novels had also been consumed by large numbers of
Czechoslovak readers, which signalled the significant economic potential of
filmed versions. Thus, the MPEA included on its list for Czechoslovakia
numerous adaptations of literary classics, among which were The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (1939), Pride and Prejudice (1940), How Green Was My Valley
(1941), and Jane Eyre (1943). Similarly, biographies of famous figures from
world history – The Story of Louis Pasteur (1935), The Life of Emil Zola
(1937), Young Tom Edison (1940), Madame Curie (1943), The Adventures of
Mark Twain (1944), and Rhapsody in Blue (1945) – were offered to the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly. Crucially, a number of those films were
distinguished by their bearing strong European cultural values, which promised
to be attractive to Czechoslovak gatekeepers and to be attractive to
Czechoslovak moviegoers. As Petr Szczepanik has shown, American films that
were considered to exhibit some connections to, or association with, Europe,
whether it was in terms of their style, their content, or the presence of high39

In relation to the selection of films, the member-studios of the MPAA sometimes used genre
labels to accommodate their interests. For instance, it can be argued that, what Neale described
as, the “broader and more indeterminate” character of the term “drama” enabled MPAA
members to include, within the category of “drama”, a range of thematically and generically
diverse films including the romance Hold Back the Dawn (1941), Bing Crosby’s musical
comedy Going My Way (1944), and Gilda (1946), which combined romantic and thrilling
elements. The term drama thus enabled MPAA members to invite understandings of certain
films that served its economic and political needs. The MPAA members, as Richard Maltby
has shown, often created hybrid labels to enable flexibility when marketing films; similar logic
seems to have driven the categorization of films earmarked for export to Eastern Europe. See
Neale, Genre and Hollywood, p. 234; Richard Maltby, Hollywood Cinema: An Introduction
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), p. 107-112.
40
Anon., “Hollywood Pix get Extra O.O. to Assist State Dept. Cause Abroad”, Variety, 12
May 1948, p. 8.
41
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profile

European

performers,

had

been

commercially

successful

in

Czechoslovakia in the 1930s.42
Biopics featured prominently on the list, but there was one biopic that
stood out with respect to Czechoslovakia – Henry King’s Wilson, which
depicted the life and times of American President Woodrow Wilson. Wilson
was seen, more than any other movie, to exemplify the wartime cooperation
that had taken place between Hollywood and the OWI. With Wilson, producer
Daryl Zanuck and the OWI had worked together to produce a highly patriotic
feature designed specifically to represent American ideals and politics at their
very best – encapsulated in the figure of President Wilson.43 For that reason,
the film was seen by the US Department of State to be ideally suited for
exportation to Eastern Europe. The prestige picture was deemed particularly
valuable vis-á-vis Czechoslovakia, not only because it depicted President
Wilson’s mission to spread American democracy across the world, but because
it spotlighted the pre-war alliance that had been forged between the US and
Czechoslovakia, and because it had emphasized the role that President Wilson
had played in helping to establish the nation of Czechoslovakia back in 1918.
As such, it was thought that Wilson, through the emphasis that its makers had
placed on past relationships between Czechoslovakia and the West, could tap
into the political nostalgia that was assumed to be widespread among
Czechoslovak citizens. It is important to recognize however, that, propaganda
value notwithstanding, Wilson was also selected because it exhibited
significant commercial potential; shot in Technicolor on a big budget of over
$5milion, Wilson was Hollywood’s most expensive production to date. In
conjunction with a topic that was likely to appeal to the Czechoslovak
audience, these attributes suggested that Wilson stood a very strong chance of
enjoying considerable economic success in Czechoslovakia. Wilson therefore
facilitated the distinct goals of both the Hollywood studios and the US State
Department and, as such, exemplified the ongoing careful balancing of
economic and ideological interests that underwrote the selection of Hollywood
films for foreign markets.
42
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The host of war films that featured on the list was also a result of the
MPEA’s balancing of commercial logic and ideology. By late 1946, war films
were still generally expected to perform well in Czechoslovakia44 because they
were seen to have the capacity to serve a cathartic function for a nation that
was considered to be reeling from the devastating experience of the conflict
and were therefore deemed likely to be sought-after cinematic fare. Again,
many war films had been considerable box-office successes when they were
released in the US, which, in terms of Hollywood logic (outlined above),
signalled their commercial potential overseas.45 Additionally, war films,
particularly those that showed the American army contributing to the winning
of the war by helping its allies, such as Action in the North Atlantic (1943)
which portrayed US-USSR wartime cooperation, were also seen by the US
government to be particularly valuable contributions to propaganda
programmes.46 Whereas the selection of war films was governed by a
combination of political and economic concerns, commercial imperatives alone
resulted in the relatively large quantity of adventure films that appeared on the
MPEA’s list.
Even though the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly did not spotlight
adventure films as a film type in which it would be interested, the MPEA’s
decision to include films of this type was shaped by Hollywood’s experience
from the pre-war Czechoslovak market that showed that adventures, preferably
those taking place in exotic locations, performed strongly in Czechoslovakia.47
Even more so than adventure films, comedies appeared on the list in large
numbers.
Comedy was, after drama, the second most frequently included film type
on the list because Hollywood anticipated significant demand for light-hearted
fare in Czechoslovakia after the hardships of the war; a conclusion that already
had been supported by the exceptionally favourable performance of comedies
in the neighbouring and culturally similar country, by contemporaneous
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measure, of Germany.48 American comedies were considered to have been in
high demand in 1930s Czechoslovakia. Looking back at 1936, when
Hollywood films accounted for 53 per cent of all pictures shown in
Czechoslovakia, the Motion Picture Herald observed in March 1937 that
American comedies “have established a virtual monopoly of screen comedies,
since 148 of the 162 passed by the Pre-screening commission [sic] were of
American manufacture”.49 Moreover, comedies, like musicals and adventures,
were seen to embody Hollywood’s self-proclaimed status as a cinema of
harmless entertainment that, as Hollywood claimed, distinguished its films
from the products of other national film industries.50 While “harmless
entertainment”, to use Richard Maltby’s phrase,51 had also been a mantra that
the MPAA had used routinely to promote Hollywood films at home and
abroad, in the case of the Iron Curtain countries, the MPAA mobilized this
unquantifiable quality for an additional reason. By highlighting the supposedly
purely entertaining character of MPEA films, the MPEA sought to distance
itself and its films from association with US governmental propaganda
programmes – whether actual or imagined52 – entertainment and propaganda
were, MPAA president Eric A. Johnston had argued, mutually exclusive
categories. Because Hollywood produced the best entertainment in the world,
Johnston went on to claim, it stood to reason that its films were, by default,
propaganda-free and, as such, suitable for communist markets.53 Provoking
suspicions of cooperation with US governmental propaganda programmes
would,

understandably,

complicate

business

with

Eastern

European

Communists to the extent that the Soviet Sphere Project would likely be
jeopardized.54 Another film type that featured prominently on the list of 140
48
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films because it embodied the notion of harmless entertainment was the
musical.
In addition to exemplifying the notion of harmless entertainment, and, in
addition to the fact that the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly had specifically
expressed an interest in musicals, two factors ensured that the MPEA offered
large numbers of musicals to the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly. Firstly,
musicals, together with light comedies, were the two types of film in which the
Soviet film authorities had expressed a particular interest,55 and, secondly, the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly already had bought several musicals from those
American independent distributors, which is to say companies that did not
belong to the MPAA, that, as I have shown elsewhere, had, much to the
MPEA’s resentment, entered quickly the Czechoslovak market after the
majors’

boycott

of

1945.56

For

instance,

from

Republic

Pictures

Czechoslovakia had purchased the revue romance Silver Skates (1943) and
from Monogram it had purchased a revue film entitled Lake Placid Serenade
(1944) as well as the musicals Scatterbrain (1940) and Brazil (1944).57 Those
films had been allowed to pass the Czechoslovak gatekeepers without
encountering any problems and had gone on to enjoy commercial success in
Czechoslovakia. Musicals and revue films were also perceived by the MPEA to
be suitable alternatives to German operettas, which had attracted sizable
audiences in Czechoslovakia before WWII but which had become a thing of
the past following the ban that Prague had placed on the German film industry
re-entering its market in retaliation to the Nazis’ wartime occupation of the
country.58 Moreover, the musical was a type of film in which the Soviet film
authorities also had expressed their interest.59 Therefore, to capitalize on the
belief that musicals appealed to the Czechoslovak Film Monopolies
Importation Committee and to audiences alike, the MPEA included on the list
films such as Second Fiddle (1939), Sun Valley Serenade (1941), and You
55
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Were Never Lovelier (1942). Along with film types, stars were considered by
the MPEA to be important indicators of commercial viability.
The Czechoslovak audience’s familiarity with, and apparent fondness of,
high-profile Hollywood performers explains why stars were mentioned on the
list alongside each film’s type; noted the Motion Picture Herald: “[Prague]
audiences know all the players of the world but some of the American players
or those whose work is now identified with American pictures, are still among
their favorites [sic]”.60 Topping the list of bankable performers was Greta
Garbo, who was followed by Jeannette McDonald, Charlie Chaplin, Clark
Gable, Gary Cooper, Wallace Beery, Marlene Dietrich, Johnny Weismuller,
Laurel & Hardy, and William Powell. The majors believed themselves to be in
possession of detailed knowledge of the pulling power of each star because,
prior to WWII, their Prague offices had reported regularly on the popularity of
individual stars in Czechoslovakia – quite how such estimations were made is
not clear. The 1946 list thus featured stars that were thought to have been prewar favourites of the Czechoslovak audience such as Marlene Dietrich, star of
Seven Sinners (1940) and The Flame of New Orleans (1941), Clark Gable who
had tent-poled Boom Town (1940) and Somewhere I’ll Find You (1942), and
Johnny Weissmuller of Tarzan fame. Apart from films starring pre-war stars,
also included on the list were films that were headlined by one of a new crop of
stars that included former Norwegian ice skating champion Sonja Henie, Rita
Hayworth, and Deanna Durbin. The MPEA offered a total of four films starring
Hayworth – You Were Never Lovelier, Tales of Manhattan (1942), Cover Girl
(1944), and Gilda (1946). Deana Durbin’s films It’s a Date (1940), It Started
with Eve (1941), Hers to Hold, and His Butler’s Sister (both 1943) were likely
selected by the MPEA because it was widely known that Durbin was the
favourite movie star of Soviet leader Joseph Stalin.61 The twenty-five year-old
actress had also been among the few stars that the Czechoslovak film
authorities requested to meet when they had visited Hollywood in the fall of
1946, after having signed in New York The 1946 Agreement with the MPEA.
Finally, Two Faced Woman (1941), the last film to have been made prior to her
60
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retirement by Greta Garbo, the highest-ranking Hollywood star in pre-war
Czechoslovakia, was included on the list. However, Garbo’s biggest hit,
Ninotchka (1939), was among some notable absentees from the list.
A poignant satire on the Soviet communist regime that was selected to
spearhead an anti-communist campaign in Germany,62 Ninotchka did not
appear on the list, because, although it promised to be a substantial hit in
Czechoslovakia, the MPEA recognized that it would not be passed by the
Czechoslovak gatekeepers, let alone by their counterparts in the Soviet Union.
Some films were, however, omitted from the list because were deemed by the
Department of State to be ill suited to Iron Curtain markets, due to fears that
they would tarnish the reputation of the US. Among such films were the social
problem films The Grapes of Wrath and Tobacco Road (1941), which were
singled out by the US government as examples of films that “immediately
create the feeling amongst the audience, that America is a wasteland full of
poverty-stricken people”.63 Deemed to be similarly objectionable were the
social drama Week-End at the Waldorf (1945), which depicted luxury and the
extravagant lives of Americans,64 as well as gangster films.65 Unsurprisingly,
crime films were limited on the list to a bare minimum of one film. As well as
the US State Department, the MPEA itself identified some topics and some
films as being undesirable for the Czechoslovak market. Thus, if a film had
been a major hit in America but its content stood at odds to the perceived tastes
of the Czechoslovakia Film Monopoly, and, sometimes also, the country’s
movie-goers, it would not be included on the list. With respect to
Czechoslovakia and most likely with respect to other Eastern European
countries, topics such as religion and the Church, anti-communist themes, as
well as depictions of war atrocities and Nazi activities were deemed
undesirable by the MPEA.66 Accordingly, the majors included a number of war
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films but were careful to avoid those war films that dealt with the Nazis and the
German military, selecting, instead, films that depicted the war from different
geographical and thematic perspectives, such as fights located in the Pacific
and the struggle of the American Navy, amongst which were Guadalcanal
Diary (1943), The Sullivans (1944), So Proudly We Hail! (1943), and The Navy
Comes Through (1942). By including war-films that depicted American
military actions in the Pacific, the MPEA also complied with US governmental
guidelines that stipulated that films concerned chiefly with the Pacific were
most desirable because they could help European audiences understand the
importance of the US army’s engagement in that remote part of the world and
gain insight into the sacrifice that the US had made.67 This act of selfregulation also led to only a negligible number of films containing religious
content being offered to Czechoslovakia.68 Thus, blockbusters such as The
Song of Bernadette (1943) and The Bells of St. Mary’s (1945) were absent from
the list for Czechoslovakia despite the fact that the State Department
considered films with religious topics to be ideally suited for exportation
because they showcased, what it deemed to be, “good American values”.69 The
same logic underwrote the near absence from the list of what was widely seen
to be a quintessentially “American” type of film, the Western, which was
limited to only three examples.
In sum, drawing up the list of 140 films for Czechoslovakia, from which
the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly selected 80 titles, was governed by a
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combination of commercial considerations and political concerns.70 The MPEA
sought to select films that promised to attract large numbers of Czechoslovak
moviegoers but which at the same time appeared likely to accommodate the
respective demands of the US Department of State, with which the MPEA
wanted to maintain allegiances, and the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, which
it needed to grant its films entry into the Czechoslovakian market. This
combination of forces resulted in a list that contained a high number of dramas,
comedies, war films, musicals, and films featuring Hollywood stars that were
assumed to have been popular with Czechoslovak moviegoers before WWII.
Conversely, some film types, such as crime films and Westerns, were
conspicuous by their near-absence as were films that contained religious topics,
anti-communist themes or depictions of the German army. To ensure close
control over the distribution and marketing of those films that made into
Czechoslovakia, and to coordinate the next stages of the Soviet Sphere Project,
the MPEA opened an Eastern European headquarters in Prague from which it
developed a trans-borders distribution network – subjects examined in the next
chapter.
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Chapter Six
“The Year of American Movies”: Trans-Border
Distribution in Eastern Europe
Hollywood had made its presence felt in Prague across 1947. That April, the
Motion Picture Export Association (hereafter MPEA) had hosted an exhibition
called Hollywood Greets Prague and the covers of Kino, the flagship
publication of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, had, throughout the year,
featured Hollywood luminaries, including Rita Hayworth, who, during the
summer, had also made a series of much-publicized appearances to promote
You Were Never Lovelier and Tales of Manhattan (both 1942) – two films that
were among the 65 MPEA releases screened in Czechoslovakia that year
(Figure 6.1).1 Hayworth’s visit crowned a spectacular year for the MPEA,
during which its films enjoyed significant commercial success in Czechoslovak
theatres, and during which it had expanded into every Eastern European
country bar Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union – and even those markets were
showing signs of progress.2 Crucially, MPEA films had reached not only
Czechoslovak movie theatres on a regular basis but were beginning to reach
screens in other parts of the region. Variety captured this optimism when it
remarked in October 1947 that “[t]he iron curtain across [E]astern Europe
looks more like a sieve to Hollywood films [sic]”.3 This situation, which would
have been unthinkable twelve months earlier, was made possible by the
logistical steps taken by the MPEA between the autumn of 1946 and the end of
1947. In that time, the MPEA had established a trans-border distribution
network4 across Eastern Europe that comprised a series of regional offices in
Soviet satellites and had set up a headquarters in Prague, from which the
1
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MPEA supervised its Eastern European operations. This chapter focuses on
that trans-border distribution network – its structure, the logic that underpinned
its development, and the way the MPEA envisaged it functioning – before
summarizing how it, in the short-term, helped to advance the Soviet Sphere
Project.

Figure 6.1

Rita Hayworth on the covers of Kino magazine

In the autumn of 1946, the MPEA began to put in place a network of
offices across Eastern Europe that would enable it to operate more effectively
in the region. In November of that year, the MPEA’s office in Prague became
the organisation’s central office for Eastern Europe, thus taking full
responsibility for the coordination of all of the MPEA’s operations in the
Soviet sphere of influence.5 By 1947, the MPEA was planning to open offices
in all of the Soviet satellites, was working towards signing film importation
contracts with other film monopolies and local governments, and was keeping
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tabs on the possibility of developing formal business agreements with
Moscow.6
If historians have touched upon the MPEA’s operations in the Soviet
sphere at all, they have argued that the MPEA coordinated its activities from
Vienna,7 which was not the case. Although the MPEA headquarters in Prague,
along with its offices in Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Rumania, belonged to
the wider network of MPEA offices that had been opened in almost every
European capital with the office in Paris serving as the European headquarters,8
the MPEA posts in Eastern Europe operated as an autonomous circuit, catering
to the specific needs of the region. Thus, even though the Soviets controlled a
sector of Vienna, Austria was not a part of the Soviet Sphere of influence and,
in addition, the MPEA’s activities were restricted by the organisation’s need to
receive the consent of the city’s interim US military leadership.9 This situation
meant that Vienna did not offer the MPEA what it needed from a headquarters,
at least when it came to implementing Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.
After the Kremlin did not allow the MPEA to open its central offices in
Moscow, the MPEA had to select a location that would serve as an ideal
stepping-stone to the Soviet market and to the rest of Eastern Europe – it chose
Prague.10
Boasting headquarters behind the Iron Curtain was deemed to be so
important to the MPEA that the organization had made the opening of an office
in Prague a condition of The 1946 Agreement that it had signed with the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly.11 The MPEA felt that it was necessary to
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establish central offices, the sole function of which would be to oversee the
development of the Soviet Sphere Project, because the organization believed
that East European markets, and the Communists with whom it would have to
do business in that part of the world, needed to be approached and handled in
ways that differed from the approaches that it had been using in Western
Europe. Accordingly, the MPEA appointed to run its Prague headquarters a
management team that possessed inside knowledge of both the Czechoslovak
film industry and the American film industry and which was familiar with the
political, the economic, and the cultural conditions of Eastern Europe.
Recruited to assist MPEA vice-president for Europe Irving A. Maas was Louis
“Ludvík” Kanturek. Kanturek, who supervised the MPEA’s day-to-day
operations in the field, was an experienced businessman who had played a
significant part in the negotiations with the Czechoslovakia Film Monopoly
that had led to the signing of The 1946 Agreement, and who, before WWII,
had run a Prague-based distribution company called Moldaviafilm that had
specialized in American films – particularly those owned by Columbia. Later,
after he had emigrated to the United States, Kanturek worked for MGM and for
Twentieth Century-Fox International as a representative for Central Europe.12
Kanturek’s involvement in the MPEA’s first test negotiations with Eastern
European Communists made him ideally-equipped to negotiate with other
Eastern European film monopolies.13
The logic of concentrating the MPEA’s operations in one location
reflected the MPAA’s belief, discussed in Chapter Four, that Eastern European
film industries were influenced considerably by Moscow, and that, as a
consequence, Eastern European markets differed from Western European
markets, based on their functioning as a group of interconnected markets rather
than as individual markets. The MPEA’s assumption that Eastern European
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film monopolies pursued similar policies and that they made similar economic
decisions to each other was borne out, and reinforced, by two developments
that took place in autumn 1947, which, as we will see, also contributed
significantly to the MPEA maintaining its stance vis-à-vis the regionality of the
Eastern European markets. First, in September, an organization called
Cominform was set up to unite Eastern European Communist Parties which,
because they controlled the film monopolies, promised that systematic intermonopoly policy-making would follow. Further confirmation of the MPEA’s
expectation of cooperation amongst film monopolies would come two months
later when the directors of the film monopolies of Eastern Europe held a
summit in Prague, during which, according to The Film Daily Year Book of
Motion Pictures, a plan had been drawn up jointly to discriminate against those
MPEA films already in circulation in the region.14 The solution to dealing with
the anticipated coordination of Eastern European film monopoly activity,
concluded the MPEA, was to concentrate the running of its Iron Curtain
operations in one nerve centre that would control a network of smaller offices,
which would be staffed by local managers that in turn would be directly
accountable to the MPEA headquarters in Prague.15 In this arrangement, which
resembled the model of theatre chains that Douglas Gomery shows emerged in
the 1920s to maximize the profitability of American exhibition practices,16
each local manager would collect information on his particular market and
would then pass it on to the general manager at MPEA headquarters who
would use that information to devise business strategies that could be
employed across all of the Eastern European markets. As a result, a single
general manager would be familiar with the situation on all of the markets and
14

Alicoate, The 1948 Film Daily Year Book, p. 107.
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would address any issues that arose therefrom, including confronting
discriminatory practices levelled against MPEA-films, solving visa problems,
handling legal disputes relating to the breaching of contracts, and addressing
tax issues, all of which ensured the standardization of MPEA business practice
irrespective of the Eastern European country in which business was being
conducted.17 The MPEA’s centralized system of information would, in theory
at least, enable the organization to anticipate the actions of the Eastern
European film monopolies, especially when they acted out of step from other
monopolies. Moreover, unlike the system of near-independent national MPEA
offices in Western Europe, the MPEA’s Eastern European infrastructure
enabled it to respond rapidly, and with a high degree of consistency, when all
of the monopolies acted in unison. Evidence of the MPEA’s commitment to the
strategy can be seen in the way the organization responded to the film
monopolies’ apparent desire to employ discriminatory practices against
MPEA-films in distribution in Eastern Europe. Within weeks of the
aforementioned meeting of the Eastern European film monopolies’ directors in
Prague, MPEA vice president Irving A. Maas and MPEA representatives from
MPEA offices in Soviet satellites had convened to formulate a unified strategy
to be implemented in 1948.18 In addition to allowing for close monitoring of
developments in the region, data gathering, and market research – all of which
permitted the implementation of unified strategies – the MPEA’s network of
offices in Eastern Europe facilitated the distribution of MPEA-films in two key
ways.
The network, with the Prague headquarters as its nerve centre, ensured
that the MPEA delivered its films behind the Iron Curtain with great efficiency.
17
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Controlling distribution was particularly important because, as Gomery has
pointed out, it “guaranteed [the MPAA members] the maximum advantages for
selling their films”.19 Because distribution was controlled by the film
monopolies or governments behind the Iron Curtain, the MPEA could not
distribute films in the same way as the MPAA members had done before
WWII, making a trans-border network of offices the most viable alternative to
the pre-war set-up. The network allowed individual offices to share and
exchange film prints. Film prints that were being stored in one particular
MPEA Eastern European office could be shipped immediately to another office
thus reducing significantly the time and expense of each individual office
having to secure prints located outside of the region.20 Another advantage was
the option to set up in Prague a facility in which film prints would be subtitled
into local languages thus reducing overheads and delivery times. The Eastern
European network also ensured that the MPEA exercised as much control as
possible over the distribution of its films in countries in which distribution and
exhibition were controlled by the state.
Having a physical presence in each Eastern European country and
sharing information between offices provided the MPEA with a strong defence
against bootleggers and communist propagandists, both of which had an
interest in obtaining Hollywood fare unlawfully and in ways that stopped the
MPEA from profiting from the screenings of its films. In terms of propaganda,
the member studios of the MPAA feared that Communists would appropriate
Hollywood films and re-edit and re-title them in ways that permitted their use
in anti-American propaganda campaigns – a fear that, as Part Three of this
thesis shows, was borne out at a later date.21 Ideological concerns were,
19
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20
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however, overshadowed by commercial ones. The MPEA had genuine cause
for concern that its films would be bootlegged – reproduced and circulated
without the copyright owner’s consent – around Eastern Europe, meaning that
the MPEA would not be generating any revenue from those Eastern European
citizens that viewed its members’ products. For example, many Eastern
European states took advantage of the unclear situation in post-war Europe and
began

to

show

Hollywood

films

without

the

consent

of

their

producer/distributor. The USSR had played host to Hollywood films which
were among the 1500 American shorts and feature films that had,22 during
WWII, been obtained by the Soviet military as so-called “war booty” or
“trophy films”.23 And, Yugoslavian theatres had screened Hollywood films that
had been seized by the Yugoslavian government.24 Similarly, the MPPA
complained to the US Department of State that the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly had screened in Czechoslovakia a Russian dubbed version of the
RKO film The North Star (1943), raising concern that the MPAA members’
prints that were sold to one country in Eastern Europe were being shipped to
another country in the region.25 Contributing further to this concern was an
incident that took place in November 1945, during which another RKO’s film
Love Affair (1939) was to be shown in Czechoslovakia even though the film
had not been sold to any distributor in Czechoslovakia before WWII and in
spite of the fact that RKO had not authorized it to be sent to the territory.26
Among the films that had been screened illegally in the USSR were potentially
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high grossing pictures that had performed strongly in the US, such as Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town (1936), Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (1939), and Meet
Joe Doe (1941).27 The MPAA members feared that, without a centralized
system to control prints that were in circulation in Eastern Europe,
unauthorized screenings of films would become even more widespread and
thus become even more damaging economically.28
Controlling prints, in combination with the desire to standardize conduct,
to supply films efficiently, and to deal with film monopolies that were thought
to be operating in unison, therefore resulted in the MPEA investing heavily in a
trans-border Eastern European distribution network. And, as early as late 1947,
it had become clear that the MPEA’s decision to do so was enabling the
advancement of the Soviet Sphere Project by way of early signs of commercial
success among those MPEA films that had reached Czechoslovakia under The
1946 Agreement and by way of contracts with the film authorities of those
other Eastern European countries that had allowed Hollywood fare to return to
their screens.
Writing in 1953, leading Czechoslovak film industry historian Jiří
Havelka described 1947 as “the year of the American movie”.29 Many of the
first of the MPEA’s films to be released in Czechoslovakia in 1947 had
enjoyed significant commercial success.30 That year, American films grossed
more on the Czechoslovak market than the products of any other national film
industry, even the Czechoslovak film industry. The CZK114.87m generated
by American films, which amounted to approximately CZK32m more than the
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second placed Czechoslovak film industry, represented 36 per cent of
Czechoslovak box-office revenue.31 In terms of ticket-sales, 34 million tickets
out of a grand total of 141 million tickets sold in Czechoslovakia in 1947 were
sold to MPEA films.32 Statistics issued by the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
also show that the MPEA’s films took over 41 per cent or $1.3m of the total
gross of all of the imported films that had been released in Czechoslovakia that
year, with independently distributed American films also generating 8 per
cent.33 Moreover, American films were the only imported films to generate
more in gross returns than their statistical share of the film market – a 33 per
cent market share compared to 36 per cent of theatrical rentals (see Table 6.1
and Table 6.2).
Reports on the commercial performances of the MPEA’s films, which
were sent to the US Department of State in the first half of 1947 by US
ambassador to Prague L. A. Steinhardt, reveal that war films, comedies, and
musicals were doing particularly good business in Czechoslovakia. Among the
films that had attracted the greatest attendance were the war films The
Sullivans (1944) and Air Force (1943), the romantic comedy It Started with
Eve, and a musical starring Sonja Henie called Sun Valley Serenade (both
1941), all of which drew over one million spectators across a period of five
months.34 Reflecting on these developments, Louis Kanturek, MPEA general
manager for Eastern Europe, boasted to US ambassador to Prague, L. A.
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Steinhardt that MPEA releases were “crowding all of the other films out of the
theatres” and had “monopolized the market”.35

Number of films
Country of Origin

1946

1947

No. of Films

%

No. of Films

%

Czechoslovakia

16

10

24

12

USSR

41

25.6

33

16.5

US (MPEA)

15

9.3

65

33.2

US (non-MPEA)

10

6.2

20

10

Britain

46

28.7

31

15.5

France

22

13.7

26

13

Other

10

6.2

1

0.5

Total

160

100

200

100

Table 6.1

Newly released films on the Czechoslovak market
Source: Havelka, Čs. filmové hospodářství 1945-1950

Country of Origin

Theatrical rentals for imported films (%)

US (MPEA and non-MPEA)

49.5

USSR

19.5

Britain

18.9

France

10.9

Other

1.7

Table 6.2

Rentals for film imports in Czechoslovakia, 1947
Source: Černík, Výroční zpráva o československém filmovnictví
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The signing of a contract with the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, which
had made these achievements possible, also prompted other Eastern European
film monopolies to agree to the distribution of MPEA-films. Another
encouraging development for the Soviet Sphere Project that occurred in 1947
was the screening of MPEA-films in Poland, Hungary, Rumania, and
Bulgaria.36 The first country after Czechoslovakia in which the MPEA
established a foothold was Poland. In December of 1946, the MPEA signed
with the Polish Film Monopoly, Film Polski, a film importation contract that
provided the MPEA unlimited access to the market.37 The agreement with
Poland, boosted MPEA confidence significantly because it signaled that the
newly signed contract with the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly had not been an
anomaly, but that business really was possible across Eastern Europe with the
MPEA even harboring, in the words of the New York Times, “hopes of
cracking the rigid blockade in Russia [sic]”.38 Similarly, at the end of 1946, the
MPEA sealed a film importation agreement with Hungary and began to
consolidate its members’ pre-war distribution facilities and established an
MPEA office in Budapest.39 In March of 1947, Kanturek flew to Bucharest to
help local MPEA manager Nicholas Cazazis to hasten the signing of an
importation contract between the MPEA and the Rumanian film company
Filmul Popular,40 resulting in 40 MPEA films being shown in Rumania that
year.41 To the south of Rumania’s borders, the MPEA signed a similar contract
with the Bulgarian Film Monopoly, Filmsko Delo,42 which led to the
importation of 20 MPEA films.43 Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project seemed
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very much to be on track, with only Moscow and Belgrade left to be convinced
of the benefits of having a steady supply of Hollywood pictures playing in its
theatres.
Thus, by 1947, the MPEA had set up a distribution network across
Eastern Europe – with a headquarters in Prague and a series of affiliated offices
based across the region. This network, it was hoped, would enable the MPEA
to control, as far as it was possible, the efficient distribution of its product in
Eastern Europe, at such time as permitted by the film monopolies. The MPEA
had therefore managed to establish its presence in, and to sell some films to, all
of the Eastern European countries, except for Yugoslavia and the USSR, and
had enjoyed significant commercial success in Czechoslovakia. The fact that
the vast Soviet market still eluded the MPEA seemed to be of little concern at
this stage to MPEA executives based either behind the Iron Curtain or in New
York, who were generally quite optimistic about the MPEA’s future on the
Soviet market because, as The New York Times reported, the USSR was
“showing increasing interest in exhibiting American pictures”.44 Indeed,
towards the end of the summer of 1947, the MPEA’s prospects in the USSR
seemed so promising that Variety announced optimistically that the MPEA and
the Soviets were “the closest they have ever been to consummating a lasting
deal”.45
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Conclusion
After having found a way of dealing effectively with the film monopolies of
Eastern Europe, after having drawn up a commercially and politically viable
roster of films to release in Czechoslovakia, and after having established a
trans-border distribution network across the region, the MPEA had, towards the
end of 1947, every reason to be satisfied with its progress in Eastern Europe.
The MPEA had selected Czechoslovakia as the country from which to
launch Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project. This decision was based on
Czechoslovakia’s democratic status, its economic and political stability, and the
fact that it was the most pro-Western of the Soviet satellites. Together, these
factors, suggested that the MPEA would be able to achieve its goals vis-à-vis
the film monopoly more easily than if it had started out from any of the other
Eastern European countries in which film monopolies had also been
established. Dealing with the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, it was thought,
would also enable the MPEA to acquire knowledge about how film monopolies
operated thus enabling it to foster relations with other Eastern European film
industries and to establish a presence across the region. Czechoslovakia,
believed the MPEA, would set a positive precedent for the rest of the Eastern
European film monopolies to follow.
To make itself competitive in Czechoslovakia, and, eventually, in Eastern
Europe, the MPEA composed a list of 140 films that it submitted to the
Czechoslovak

Film

Monopoly.

Balancing

economic

and

ideological

imperatives, the MPEA selected films that exhibited potential to accommodate
the diverse and often clashing expectations and demands of Czechoslovak
theatre-goers, the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, and the US Department of
State – the three groups to which the MPEA needed to appeal if it was to reenter the Czechoslovak market, generate significant revenue there, and
ultimately, it hoped, establish a long-term presence in the region. Reflecting the
perceived needs of the two gatekeepers and the Czechoslovak audience, the
MPEA’s list contained high numbers of comedies, musicals, war films and
dramas, as well as pictures featuring Hollywood stars that either were believed
to be popular with Czechoslovak movie-watchers before WWII, or new stars
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that had been embraced by American audiences and which were expected, with
the help of MPEA publicity campaigns, to attract new fan followings in
Czechoslovakia. On the other hand, some types of film considered either by the
MPEA or by the State Department to be unsuitable for the Czechoslovak
market, such as Westerns and crime films, were under-represented on the list,
as were individual films that featured religious topics, anti-communist content,
and depictions of war atrocities in Europe. By testing those types of film and
individual films that would be acceptable to Eastern European Communists,
and that also would be appealing to Eastern European audiences, the MPEA
was also able to draw upon its experiences with Czechoslovakia to refine its
film selection strategies for the entire region.
Finally, the Czechoslovak government’s openness to the West and to
Western companies meant that the MPEA had been able to gain a physical
foothold in Eastern Europe by establishing its Eastern European headquarters in
Prague, which in turn served as the nerve centre for its trans-border distribution
network. Thus, by the end of 1947, the MPEA had established its presence
everywhere in Eastern Europe except Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union, with
even these two countries expressing an interest in buying Hollywood films. The
MPEA’s expansion across Eastern Europe, in conjunction with the commercial
success of its films in Czechoslovakia, contributed significantly to the MPEA’s
board of directors’ conclusion that Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project was very
much on track.
However, despite being dubbed “the year of American movies”, 1947
also delivered the MPEA some troubling news regarding the Soviet Sphere
Project, as the USSR transformed from an ally to an enemy of the US
government and the House Committee on Un-American Activities began to
investigate communist infiltration of the American film industry, actions which
threatened to bring unwanted scrutiny to the MPEA’s Eastern European
operations. The ways in which the MPAA responded to these threats to
Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project are the subject of the two chapters that
comprise the next part of this thesis.
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Part Three
The Soviet Sphere Project in the Shadow of HUAC,
1947-1949
By the spring of 1947 it was becoming clear that the Motion Picture Export
Association (hereafter MPEA) had made steady progress in its project to
establish a presence behind the Iron Curtain. Having set up its headquarters
in Prague, having drawn up a list of commercially and politically viable
films, having set up a trans-border distribution network that had enabled the
circulation of MPEA films across Eastern Europe, and, after having enjoyed
some box-office success in the region, the MPEA was planning to expand
its operations eastwards, with penetration of the Soviet market topping the
agenda of board of directors of parent organisation the Motion Picture
Association of America (hereafter MPAA) and that of its new president,
Eric A. Johnston. However, the MPEA’s operations behind the Iron Curtain
presented Hollywood with a dilemma, the consequences of which
reverberated across the remainder of the decade and into the early years of
the 1950s.
The MPEA’s dealings with Eastern European Communists risked
generating negative publicity, particularly the undesired attention of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (hereafter HUAC), which
was investigating communist infiltration of the motion picture industry at
the time.1 Although they did not feel threatened by HUAC initially,2
management at the member-studios of the MPAA nevertheless harboured
long-standing fears that outspoken pressure groups such as the American
Legion, the Catholic War Veterans, or in fact HUAC could damage the
industry by generating the alienation of American theatregoers, upon which

1
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the member-studios relied heavily.3 Accordingly, studio management took
steps to defend Hollywood against accusations of its having engaged in unAmerican activity and of its being a hotbed of communism.
As crucial as they were, Hollywood’s overseas operations have not
featured in scholarly examinations and considerations of the American film
industry’s responses to HUAC and its response to the more general
atmosphere of anti-communism of which HUAC was a high-profile part.
Rather, focusing exclusively on domestic factors, several film historians
have investigated studio managements’ perceptions of, and its responses to
HUAC (a strand of scholarship that is distinguished from work that has
concentrated on the hearings or on the devastating impact that HUAC had
on a comparatively small number of creative personnel).4 For example,
while Jon Lewis has shown that studio management used the HUAC
investigations to justify a clampdown on labour unions,5 Richard Maltby
has argued that Hollywood “capitulated” to HUAC because of fears over
long-term financial stability that were brought about by diminishing
domestic box-office returns and the looming prospect of divestiture.6 If
Lewis frames Hollywood as a powerful and opportunistic agent in the
HUAC episode, and if Maltby portrays Hollywood as a weakened and
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retreating institution,7 Thomas Schatz suggests that Hollywood’s general
ambivalence to HUAC was only interrupted temporarily, during a brief
moment of concern, in the autumn of 1947.8 The range of conclusions made
by scholars, including, but not limited to, Lewis, Maltby, and Schatz,
gestures to the complex interaction of Hollywood and HUAC, in the same
way that on-going scholarly research9 indicates the extent to which
significant work remains to be done in this area – as both Lewis and Thom
Andersen have pointed out, there are still numerous unanswered questions
regarding the HUAC investigations.10 A consideration of Hollywood’s
international operations sheds new light on this complex issue.
Focusing on the period 1947-1949, part three of this thesis, which is
comprised of Chapter Seven and Chapter Eight, examines the ways in
which Hollywood’s Eastern European operations impacted upon its conduct
at a point in time at which anti-communist sentiments were sweeping
America. Chapter seven provides an assessment of Hollywood’s
rationalization of the apparent risks involved in dealing with European
Communists during this volatile period, arguing that Hollywood was
provided a huge incentive to continue its operations in that part of the world
because widespread demand for its product in Eastern Europe promised
sufficient monies to offset the revenue that was being lost on other markets.
Thereafter, chapter eight concentrates on the public relations and
communications strategies that Hollywood employed both to explain and to
justify its Eastern European operations to American politicians, influential
watchdog groups, and most importantly, the motor powering the American
film business, the American public. In doing so, part three of this thesis
demonstrates that Hollywood’s pursuit of Eastern European markets
influenced significantly its response to HUAC and played a pivotal role in
Hollywood’s self-defensive strategies, which in turn invites us to rethink the
significance and influence of the HUAC investigations – widely considered
7
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to be one of the most important events in the history of the American film
industry.
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Chapter Seven
“Interested Spectators”: HUAC, Controversy, and
Commerce
Where scholars have concentrated on the American film industry’s domestic
activities to conclude that House Committee on Un-American Activities
(hereafter HUAC) brandished sufficient power to bring Hollywood to its knees
and to bring about its acquiescence to the committee,1 this chapter, by focusing
on Hollywood’s overseas operations, suggests that HUAC was in fact seen by
management of the members-studios of the Motion Picture Association of
America (hereafter MPAA) as a problem that had to be dealt with head-on so
as to ensure Hollywood’s continued implementation of its long-standing
commercial objectives and strategies vis-à-vis Communist-controlled Eastern
European markets.
Hollywood was not prepared to let HUAC jeopardize its Soviet Sphere
Project. In fact, as HUAC began, in 1947, to investigate communist infiltration
of the American film industry, the Motion Picture Export Association
(hereafter MPEA) was attempting to expand its reach, and maximize its
profitability, in Eastern Europe. However, studio managers were not oblivious
to the possible risks of conducting business with Communists at a time when
they were being accused of harbouring Communists within their ranks and of
mobilizing pro-communist content and themes in their product. HUAC was
therefore viewed as an irritant that needed to be managed carefully rather than
as a huge threat.2 To understand the relative gravity of the threat posed by
1
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HUAC to Hollywood, it is essential to understand the levels of political power
possessed by those agents involved.3
By the spring of 1947, the MPAA, which lobbied for Hollywood, had
received endorsement for the Soviet Sphere Project from the highest levels of
the American political establishment. The endorsement the MPAA received
from the Truman White House was captured in a photograph that was taken in
April 1947, featuring President Truman sitting at his desk around whom was
standing Eric A. Johnston, Paramount Pictures President, Barney Balaban,
Loew’s Inc. President, Nicholas M. Schenck, and RKO President, N. Peter
Rathvon (see Figure 7.1). That March, a deal had been brokered between
Hollywood and the White House which saw presidential approval given to
Hollywood’s Eastern European operations in exchange for its cooperation in
various governmental propaganda programs.4 During his meeting with Truman,
MPAA and MPEA president Eric A. Johnston had emphasised the propaganda
value of Hollywood films in the US government’s fight against communism
abroad so that he could gain approval for the MPEA’s Eastern European
operations.5 Johnston therefore had secured much needed political credibility
for Hollywood’s potentially controversial activities behind the Iron Curtain.
Presidential approval served to further bolster the political power of the
MPAA, which already boasted established connections to the US Department
of State, and which was already run by a high-level Washington insider who
was known to have ties to the upper echelons of both major American political
3
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parties, who had been part of the President’s inner circle, who possessed
cabinet level experience, and who, as discussed in Chapter Two, had even been
expected to run for the vice-presidential candidacy of the Republican party. In
stark contrast, HUAC was run by low ranking, albeit ambitious politicians.6 To
frame such a confrontation as a David and Goliath struggle with HUAC being
the giant would be misleading. When HUAC and the MPAA confronted one
another political power actually swung in the direction of Hollywood. Much
like the aforementioned image of President Truman and the presidents of the
MPAA members, the balance of power between the MPAA and HUAC was
encapsulated in a striking image that was printed in the Motion Picture Herald
in which a relaxed looking MPAA president Eric A. Johnston, his equally
relaxed assistant Joyce O’Hara and a representative of Columbia Pictures,
looking mildly irritated, were described as “interested spectators” to the
hearings (see Figure 7.2). Nevertheless, although it did not pose a grave and
immediate threat to Hollywood’s business operations, HUAC did have the
capacity to damage Hollywood in the medium-to-long-term if certain steps
were not taken.7
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Figure 7.1

The presidents of the MPAA members at the Truman White
House

Figure 7.2

MPAA executives looking relaxed before HUAC
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If Hollywood was to leave HUAC unchecked, a chain reaction stood to
be initiated whereby the exposure of the MPEA’s politically-sensitive business
operations behind the Iron Curtain could result ultimately in a massive
destabilization of, what Richard Maltby has described as, Hollywood’s
“bedrock of economic security”;8 its capacity to attract the American public to
its films. If left to its own devices, HUAC would probably expose Hollywood’s
international dealings with top Communists, thus framing Hollywood as an
institution that was trading with the enemy – an accusation that would provide
powerful activists groups like the American Legion, the Catholic War
Veterans, and Veterans of Foreign Wars with a reason to orchestrate a
domestic boycott of Hollywood’s product, the economic ramifications of which
would be significantly more serious than the abandonment of the Soviet Sphere
Project.9 This scenario, which would have been unthinkable in 1944-1946, was
made possible by shifts in the geopolitical landscape that had taken place
across 1947.
The world was a very different place in 1947 than it had been in 1946, a
new geopolitical order was emerging which affected the lives of every
American citizen, including those who made a living from the movies. As
Chapter Two showed, Soviet power had been legitimated by US-USSR
wartime cooperation, producing a period of relatively amicable US-USSR
relations. However, in 1947, the US-USSR alliance was crumbling amid
mutual suspicions concerning the post-war political and militaristic ambitions
of either side. As previous chapters demonstrated, the US and the USSR had,
until the end of 1946, pursued a policy that emphasized coexistence over
confrontation,10 which had in turn provided Hollywood with an atmosphere
that had been conducive to its pursuit of Eastern European markets. However,
by 1947, the administration of President Harry S. Truman had identified the
USSR and communism as the principal threats to the US and its social and
8
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political systems. Truman drew a clear line between the free world and nations
“enslaved” by the USSR, calling for steps to be taken to ensure that Soviet
power was “contained” within its national borders.11 A sustained governmental
propaganda campaign was subsequently launched to ensure that these
sentiments infiltrated US political circles and percolated through to the
grassroots level,12 as the American people were presented with what ostensibly
was a clash of civilizations reduced to a series of binary oppositions including
good vs. evil and totalitarianism vs. democracy, with HUAC whipping up anticommunism domestically. With issues of national security dominating
American political rhetoric and with attention-grabbing reports of widespread
communist infiltration of American society appearing in the American popular
press, Hollywood would have been acutely aware that its operations behind the
Iron Curtain had the capacity both to generate controversy and to generate the
alienation of American moviegoers.
The public positions emanating from high-profile figures on Capitol Hill
made it politically problematic for American corporate entities, like those
running the member-studios of the MPAA, to pursue business activities with
the Communist leaders of Eastern European nations. Across 1947, growing
calls in Washington to restrict US-USSR trade would lead in March of 1948 to
an embargo being placed on the exportation of “strategic goods” including
weapons and fuels,13 and by 1949 Congress had banned the sale of what French
Cold War historian Justine Faure has described as “goods that were either
scarce in the US or that could reinforce the military-industrial complex of the
USSR”.14 The political currents that led to these embargos increased
significantly the possibility of negative publicity being directed at exporters of
less militaristically useful goods, particularly in cases where the exporter was a
household name like Hollywood. Thus, the high-profile status of Hollywood
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made it an accessible, attractive, and evocative target for accusations of unpatriotic behaviour (a situation that HUAC had clearly recognized).15
As the MPAA would have realised, politicians, journalists, and activist
groups routinely distinguished Hollywood and its product from other exporters
by virtue of the belief that American films could be used by communist spindoctors to represent the US and the American way of life negatively.16 In
contrast to comparatively anodyne goods such as timber and candy, it was
widely felt that moving pictures were imbued with the ability to influence the
political positions of viewers.17 In much the same way as the Office of War
Information (OWI) felt that Hollywood film content could facilitate or
endanger public support for American intervention in WWII, and in much the
same way as the State Department concluded that some American films could
serve an ambassadorial role in the fight against communism,18 other claimsmakers believed that American films could paint the US in a negative light thus
strengthening Communists’ grips on their peoples.19 However, politicians,
intellectual elites, and the American public were divided over American
interventionism abroad, the suitability of government propaganda for American
democracy, and the actual benefits of selling Hollywood films to
Communists.20 While the US government was developing an information
program to address citizens behind the Iron Curtain and to improve America’s
reputation in that part of the world, “few legislators”, as Wilson P. Dizard has
pointed out, “were prepared to defend a controversial government program
15
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whose activities had little relevance to their home districts”.21 Of most concern
for some on-lookers were a handful of films that were commonly understood as
articulating explicitly leftist or pro-communist views including Tobacco Road
(1941) and The Grapes of Wrath (1945).22 However, non-leftist productions
like Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (1939) and Week-End at the Waldorf
(1945), which focused on crime, decadence, and criticism of American
institutions, were also deemed problematic because of the risk of their being
used by communist propagandists to spotlight the inequalities, injustices, and
inadequacies of American capitalist democracy.23 Some claims-makers went as
far as to express concern that any Hollywood film could be used in such a way
as to excite amongst Eastern European audiences hostile reactions towards
America.24 The last of these views was particularly concerning for Hollywood
because it framed any American film as a viable candidate for enemy
propaganda thus rendering obsolete even the most stringent of selection
processes, like the selection process that Chapter Five showed was used to
compile the list of films that was sent to the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in
1946. Under these conditions, HUAC had the capacity to frame Hollywood’s
business operations as standing at odds to national security interests and this
suggestion provided groups like the American Legion a seductive and
convincing case with which to call for a commercially devastating domestic
boycott of Hollywood films. A boycott of this magnitude would, as Larry
Ceplair and Steven Englund have argued, “terrify studio management in a way
no amount of reactionary bluster from the politicians could do”.25 This worstcase scenario needed to be avoided at all costs, particularly given the enormous
incentives that existed for Hollywood to pursue its dealings with Eastern
European Communists.
Against the backdrop of HUAC, Hollywood intensified its efforts to
become a major force on Eastern European markets. In addition to continuing
21
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to negotiate with Czechoslovak Communists, the MPEA decided to increase
the status of its primary representative in that part of the world and to expand
its reach into new markets. Whereas Czechoslovak nationals with some
Hollywood experience were responsible for advancing the American film
industry’s interests in Eastern Europe in the immediate post-war years, Eric A.
Johnston, the MPAA/MPEA’s new president, oversaw the implementation of
the Soviet Sphere Project personally from 1947 onwards. Johnston flew behind
the Iron Curtain to grease the wheels of the Soviet Sphere Project by holding
high-profile discussions with the communist run film monopolies of Poland
and Czechoslovakia,26 offering, for example, the latter the opportunity to coproduce films with American companies and suggesting that the MPAA
members were interested in shooting films at Prague’s Barrandov Film
Studios.27 Intensification was coupled with expansion as Johnston and his
deputy, MPEA manager for Europe Irving A. Maas set about courting the
communist gatekeepers who held the keys to the Yugoslavian film market and,
crucially, their colleagues who had the power to open up the most lucrative and
politically problematic market in the region, the USSR.28 This step
demonstrated that the MPAA not only had no intention of abandoning the
Soviet Sphere Project but that it was confident that the project remained
economically viable. Johnston’s actions and those executed at his behest,
amounted to nothing short of a clear display of power designed to serve as a
direct challenge to the authority of HUAC, to which Johnston had been called
to testify three months earlier.29 As well as showing the committee where
political power truly lay, the conduct of the MPEA president and his staff was
informed by key economic imperatives related to the long-term financial
stability of the American film industry.
At the same time as the emerging geopolitical order impacted
Hollywood, Hollywood’s traditional revenue streams were diminishing
26
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significantly. In early 1947, it was becoming clear that the unprecedented
prosperity enjoyed by MPAA members in 1945 and 1946 would not continue
into the latter part of the decade.30 American theatrical attendance was
dropping substantially thus reducing the amount of revenue Hollywood could
draw from the domestic market. Between 1946 and 1947 domestic box-office
gross dropped by 5% and would continue, as predicted, to decline until the
mid-1950s.31 As film historians have argued, this dramatic change in
attendance was fuelled largely by renegotiations of social conditions brought
about by a combination of factors that included the onset of the baby-boom and
suburbanization.32 The economic stability of the major film studios was shaken
further by court orders in 1948 to divorce themselves from the theatres they
owned and by Americans’ continued adoption of television and outdoor leisure
pursuits as alternative ways to spend free time.33 Therefore, as Maltby has
pointed out, the dwindling attendance of American audiences and the domestic
economic crisis placed even greater emphasis on the revenue that could be
generated from overseas markets.34 However, as Americans set up homes on
the outskirts of American cities away from existing movie-theatres and as they
spent their free time watching television, pursuing outdoor activities, and
raising their new families, governments across the Atlantic were going to great
lengths to enable indigenous film industries to operate competitively with
Hollywood. Hollywood’s overseas revenues were shrinking on formerly
lucrative markets like Britain and France. For example, in August 1947,
Hollywood pulled out of Britain after London imposed a devastating 75% levy
on all imported films thus rendering unprofitable a market that Hollywood had
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dominated in the past.35 Meanwhile, the French government imposed a tariff on
the number of American films that could be brought into the country, limiting
to $3.6m, a reduction of around 80%, the total monies American film
companies could transfer out of the country.36 And, to make matters worse,
American films were subject to high importation taxes in Spain and Hollywood
was losing money in Germany,37 where, as Jennifer Fay and others have
shown, the distribution of Hollywood films was until 1947 controlled by the
US military government.38 As a result, Hollywood’s revenues from overseas
markets decreased from $125m in 1946 to $120m in 1947 before dropping by
another $20m in 1948, a slump which amounted to a decrease of 20 per cent
across a two year period.39 Overall, owing to the combination of domestic and
international factors, the MPAA members’ net profit plummeted from $120m
in 1946 to $87m in 1947.40 With domestic box-office covering Hollywood’s
operating costs and with levels of profit determined by international returns,41
tapping into Eastern European markets was seen to be essential to maintaining
the long-term profitability of the member studios of the MPAA.
The culmination in 1947 of global film industrial events transformed the
Soviet Sphere Project from an operation that would maximize the profitability
of an already economically powerful American film industry into the potential
saviour of an American film industry that saw its self entering troubled times.
The medium-to-long-term prospects of Hollywood seemed therefore to hinge
in part on the successful extraction of revenue from Eastern European markets,
particularly the USSR, the most populous nation in that part of the world, the
successes of which, as MPEA vice-president Irving A. Maas explained in a
telegram to the MPEA board of directors, in turn hinged on maintaining a high35
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profile presence in the country that had provided Hollywood a foothold behind
the Iron Curtain, the testing ground nation of Czechoslovakia.42 It would
therefore not be inaccurate to suggest that the future of Hollywood as a modern
and thriving business enterprise was seen at this point of time to have been in
no small part dependent on the cooperation of Czechoslovak Communists.
Hollywood’s attempts to replace revenues lost on weakened markets with
revenues that were acquired from new markets have been identified by film
historians as one of the cornerstones of Hollywood business practice. For
example, Thomas Guback has pointed out that the member-studios of the
MPAA turned their attention to African and Asian markets in the early 1950s
when conditions in Europe looked bleak.43 Thomas Schatz has argued that
“[t]he limited take from England [forced] the studios and the MPEA to
concentrate more heavily on other markets and to think increasingly in terms of
the global market-place”.44 Similarly, but in a different context, Janet Wasko
has demonstrated that dwindling attendance at American theatres in the 1970s
and early 1980s led the MPAA members to re-evaluate their relationship to
home video and other delivery systems.45 The strong box-office performances
of MPEA films on the Czechoslovak market, as detailed in Chapter Six, sent
encouraging signals that Eastern Europe could be the market to offset the
diminishing returns of the domestic market and the once-lucrative markets of
Western European.
The relative commercial success of American films in Czechoslovakia
was, therefore, highly encouraging for the MPEA for a number of reasons that
were both commercial and strategic in nature. For a start, the organization was
supplied with a significant amount of capital ($0.75m net profit) some of which
would be used to finance the ongoing Soviet Sphere Project.46 Importantly,
Czechoslovakia was one of the few European countries that remitted payments
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in US dollars, which were more likely to retain their value more than local
currencies, and which meant that Hollywood had found a way of converting
comparatively abundant local currencies into a scarce commodity in the region:
hard currency.47 The influx of American films into the Czechoslovak market
also damaged the Soviet Film Monopoly, which saw the number of tickets sold
in Czechoslovakia for Soviet movies dropped in percentage terms by almost
half from 1946 to 1947 (see Table 7.1).48
However,

the

most

important

consequence

of

the

prodigious

performances of American films, irrespective of whether they were films that
had been distributed by MPEA films or whether they were independently
distributed films, was the fact that they had demonstrated that significant
interest amongst Czechoslovak moviegoers still existed for American films
which in turn suggested that other Eastern European markets were likely to be
lucrative as well. Moreover, the fact that the gross revenue generated by the
MPEA’s films had been spread relatively evenly across several major earners
and several moderate earners went some way to validating the range of films
that the organization had selected for the Czechoslovak market (see Chapter
Five).49 Confirmation of the commercial viability of the Czechoslovak market
provided the MPEA with an incentive to continue its implementation of the
Soviet Sphere Project, the troublesome actions of ambitious Washington
ideologues notwithstanding, and the organization also had reason to believe
that, despite the worsening geopolitical situation, Eastern European communist
and particularly Soviet gatekeepers would be willing to cooperate with it – the
main reasons being the indigenous film industries’ inability of Eastern
European countries to produce sufficient number of films to supply their
47
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respective distribution circuits and the still low levels of film production that
were being achieved by the Soviet film industry.50 As a consequence, it was
concluded that the film monopolies of Eastern Europe would suffer serious
financial losses if they did not buy Hollywood product.51
Attendance (%)
Country of Origin

1946

1947

Czechoslovakia

36.1

27.5

US (MPEA and non-MPEA)

7.5

33.1

USSR

27.2

14.9

Great Britain

19.5

14.4

France

7.6

8.7

Other

3.1

1.4

Table 7.1

Film attendance in Czechoslovakia, 1946-1947
Source: Černík, Výroční zpráva o československém filmovnictví

While diplomatic ties between the US and the USSR were becoming
strained by 1947, the MPEA was developing closer working relationships with
top Communists in Soviet satellites and was making significant inroads in its
attempts to court top Soviet Communists. For example, the MPEA was
involved in ongoing negotiations with Czechoslovak Communists over a new
importation contract, and was enjoying some success in its attempts to forge
professional contacts with Communist authorities in Bulgaria and Rumania.
Meanwhile, top brass in Moscow, who not only influenced decisions in the
Soviet Union but also in the Soviet satellites, had been showing interest in
buying Hollywood films, despite not having committed themselves to an
importation contract.52 The MPEA and Eastern European Communists
operated amicably even though it had become clear that the Communist-run
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film monopolies in those countries were there to stay – something that the
MPEA had grown to accept after it emerged that the monopolies were not
discriminating against the MPEA in the ways that it had initially expected.
These positive developments signalled clearly to the MPEA that it could
genuinely anticipate that the economic promise shown by the 1947 returns
from the Czechoslovak market was not only replicable across the region but
that continued success would be permitted by the actions of those agents who
determined whether or not Hollywood could expand eastwards: top
Communists.
The HUAC investigations could not change the fact that the markets of
Communist Eastern Europe, including soon-to-be Communist controlled
Czechoslovakia, were simply too valuable to abandon. However, from spring
1947 to summer 1949, Hollywood was facing, and believed that it would
continue to face, intense political scrutiny over its relationships to communism
and Communists.53 To ensure that its continued presence in, and plans to
expand throughout, Eastern Europe were not jeopardized by the escalation of
anti-communist rhetoric among American political and media elites,54 the
MPAA, the parent organization of the MPEA, was formulating some of the
most sophisticated public relations and communication strategies in its history;
tactics which are the focus of the next chapter.
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Chapter Eight
“We are all in it”: Framing the Soviet Sphere Project
for America
In the shadow of the House Committee on Un-American Activities (hereafter
HUAC), the Motion Picture Association of America (hereafter MPAA)
launched a sophisticated and multifaceted public relations campaign designed
to convince pressure groups, the American public, and US political and media
elites that Hollywood was a patriotic and an anti-communist institution which
did not disseminate pro-communist propaganda and in which leftists wielded
no meaningful power.1 A prominent aspect of this campaign was a publicity
drive, in which high-level industry insiders showcased their anti-communism
across the pages of the American popular press. A key component of the
publicity drive, one which was employed to protect Hollywood’s potentially
controversial business operations in Eastern Europe, was a concerted effort to
ensure that mass circulation newspapers presented the Soviet Sphere Project as
an endeavour that was underwritten by altruistic patriotism rather than as a
commercial enterprise. The central tenets of the MPAA’s public presentation
of the Soviet Sphere Project underwent important shifts across the period 19471948 so as to reflect primarily domestic socio-political developments. In 1947,
the MPAA cast the Soviet Sphere Project as Hollywood’s battle against-theodds with hostile communist adversaries, thus imbuing Hollywood’s
international operations with a sense of institutional patriotism. However, by
1948, the Soviet Sphere Project came to be portrayed as a one man struggle,
starring East European Communists as hard-nosed businessmen and,
unsurprisingly, the MPAA president’s Eric A. Johnston in the lead role of
Hollywood’s “super-salesman”.2
1
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The MPAA’s 1947 push to portray the Soviet Sphere Project as an act of
institutional patriotism was part of a much broader effort on the part of the
MPAA to distance Hollywood from Communists and communism which also
included feature film production, propaganda shorts, and the introduction of the
blacklist. That spring, the majors responded to HUAC by scheduling for
release from 1948 to 1954 a series of anti-communist films that have been
discussed by both Thomas Doherty and Daniel J. Leab, of which The Iron
Curtain (1948), I Married a Communist, and The Red Menace (both 1949)
were prominent examples.3 Concurrently, as Variety recognized, the majors
reissued anti-communist satires such as Ninotchka (1939) and Comrade X
(1940).4 In addition to employing feature films to demonstrate that “the
industry [was] not overridden by subversive elements”, to quote Variety,5
Hollywood commissioned a series of short documentary films that addressed
the issue directly. Some of these short documentaries, dubbed “think pieces”
by the MPAA, focused on serious social, economic, and political issues.6 The
remainder showcased, in a positive light, Hollywood’s internal operations and
its relationship to the movie-going public.7 It was also at this time, that the

3
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notion of blacklisting known Hollywood Communists first surfaced at the
MPAA,8 an idea that would ultimately lead to the so-called “Hollywood Ten” –
a group of unfriendly witnesses, as they were called, that refused to cooperate
with HUAC – being sacrificed publicly so as to demonstrate Hollywood’s
tough stance towards the leftists in its ranks, which Maltby argues convincingly
to have been a part of a public relations exercise.9 Alongside this wellremembered purge were other lesser known attempts to demonize and, by
extension, to distinguish Hollywood from, American Communists, including
the congressional testimony of Johnston and of other studio executives who, as
Ceplair and Englund suggest, lambasted American Communists in order to
prevent a full external investigation of the motion picture industry.10 “Foreign
agents”,11 “traitors”, “a disruptive force”,12 and “dupes and suckers for the 14
men who sit in the Kremlin”,13 were among the slurs levelled at American
Communist Party members by Johnston. As the invaluable contributions of
Doherty, Maltby, and Ceplair and Englund demonstrate, Hollywood’s anticommunist public relations exercises were underwritten by powerful domestic
imperatives, yet these operations were also motivated by, bound up with, and
designed to safeguard, Hollywood’s overseas activities, particularly those in
Communist-controlled Eastern Europe.
The MPAA’s first efforts to frame its Soviet Sphere Project in a positive
light took shape across 1947 by way of well-managed popular press coverage
in which Hollywood’s Eastern European operations were framed as
contributing significantly to the promotion of American democracy overseas,
and not just as an example of global corporate expansion. Central to the 1947
publicity drive was the notion of institutional patriotism whereby the Soviet
Sphere Project was presented as Hollywood’s struggle in the face of stubborn
1947, p. 19; Anon., “Critics of Film Inquiry Assailed; Disney Denounces ‘Communists’”, New
York Times, 25 October, 1947, p. 1.
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resistance from Eastern European Communists, with Eric A. Johnston serving
as the industry spokesman relaying this version of events and not what he
really was, which was the principal agent responsible for advancing the Soviet
Sphere Project. Through Johnston’s public statements, 1947 became the year
that Hollywood ventured behind the Iron Curtain in the name of Uncle Sam.
Time and again, Johnston used rhetoric of victimization in order to mask the
fact that the MPEA had made substantial inroads into smaller Eastern
European markets and that the stubborn resistance with which the MPEA had
been met from Soviet Communists when it had tried to break into the Soviet
market had not been a result of the Kremlin’s dislike of Hollywood film
content, but a product of Moscow flexing its political muscle and endeavouring
to prevent currency from leaving the country.14
Hollywood’s rhetorical stance vis-à-vis the Soviet Sphere Project may
have differed considerably from 1946 to 1947, but it consistently reflected
dominant political discourses that were emanating from Washington. Back in
1946, Hollywood had, much like American politicians, continued to
characterize its relationship with Eastern European Communists principally in
terms of free market global economics (like chapter two showed it had done in
1945), through statements made by Johnston and others, which included:
Much of the bogeyman that has been built up around
the European communists is propaganda and
poppycock … they are hard-headed businessmen with
whom an accord on films can be reached if a realistic
attitude is taken.15
However, by 1947, relations between American and Soviet political elites had
become increasingly strained, a development which had been reflected in highlevel political rhetoric and which had led the MPAA to follow suit when it
came to portraying its interaction with Eastern European Communists. Thus
jettisoned were 1946’s notions of intercontinental corporate manoeuvrings and
14
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in their place by 1947 had emerged the concept of Hollywood participating in
ideological conflict that involved the world’s only superpowers.
Across 1947, MPAA and MPEA president Eric A. Johnston repeatedly
emphasised that MPEA films were being barred routinely from entering
Eastern European countries because they were considered to promote
American capitalist democracy and thus were seen to possess the capacity to
expose the totalitarian nature of Communist states which in turn risked
generating the resentment of the citizens of those countries. Boasted Johnston:
“We show too much of the American way of life, of human dignity, of the
opportunity and the happiness to be enjoyed in a democracy”.16 Here,
according to Johnston, was evidence that Hollywood and its product could not
possibly be misconstrued as pro-communist, for the simple reason that it was
pro-capitalist. “If Hollywood pictures preached communism they would be
welcomed in Russia, explained Johnston, adding: “They are not welcomed”.17
The implications of Soviet obstruction of the MPEA’s films were therefore
clear for Johnston, at least in his public rhetoric; Soviet obstruction proved that
Hollywood was acting patriotically and in the name of American capitalism.
“[The USSR] attacks our screen day in and day out as an instrument of
capitalism,” continued Johnston, “[i]t stabs at the American film in the hope of
drawing blood out of the American system”.18 By framing Hollywood’s
conduct in Eastern Europe as a clash of political systems, Johnston was also
able to launch an assault on the credibility, validity, and relevancy of HUAC’s
attacks on Hollywood. “[The] No. 1 paradox of our generation”, explained
Johnston, “[is that] while our industry is being X-rayed for communism at
home, Russia [sic] and some of its satellite states are excluding our films as
instruments of capitalist propaganda”.19 Johnston’s position soon became
established as a cornerstone of industry rhetoric.
The MPAA’s sophisticated publicity drive seemed to offer a water-tight
counter-argument capable of neutering HUAC before it gained the momentum
16
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necessary to do grave damage to Hollywood and was therefore, across 1947,
also mobilized by executives at major Hollywood studios both in the
statements that they made to the press and in their testimony before HUAC
itself. For example, Louis B. Mayer, head of MGM and the public face of the
studio, repeated word-for-word many of Johnston’s statements when, in
October 1947, he was called before HUAC to account for the alleged procommunist content of his studio’s 1943 film Song of Russia20 (Figure 8.1). The
notion of Hollywood and its product having been recognized by Soviet
Communists as pro-capitalist and pro-democratic was used by Johnston to
highlight Hollywood’s potential role in the spreading of American democracy
as an antidote to communism.
Johnston defended the Soviet Sphere Project by insisting that Hollywood
films served an ambassadorial function whereby they presented the citizens of
Communist countries with attractive portraits of the lives led by people under
American democracy, a quality that stood to undermine the appeal and thus the
spread of communism in Europe. Central to this strategy, as Ceplair and
Englund have suggested, were the attempts by Johnston to evoke rhetorically
and conceptually the cornerstones of President Truman’s foreign policy
initiatives relating to Eastern Europe.21 Therefore, whereas the hostility of
Eastern European Communists was spotlighted by Johnston to negate
accusations that Hollywood was overrun by leftists and that its films amounted
to leftist propaganda, positioning Hollywood as contributing actively to the US
government’s anti-communist programs framed the Soviet Sphere Project as an
invaluable asset in America’s crusade to undermine the power of Soviet
Communists from within. For example, in his testimony before the Senate
Foreign Relations sub-committee in March 1947, the MPAA president sold
aggressively Hollywood’s role on the frontline in his country’s battle against
communism, repeating President Truman’s own phrase when he asserted that
Hollywood pictures were a powerful weapon in the battle for “the minds of
men” in Eastern Europe.22 Johnston continued across 1947 to reassert
20
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Hollywood’s role in turning Eastern European citizens against their communist
masters and spreading democracy. Johnston’s attempts to legitimize the Soviet
Sphere Project by framing Hollywood’s presence in Eastern Europe as driven
by a patriotic desire to capitalize upon the ambassadorial potential of its films
were afforded additional credibility by his calculated effort to downplay
Hollywood’s economic ambitions in that part of the world.

Figure 8.1

Eric A. Johnston and Louis B. Mayer during the October 1947
HUAC hearings
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Masking the financial imperatives that had brought Hollywood to Eastern
Europe in the first place enabled Johnston to pre-empt accusations that
Hollywood was profiteering immorally during a period of heightened political
tension. Underplaying economics in favour of stressing the cultural and the
political value of its films was a strategy that Hollywood angled routinely to
American politicians in order to ensure that it could conduct its business abroad
without outside interference, as Ian Jarvie has shown in relation to
Hollywood’s

post-war

Western

European

operations.

“Having

both

commercial and cultural cards to play”, explained Jarvie, “the United States
motion picture industry could adopt flexible and opportunistic overseas
tactics”.23 Moreover, there were historical precedents of MPAA presidents
emphasizing, over economic matters, the cultural value of Hollywood films so
as to prevent outside regulation of the industry, with Johnston’s predecessor,
William Hays, positioning movies and movie-going as an established part of
the life-styles of the respectable American middle-classes at a time when
accusations of immoral film content raised the spectre of governmental
regulation of the industry.24 Johnston therefore sought to present Hollywood as
a politically and socially responsible institution by encouraging the American
public to draw parallels between the Soviet Sphere Project and Hollywood’s
publicly recognized patriotic collaboration with the US government’s Office of
War Information during WWII.25 Across 1947, the American popular press,
and even the trade press, reported that Hollywood was sacrificing money in its
ongoing efforts to fight communism by distributing “pro-American” films
behind the Iron Curtain, a patriotic gesture which had drawn the approval of
the US Department of State.26
Portraying the Soviet Sphere Project as a struggle against stubborn
Eastern European Communists, stressing the ambassadorial role of Hollywood
films in a nascent geopolitical ideological clash, and downplaying significantly
the financial motives underwriting the MPEA’s presence behind the Iron
Curtain, were the principal rhetorical strategies employed by the MPAA in
23
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1947 to legitimize its Soviet Sphere Project and to prevent HUAC from setting
in motion a series of events that would alienate Hollywood’s all-important
domestic audience base. The main spokesman in this sophisticated publicity
drive was MPAA president Eric A. Johnston whose statements reflected
beautifully the working title of his latest political monograph, “We are all in
it”. The 1947 publicity drive appeared to have prevented the alienation of the
American people at a point in time at which the Soviet Sphere Project was
being concentrated mainly on small soviet satellite countries such as
Czechoslovakia. However, in 1948, the Soviet Sphere Project entered a more
politically sensitive phase during which its focus shifted to the Soviet Union;
while the MPEA continued vigorously to cultivate smaller Eastern European
markets.27 With HUAC threatening to resume its investigation of the American
film industry at anytime and with continued attention being paid by the FBI
and by pressure groups to the issue of communism in Hollywood, the MPAA
reconfigured its publicity drive to legitimate its dealings with what had come to
be seen as the evil empire.28 As a response to this shift, Eric A. Johnston was,
in the rhetoric of the MPAA, transformed from a high-profile spokesman for
the Soviet Sphere Project into its principal protagonist. The tale of Johnston the
super-salesman and his battle with the uncompromising businessmen in the
Kremlin framed the Soviet Sphere Project in such a way that the American
public, particularly, as we will see, American housewives, would view
Hollywood’s international commercial strategies as one man’s attempt to
realise the American dream in a way that befitted classical Hollywood cinema.
To understand the MPAA’s perceived need to readjust its presentation of
the Soviet Sphere Project to the American public and US political elites, it is
necessary to shed light upon political, industrial, and legal developments that
unfolded between late 1947 and early 1948, particularly the US government’s
changing stance towards American companies trading with the USSR. In stark
27
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contrast to the period 1944-1947, the trade embargo introduced by the US
Congress in March 1948 (discussed in Chapter Seven), increased the
controversy of doing business with East European Communists generally and
with Soviet Communists in particular, and, even though films were not among
the blacklisted goods, the presence of the embargo increased the possibility that
selling Hollywood films to the USSR, a country that was seen to threaten the
very existence of America and its social and political systems, would be
interpreted as tantamount to trading with the enemy.29 The embargo became
law, frustratingly for the MPEA, at the same time as the Soviets, after several
years of procrastinating, were sending signals that they would be willing to buy
films from the MPEA, thus giving the MPEA reason to believe that it was
poised to realize its long-standing goal of breaking into the Soviet market.30 In
addition, the MPEA concluded that the fate of its future operations in Eastern
Europe was becoming more and more dependent on the MPEA’s ability to
penetrate the Soviet market and sign a contract with the USSR. In response to
the Soviet Film Monopoly’s interest in buying MPEA films and as a result of a
necessity to target the USSR more aggressively, MPAA president Eric A.
Johnston sent a letter to Soviet leader Joseph Stalin asking to be invited to the
USSR to open negotiations with the Soviet Film Monopoly regarding the sale
of Hollywood films to the Soviet Union.31 Johnston left for Moscow at the
beginning of September of 1948.32
During 1947 and 1948, Moscow’s influence over Eastern European
countries increased significantly. In July 1947, the Czechoslovak government
bowed to pressure from Moscow and rejected the Marshall Plan, an American
governmental program that channelled economic aid to the governments of
war-ravaged

European

countries,
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economically dependent on Moscow.33 Contributing to the situation had been
the establishment, that August, by the Soviet government, of an organization
called Cominform, mentioned in part two of this thesis, which provided a
vehicle with which the Kremlin could coordinate the activities of all of the
worldwide branches of the Communist Party. However, if there was a single
event that, more than any other, revealed the growing influence of the USSR in
Eastern Europe, it was the February 1948 Prague coup, in which the
Czechoslovak Communist party seized power in Czechoslovakia, sending
shockwaves through the MPAA.34 With the Kremlin’s reach extending over
economic, political, and cultural matters in Eastern European countries, the
governments of those countries looked to Moscow before making policy
decisions.35 The importation of Hollywood films was no exception and the
MPEA recognized in 1948 that having yet to establish relations with Moscow,
and having yet to sell films to the Soviets, affected in a negative way its
Eastern European operations as a whole.36 The MPEA’s conclusion was best
articulated a year later by Louis Kanturek, the MPEA’s manager for Eastern
Europe. “If I could say in other territories that we are seriously negotiating with
Soviet Russia and that we are sending films for selection to Moscow,”
explained Kanturek, “I think the mere fact that the Russians have already
selected some pictures would help us in [our] Prague and Budapest
negotiations”.37 With the MPEA recognizing that the sustainability of its
operations in Eastern Europe was becoming increasingly dependent upon its
ability to penetrate the Soviet market, its parent organization, the MPAA, was
more willing to accept conditions set by the Soviets, such as sending film prints
to the Kremlin for pre-screenings, which the MPEA, as Chapter Six detailed,
33
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had been hitherto rejecting. The stakes in dealing with the Soviet Union
increased considerably for Hollywood when the USSR became the America
government’s main adversary, thus making executives at the member studios
of the MPAA highly reticent to attach Hollywood’s name to the Soviet Sphere
Project in case its fears of being accused of trading with the enemy came to be
realized. The solution was to reconfigure the MPAA’s publicity drive
concerning Hollywood’s Iron Curtain operations.
The MPAA substituted the story of Hollywood’s institutional patriotic
struggle with a story of the personal achievements of Eric A. Johnston, who
was portrayed as the “super-salesman”. Johnston, Hollywood’s expert on the
Soviet Union, was, through his established working relationships with top
Soviet Communists, and through his carefully manufactured public image, in
which, as chapter two showed, he was partly constructed as both an American
patriot and as a capitalist, ideally equipped to advance the MPAA’s goals in
respect to the USSR. Even though the MPEA’s general strategy regarding Iron
Curtain countries was made by the organisation’s board of directors and its
executive committee in New York, which was, as Maltby and others observed
the financial centre of Hollywood,38 and even though the decisions of New
York executives, were implemented by MPEA management in Prague and by
other Eastern European offices, it was Eric A. Johnston who was, in the
popular press, held up as the poster-child of Hollywood’s operations behind the
Iron Curtain.39
The American popular press covered the Eastern European activities of
Johnston the super-salesman meticulously. “Eric A. Johnston Going to
Moscow”, “Johnston Seeks to Sell Russia Some ‘Bourgeois’ U.S. Films”,
“Johnston Confers at Kremlin on Sale of American Films”, and “Johnston Plots
38
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Coup with Films”, were among the eye-catching headlines that made Eric A.
Johnston the principal protagonist in the Soviet Sphere Project.40 It was
Johnston’s salesmanship and business acumen that were emphasized by
journalists with respect to the MPEA’s Iron Curtain operations, with the
MPEA’s aforementioned strategy meetings conspicuous by their absence. For
example, when reviewing Johnston’s new book “We are all in it”, the release
of which coincided with Johnston’s mission to Moscow, a journalist writing for
the Washington Post in November 1948 eulogized:
Eric A. Johnston’s place in American life is not to be
measured just by his job as president of the Motion
Picture Association … he also happens to be one of the
smoothest and the most persuasive salesman of
American private enterprise at home and abroad. Only
the other day he came home from a whirlwind trip on
which he managed to do business with Stalin, Tito,
Franco and the British Labor Government.41
The MPAA’s public relations office skilfully recast on a global scale
Johnston’s early years working as a door-to-door salesman pushing vacuum
cleaners to suburban American housewives – the story of an honest workingclass American who achieved a measure of upward mobility through hard work
and personal integrity. When doing business with the USSR was hugely
controversial, portraying the Soviet Sphere Project, not as an exercise in
commercial endeavour but as a saga of one man’s skills, determination, and
individualism enabled the MPAA to evoke what were promoted as
quintessentially American qualities and thus to employ the concept of the
American dream to pre-empt accusations of treasonous profiteering likely to be
levelled at Hollywood by HUAC and other hostile groups. Importantly, while
Hollywood may have been seen by some onlookers to have been tainted by
HUAC’s accusations of communist sympathies, Johnston was beyond
reproach. At a point in time at which the imagination of the American public,
as Maltby had noted, was captivated by the new figure of the Soviet spy
40
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infiltrating the US,42 Johnston’s carefully constructed public image of capitalist
and patriot rendered absurd any accusations of his being a communist
sympathizer, a Communist, or even, for particularly suspicious Americans, a
communist agent – a conclusion that might have been drawn by HUAC on the
basis of Johnston’s close working relationship with Soviet Communists
including Stalin.43 Johnston, remarked the Washington Post, had “the same
evangelical faith in American private enterprise that a Communist has in the
Soviet system”.44 The image of the super-salesman also ensured that HUAC’s
framing of the Soviet Sphere Project did not generate the alienation of a crucial
domestic audience segment upon which Hollywood believed its economic
health relied heavily: the American housewife. Reducing the Soviet Sphere
Project to the undertakings of a door-to-door salesman, was done in order to
make understandable, familiar, and easily graspable capitalist endeavour for
almost any American, including, crucially, mature American women who, in
addition to making up 51% of the audience in 1939 and no doubt a greater
number during the early 1940s with many men contributing to the war, effort
overseas, Hollywood had assumed, since the 1920s, usually decided what films
families and couples viewed together and therefore needed to be recruited as
help to secure as large an audience as possible.45
To summarize, the MPAA was not prepared to let HUAC jeopardize
Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project by turning the American ticket buying
public against Hollywood and its product. Accordingly, the MPAA launched a
sophisticated publicity drive across 1947 and 1948, in which high-level
industry insiders, particularly its president Eric A. Johnston, presented as
patriotic Hollywood’s Iron Curtain operations both to the American public and
to political and media elites. In 1947, with anti-communism beginning to
escalate in the US, the MPAA’s publicity drive portrayed Hollywood as an
institution that was actively engaged in America’s fight against communism by
casting the Soviet Sphere Project as Hollywood’s battle with hostile communist
42
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adversaries. However, the focus of the publicity drive shifted in 1948, when the
MPAA, in response to legal, political, and social changes in the US and
developments behind the Iron Curtain, adjusted the ways in which it framed the
Soviet Sphere Project – as notions of institutional patriotism gave way to a tale
of personal achievement. With a US trade embargo problematizing the sale of
goods to the USSR, Hollywood sought to pre-empt controversy by reducing the
Soviet Sphere Project to an easily consumable story in which a “supersalesman” called Eric A. Johnston was involved in a one man struggle to sell
films to a group of “hardnosed businessmen” that included Soviet premiere
Joseph Stalin. The MPAA hoped that the implementation of these domestic
communication strategies would enable the continuation of its long-standing
plan to break into the Soviet market.
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Conclusion
While scholars have focused exclusively on the situation on the American
market when analyzing Hollywood’s response to House Committee on UnAmerican Activities (hereafter HUAC), this part of the thesis has shown that
Hollywood’s international economic operations, particularly those in Eastern
Europe, shaped significantly the Motion Picture Association of America’s
(hereafter MPAA) response to the committee’s investigation of communist
infiltration of the motion picture industry. In 1947, as HUAC opened its
investigations, the Motion Picture Export Association (hereafter MPEA) was
making significant progress in Eastern Europe in the hope of selling films to
the Soviet Union. In the context of the diminishing returns of foreign markets
and the declining returns provided by the American market, Eastern Europe
was earmarked, as Chapter Seven showed, as a key source of revenue.
However, the Soviet Sphere Project, if it was not presented carefully,
threatened to attract the unwanted attention of HUAC, which in turn stood to
generate negative publicity and the alienation of Hollywood’s primary
audience, American moviegoers. Therefore, as a part of a much broader
attempt to showcase Hollywood’s anti-communist stance, the MPAA
implemented a sophisticated publicity drive, designed to protect its members’
potentially politically controversial activities, in which Hollywood’s Iron
Curtain operations were first presented as an act of institutional patriotism
before being reconfigured as a glorified salesman’s realization of the American
dream. The publicity drive employed notions of oppositions, struggle, and
achievements and emphasized the ambassadorial role that Hollywood films had
to play abroad to mask the economic objectives that underpinned Hollywood’s
Eastern European operations. In doing so, the MPAA was, in the context of the
ongoing geo-political struggle, able to frame Hollywood and its product as
advancing capitalist democracy and the American way of life. Protected by this
sophisticated rhetoric, the MPEA endeavoured to continue Hollywood’s Soviet
Sphere Project with the full (imagined) support of the American people.
While the MPAA’s publicity drive appeared to have deflected criticism
of Hollywood’s Iron Curtain operations and paved the way for its conquest of
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Eastern European markets, Eric A. Johnston and the MPEA were about to
discover that the success of the Soviet Sphere Project did not only hinge upon
the views of Americans whether high-ranking politicians, ambitious
ideologues, or suburban housewives, but on the views of Eastern European
Communists. As the fourth and final part of this thesis shows, emphasizing
Hollywood’s patriotism, anti-communism, and its capitalist nature, came at a
very high cost overseas and, ironically, its portrayal of Soviet Communists as
uncompromising businessmen would prove to have been uncannily prophetic.
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Part Four
The Failure of the Soviet Sphere Project, 1947-1951
By the end of 1947, the Motion Picture Export Association (hereafter MPEA)
was convinced that it was on its way to establishing a solid presence on the
film markets of Eastern Europe. MPEA offices had been opened in every
Eastern European country except Yugoslavia and the USSR, where the
organization was nevertheless in the process of negotiating film importation
contracts. In addition, the MPEA’s films were performing profitably in
Czechoslovakia, and, crucially, thanks to the sophisticated public relations
campaign that had been launched in the United States by the MPEA’s parent
organization, the Motion Picture Association of America (herafter MPAA), to
curtail the influence of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, the
MPEA seemed well positioned to continue its Eastern European operations
undisturbed and to focus on its expansion into the Soviet market.1 And so, at
the beginning of December 1947, MPEA vice president for Europe Irving A.
Maas opened negotiations for a new film importation agreement with the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly. However, Maas would leave Prague without
having come to an agreement with the monopoly.2 Despite his assumption that
the monopoly would soon see sense and agree to buy a new batch of the
MPEA’s films, within a year, the MPEA had almost lost the Czechoslovak
market,3 and, by the end of 1949, the Soviet Sphere Project was practically
over, culminating in its inglorious failure in June of 1951, when the MPEA was
expelled from the country.
The developments that led to the MPEA’s failure in Czechoslovakia and,
by extension, to the failure of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project are the focus
of this, the fourth and final, part of this thesis, in which I argue that, across the
1
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period 1947-1949, the actions of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, the Soviet
government, and the Soviet Film Monopoly brought about an end to the
MPEA’s Eastern European ambitions. Chapter Nine focuses on how
protectionist policies that were implemented by the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly reduced the amount of revenue that the MPEA could generate from
the Czechoslovak market and limited the MPEA’s ability to operate on the
market. I argue that this conduct was a consequence of the monopoly’s and of
the Ministry of Information’s desire to create a strong national film industry
that would serve as an example for other film industries, and of the
Czechoslovak Communist Party increasing its power in the country. The
impact on the MPEA of the conduct of the Soviet Film Monopoly is examined
in Chapter Ten, in which I argue that Moscow’s ambitions to be the dominant
player on Eastern European film markets with a view to expanding beyond the
region, as well as its desire to promote through films communist ideology in
Eastern Europe and beyond – Moscow’s globalist agenda – ostensibly resulted
in the closure to the MPEA of the Czechoslovak market and other markets in
Eastern Europe.
This part of the thesis therefore reveals the extent to which economic
motives shaped the conduct, even in the context of seemingly ideologically
driven actions, of Eastern European film monopolies thus extending our
knowledge of Eastern European cinema. To date, much film scholarship on
Eastern Europe, including the relatively small amount that, like this part,
focuses on the immediate post-war years, has emphasized the political function
of film and confrontations between what have been characterized as
progressive creative personnel and the state, the latter being usually discussed
as an oppresive entity bent on censoring films, on imposing Socialist Realism
as a filmmaking model,4 and on the production and circulation of propaganda.5
Consequently, due attention has been paid to what have been widely seen as
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brief outbursts of creative “resistance”, whether it was in Czechoslovakia in the
mid 1950s, during the new wave film movements of the 1960s or perestroikaera developments of the mid-to-late 1980s.6 In doing so, this part of the thesis
sheds new light on the ways in which organizations involved in Eastern
European film industries confronted and challenged Western competitors in the
immediate post-war period and begins to explore hitherto overlooked relations
between the USSR and its satellites with respect to the film industry and to film
policy.
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Chapter Nine
Sabotaging the MPEA: The Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly and Building a Strong National Film
Industry
Although the Soviet Sphere Project appeared on the surface to be going
according to plan for the Motion Picture Export Association (herafter
MPEA), developments in Czechoslovakia that unfolded between October
1946 and early 1947 would see a series of steps taken across the following
year and a half that would lead to a reversal of fortune for the MPEA in
Czechoslovakia.
The about-turn in the fate of the Soviet Sphere Project was encapsulated
in two events that bookended the period between autumn 1946 and spring
1947, one of which was designed for the public’s eyes, one of which was
taking place behind closed doors in the offices of top Czechoslovak film
officials. In October of 1946, the MPEA’s films were being hailed publicly
by Czechoslovak Film Monopoly top-brass and by their colleagues at the
Czechoslovak Ministry of Information, albeit through gritted teeth, as having
saved the monopoly from collapsing due to the film shortage, that was
discussed in Chapter Four and which had threatened to leave the exhibition
sector understocked of new product. Nowhere was this façade of buoyancy
more apparent than during the gala premiere of the prestige biopic Wilson
(1943) which had been organized to broadcast Czechoslovak-US cooperation
by “celebrating” the post-war return of Hollywood films and which had been
attended by such luminaries as the director of the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly Lubomír Linhart, US ambassador to Prague Laurence A.
Steinhardt, and numerous politicians including Czechoslovak President
Edvard Beneš.1 However, unbeknown to the MPEA or its parent organisation,
the Motion Picture Association of America (herafter MPAA), the
Czechoslovak Ministry of Information had, as early as spring 1947, started to
1
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refer to The 1946 Agreement with the MPEA as, amongst other things, an
“unfortunate liability”2.
Those actions of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly that impacted
negatively upon the MPEA took place between March 1947 and October
1948, a period that began with a shift in the Czechoslovak Communist Party
towards hard-line policies that were reflected in the conduct of the country’s
film monopoly, resulting in it taking steps quietly to sabotage the MPEA’s
operations in what amounted to a damage-limitation strategy designed to
reduce the amount of hard currency that was leaving the country as a
consequence of dollar payments that were being made to the MPEA as per
The 1946 Agreement. The aim of this change in strategy, I argue, was to
enable the monopoly to negotiate significantly better terms on a new film
importaion contract than those to which it was bound by The 1946
Agreement. Responding to Czech film historiography’s recent turn to the
issue of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, and the examinations of the ways
in which the monopoly’s conduct, particularly at the levels of film production
and exhibition, was shaped by ideological concerns,3 this chapter reveals the
extent to which the monopoly’s actions pertaining to film distribution were
governed primarily by economic factors.4 In doing so, the chapter contributes
to the ongoing process of developing more nuanced and richer understandings
of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly.
2
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To understand the logic that was behind the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly’s attempts to sabotage the MPEA it is necessary to appreciate that
the monopoly had signed The 1946 Agreement with the MPEA more out of
necessity than out of choice because, in 1946, the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly, like the Communist Party that controlled it, found itself in a
situation whereby not buying films from the MPEA was simply unviable,
economically and politically.5 As Chapter Four showed, the MPEA was the
only distributor capable of supplying the monopoly with sufficient films to
enable it to maintain the commercial viability of the Czechoslovak
distribution sector and the Czechoslovak exhibition sector. The monopoly, as
Chapter Four also explained, felt that remaining on amicable terms with
American institutions would increase the likelihood of the Czechoslovak state
receiving US governmental loans so that it could go about rebuilding the
country. The importation of MPEA films promised to generate revenue for
the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, and, possibly even, the Czechoslovak
government, despite the fact that, as a consequence of the contract, not
inconsequential amounts of precious hard currency would likely be leaving
the country.6 In 1946, it was thus the MPEA that had had the upper hand in
the balance of power between itself and the monopoly.
In addition to these primarily economic factors, political considerations
had pushed the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly into signing The 1946
Agreement. The importation of the MPEA’s films, as Petr Mareš has pointed
out, had become a hot topic among non-communist media and political elites,
many of which had interpreted the initial reticence to do business with the
MPEA of both the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly and the Czechoslovak
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Ministry of Information as a symbolic act of cultural isolationism.7 The
importation of Hollywood product thus bore political significance for the
Communist party because it did not want to appear anti-democratic at a point
in time at which Communist parties across Eastern Europe were committed to
cooperating with democratic political parties and were committed, publicly at
least, to peaceful transitions to socialist systems of governance and
economics.8 Cutting off Czechoslovakia from the West would, however, have
been seen as a high-profile demonstration of the Communist Party’s antidemocratic stance which would stand at odds to its attempts to present itself
as a legitimate part of democratic political life. Moreover, in the postwar
socio-political and economic climate of Czechoslovakia, the presence of
Hollywood films was believed by the country’s monopoly to suggest to the
Czechoslovak public a return to pre-war normalcy, and, given the magnitude
of press coverage about the changes in Czechoslovak film distribution that
had been taking place, the presence of Hollywood films suggested that the
transition from private film distribution to state-controlled film distribution
would not limit significantly the choice of films that were on offer to
Czechoslovak moviegoers.9 Underwriting those debates was subtle evocation
of the darkest chapter in Czechoslovakia’s recent history – the Nazi war-time
occupation of the country, a period in which un-democratic governance and
the conspicuous absence of American films from theatres had been defining
characteristics. Having Hollywood films in theatres was seen by the
Czechoslovak Communist Party and the monopoly to serve to undermine
parallels being drawn between National Socialism and communism. The
attitude of Czechoslovak Communists to the MPEA and its films was to
change remarkably quickly.
The power of the Czechoslovak Communist Party grew considerably
after it won the 1946 parliamentary election, leading it, from the beginning of
1947, to pursue more aggressively domestic policies which informed the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly’s stance towards the MPEA, towards the
7
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contract with the MPEA, and towards the MPEA’s films.10 In preparation for
the upcoming elections of 1948, the Communist Party was using the
intertwined notions of a powerful national film industry and a distinct
national cinema to promote the idea of a strong Czechoslovak nation and to
advance the idea that Czechoslovak people were engineering their socialist
future rather than having it imposed upon them by Moscow.11 In line with this
way of thinking, to be a strong industry was to be an equal partner with
Hollywood, widely seen as the powerhouse of world cinema.
The Czechoslovak Ministry of Information and some factions within
the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly perceived The 1946 Agreement with the
MPEA as harmful to the nation’s economic health, and at odds to the vision
of a strong national cinema. Because of the relative commercial success of the
MPEA’s films in the autumn and winter 1946 and the first two months of
1947, large amounts of much-needed hard currency were being transferred to
the MPEA’s New York bank accounts. As in most European countries, a
scarcity of hard currency had hampered Czechoslovakia’s post-war economic
recovery considerably.12 Reflecting on this issue, the Czechoslovak Minister
of Information, Václav Kopecký, explained to the country’s National
Assembly that “the biggest burden is to pay in dollars for American films.”13
The significance of the issue of hard currency leaving the country was
magnified by the multiple crises that the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly was
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facing due to managerial incompetence, cash-flow problems,14 innefficient
distribution of labour, and internal “petit politique” power-struggles.15
Reports on the economic health and sustainability of the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly issued internally as well as by the Ministry of Information warned
that these crises could soon cause the collapse of the monopoly.16
Seeking to limit the economic damage that it felt was being done to the
Czechoslovak economy by the stipulations of The 1946 Agreement, the
monopoly attempted to regulate the outflow of hard currency by altering the
way films circulated through Czechoslovak distribution channels by way of a
strategy that roughly translated as “preferential film scheduling”. Preferential
film scheduling saw films that had been imported under contracts that were
the least favorable to the monopoly, like that which had been signed with the
MPEA, being screened during the least lucrative times of day and on the least
lucrative days of the week, i.e. when theatergoing could be expected to be
comparatively low. This change in distribution strategy, as an internal
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly memo explained, needed to “aim mainly
against the MPEA’s films”.17 Conversely, films that had been purchased
under contracts that were more profitable to the monopoly would be screened
when theatergoing was more prevalent such as at the weekend. In addition,
these films would be promoted more heavily. Unsurprisingly, the most
preferential treatment of all was afforded Czechoslovak films because none of
the revenue they generated left the country, with Soviet films coming in
second, followed by Swiss films, films from other Soviet satellites, and
finally films from Western countries.18 The intended effect of preferential
film scheduling was captured in a Czechoslovak Film Monopoly memo that
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was sent to the head of the Department of Cultural Propaganda and Ideology
at the Czechoslovak Communist Party:
[B]y scheduling Soviet films for Saturday and Sunday
we can nail down those who visit movie theaters on
weekends regularly regardless of what is being
screened, and those who want to see only American
films will as well go to the movies on weekdays. By
this, the attendance figures as well as profit will
increase.19
Preferential film scheduling, believed the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly, would increase ticket-sales for non-MPEA films, stemming the
flow of hard currency out of Czechoslovakia, and, in the process, increasing
the amount of revenue that stayed with the monopoly. The desire to keep
more revenue in Czechoslovakia also underwrote the film monopoly’s
decision in July 1947 to increase theater admission prices and to retain all of
the additional revenue that this step generated, rather than sharing it with its
internaional partners.20
At this stage, at least, the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly was not aiming
to push the MPEA out of the Czechoslovak market (an issue which is
examined in Chapter Ten); rather the monopoly wanted to weaken the
bartering position of the MPEA to such an extent that it, the monopoly, would
be in a position to negotiate a more favorable contract with the MPEA when,
as per the stipulations of The 1946 Agreement, negotiations over a new
contract were set to begin in autumn of 1947. The Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly aimed to secure a film importation contract that would increase the
amount of money that it could generate from MPEA films that were screened
in Czechoslovakia and hoped to increase the amount of revenue that would be
remitted in dollars,21 in much the same way as Thomas Guback has shown
19
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that the film authorities of many other European nations had hoped to do,22 by
making the MPEA’s importation into the US of its business partners’
domestic product part of the new agreement.23 As Minister of Information
Kopecký detailed, “we will condition the importation of French, English and
American films by the mandatory export of our quality Czechoslovak films to
these countries.”24 Therefore, while it wanted to reduce the amount of hard
currency that it handed over to the MPEA, the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
did not want to alienate the MPEA entirely. The monopoly not only wanted to
keep the door open for negotiations,25 but wanted to maintain contact with the
MPEA becuase doing so also promised to generate additional dollars for the
Czechoslovak economy as the cash-rich MPAA members would rent
Prague’s Barrandov Studios to shoot films and to produce prints of films that
would be sent to other markets in the region.26 Although preferential film
scheduling pushed the terms of The 1946 Agreement to their limits, it did not
breach the terms of the contract, which was important because breaking such
a high-profile agreement was expected to seriously damage the international
reputation of Czechoslovakia and as a consequence effect negatively the
government’s chances of securing additional financial aid from Washington.27
The desire to secure US aid, as shown in Chapter Ten, continued to shape the
conduct of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly towards the MPEA even after
the Communist coup of February 1948. The discrimination directed at the
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MPEA’s films was imbricated within changes of Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly policy vis-à-vis Soviet films.
Compounding the discrimination being directed at the MPEA’s films
was Czechoslovak Film Monopoly management’s decision to maximize the
box-office perfomances of Soviet imports by giving them highly favorable
conditions of distribution and exhibition.28 This second, key aspect of
preferential film scheduling, could be read as an act of unquestioning
ideological loyalty to Moscow on the part of Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
management, but, I feel, can also be explained as a pragmatic act designed to
curry favour with high-powered Czechoslovak Communist Party officials at a
point in time at which the economic fragility of the monopoly suggested that
a change of management, or possibly even closure, was a distinct
possibility.29 Supporting this pragmatic interpretation is the fact that
preferential treatment was only given to Soviet films from March 1947
onwards following the intervention of the Czechoslovak Communist Party
one month earlier. Driving this shift in conduct was pressure that was being
put on the monopoly by the Czechoslovak Communist Party, which itself had
been receiving communique from Moscow, in which Soviet Communist Party
officials had concluded, innacurately, it must be said, that the abject
commercial failure of Soviet films in Czechoslovakia,30 at a time when
Hollywood product was performing well, could only have been a result of a
moderate faction in the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly discriminating against,
or sabotaging, Soviet films. The commerical failure of the Soviet films had, in
fact, been a result of nothing more conspiratorial than Czechoslovak
moviegoers choosing to view Hollywood fare over Soviet films. For example,
Soviet ambassador to Prague Valerin Zorin, in February 1947, reflecting
Moscow’s growing dissatisfaction with Czechoslovakia’s business contacts
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with the West,31 filed a complaint to the Czechoslovak Ministry of
Information and to hard-line Communist Czechoslovak Prime Minister
Klement Gottwald accusing the country’s film monopoly of deliberately
failing to promote Soviet films adequately and of allocating them weak
screening-times while simulataneously doing its upmost to boost the ticketsales of the MPEA’s films.32 Memos issued by Sovexportfilm, the export
branch of the Soviet Film Monopoly, reveal that, until 1948, the Soviets
viewed the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly as an institution that tended to act
in a hostile fashion towards Soviet films and which tended to give preferential
treatment to American films.33 Similar sentiments to those expressed by
ambassador Zorin, were articulated by Czechoslovak Communists. “[W]hen a
Soviet film arrives”, wrote one Communist official to the party’s Central
Committee, “it is played on a weekday when the workers are in the factories
and have no chance to see them – and are instead only fed inferior quality
Western films”.34 Communists’ significant investment in this issue came
about as a result of Czechoslovak Communist Party ideologues considering
Soviet films to be superior to the films of any other nation in terms of content,
style, and message, considering them to be cultural and political assets in
Czechoslovakia’s transition to a socialist society, and considering them to be
pivotal for advancing the policies of the Communist Party. The economic
dimension of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly’s decision to placate Prague,
so that Prague, in turn, could placate Moscow, by doing all that it could to
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increase the commercial performance of Soviet films, was encapsulated in a
comment made by the director of distribution at the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly. “It is our responsibility to fulfill the cultural and state-political
mission of films, however, on the other hand we also have to achieve results
that would secure the economic existence of the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly”, wrote Josef Hlinomaz in March 1947 in response to the
accusations that were being levelled at the monopoly.35
The Czechoslovak Film Monopoly’s attempts to sabotage the
commercial performances of the MPEA’s films so as to reduce dollar
payments leaving the country and to secure more favourable terms for
subsequent importation agreements were successful, as is demonstrated by
the rounds of negotiations that took place between the monopoly and the
MPEA in December 1947 and in June 1948. Implementing preferential film
scheduling enabled the monopoly to demonstrate to the MPEA that, after
early successes, the demand for its films had proven to be considerably lower
than had been first expected – withholding, of course, the fact, that the figures
were highly misleading and had been manufactured by the monopoly’s own
underhand tactics. The conditions under which these figures were generated
notwithstanding, the monopoly could therefore position itself as less reliant
on Hollywood films than it had been in 1946 and could therefore demand
better terms than it had received in 1946. Accordingly, the monopoly
demanded a 50:50 revenue split, as opposed to the 65:35 split of The 1946
Agreement that had seen the MPEA receive almost two thirds of the monies
generated by the MPEA films at the Czechoslovak box-office.36 In all
likelihood, the monopoly did not expect to receive these terms, but probably
was seeking to be seen by the MPEA to be in a position in which it now could
make a demonstration of power – particularly when the monopoly felt that the
member studios of the MPAA had been on the verge of an economic crisis on
the American market37 and when a number of independent American
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distributors were offering films to the monopoly.38 By the time the MPEA
returned to the negotiating table in June 1948, intervening developments
ensured that it was more than happy to bow to the previous demands of the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly. The coup of February 1948 may not, at this
stage at least, have had a material effect on Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
conduct but, as Variety reported, it had had a huge psychological effect on
MPEA management, which believed its operations in Czechoslovakia would
be complicated hugely by the new Communist regime39 and that
complications in Czechoslovakia would lead film monopolies in other Eastern
European countries to eschew business with the MPEA40 thus bringing into
question the viability of the Soviet Sphere Project as a whole. And, so it was
that, in June 1948, the MPEA agreed to a new film importation contract that
respected almost all of the demands made by the monopoly in December
1947, and the monopoly was able to negotiate conditions that would, in real
terms, see it bank over 50 per cent of box-office revenue and would see the
outflow of hard currency reduced by 25 per cent.41
Thus from spring 1947 to October 1948, unbeknown to the MPEA, its
films were being marginalized on the Czechoslovak distribution circuit just as
its main competitor in the region, the Soviet Union, was seeing its films being
given preferential treatment; partly so that the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
could prevent desperately needed hard currency from leaving the country,
partly so that it could show a united front with political elites in the region,
but, more concerningly to the MPEA, partly so that the monopoly would be in
a position to negotiate a significantly more favourable contract to that which
it had had little alternative other than to sign in 1946. The damage that was
38
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being done to the MPEA’s Soviet Sphere Project in the two years that
followed the glorious premiere of Wilson was significant but not as
substantial as that which followed a single decree issued by Moscow in
October 1948 – the motivations behind, and the consequences of, Moscow’s
decision to essentially forbid the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, and the other
film monopolies of Eastern Europe, from signing new importation contracts
with the MPEA are examined in the final chapter of this thesis.
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Chapter Ten
Lost Delusions: Soviet-MPEA Incompatibility in
Eastern Europe

Within three months of the Motion Picture Export Association’s (hereafter
MPEA) successful negotiation with the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly of a
second film importation agreement, its president Eric A. Johnston was, across
the autumn of 1948, being lauded in the American popular and trade press for
achieving that September what had been considered to be impossible: coming
to a gentlemen’s agreement with Soviet Communist top-brass that would see
20 of the MPEA’s films distributed in the Soviet Union.1 A month later,
Johnston left Prague believing that he had also arranged a new deal with the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly that would see it buy 25 more of the MPEA’s
films, which would be released in 1949. However, neither the Soviets nor the
Czechoslovaks followed through on their promises. Unbeknown to Johnston,
before “the deal” with the Czechoslovaks had even been done, Moscow had, in
October of 1948, secretly intervened to forbid the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly – and all of the other film monopolies in Eastern Europe bar the
Soviet Film Monopoly2 – from signing any formal, by which I mean long-term
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multi-film, importation contracts with the MPEA.3 Moscow’s intervention,
which had taken place without the knowledge of Johnston, marked the
beginning of the end for the MPEA in Czechoslovakia and in the rest of the
Soviet satellites.
While the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly’s protectionist policies had been
designed to weaken the MPEA so as to secure it a stronger position in
subsequent rounds of negotiations with the MPEA, Moscow’s stance was far
more uncompromising – it wanted to remove the MPEA from the equation all
together. Therefore, although the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly had dealt a
series of blows to Hollywood’s ambitions in Eastern Europe across 1947, it
was the Soviet Union’s international economic and ideological agenda that
ultimately brought an end to the Soviet Sphere Project.
Of all the nations of Eastern Europe, the USSR has arguably attracted the
greatest amount of interest from Western film scholars. Those scholars that are
interested in the post-WWII period, have predominantly focused on the
domestic operations of the Soviet film industry and within this branch of
scholarship are two tendencies: explorations of issues related to state
propaganda and film censorship; and examinations of the positions within
Soviet film culture of individual filmmakers and movements.4 In contrast, the
Soviet film industry’s international activities have received minimal attention,
thus obscuring the global ambitions of the Soviet Film Monopoly and the
transnational dimension to its conduct.5 By focusing on the international
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operations of the Soviet Film Monopoly, particularly those being directed at
the MPEA in Eastern Europe, this chapter shows that the Soviet Film
Monopoly had devised post-war plans for global expansion in which Eastern
Europe played a crucial part, much like the region did in Hollywood’s global
plans. In the process, the chapter also illuminates some of the mechanisms that
resulted in the Soviets’ consolidation of their position on Eastern European
film markets during the early stages of the Cold War which would lead to the
formation of the closed regional market that scholars recognize as having
characterized Eastern Europe between 1945 and 1989.6 The chapter thus asks
us to rethink issues of cultural imperialism and globalization in the context of
film, which have invariably been associated with Hollywood, by revealing the
existence of another, and hitherto unacknowledged, form of (attempted)
globalization that spread from the East.7
Moscow’s October 1948 directive to its satellites’ film monopolies was
designed to induce the MPEA’s voluntary withdrawal from Eastern European
markets, rather than to purge American films from the region. To understand
why Moscow was adopting such a nuanced position requires an understanding
of the political and economic forces shaping its actions at the time. Politically,
Moscow did not want to be seen by Western governments to be closing Eastern
Europe to the MPEA entirely because such a step would add credence to an
unwanted accusations that were being levelled increasingly at the USSR by
Western powers, namely that the USSR was isolating itself and Eastern Europe
from the rest of the world, and that such isolationist tendencies were the first
step in a planned Soviet military offensive against the West.8 Being seen to
close off the region to the MPEA would also have run counter to Moscow’s
the Soviet Film Monopoly’s operations locally (without relating them to its wider transnational
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economic interests, for, in 1948 and 1949, Moscow genuinely wanted to
maintain business contacts with the MPEA. Based on the considerable
commercial success that the MPEA’s films had enjoyed across Eastern Europe
in 1947, the Soviet Film Monopoly believed that it could generate significant
amounts of revenue from the distribution of American films on the Soviet
market,9 thus providing a solution to the chronic shortage of motion pictures
that, as Peter Kenez has observed, was leaving the Soviet movie-going public
underserved of new films.10 The capital that stood to be generated from ticket
sales for Hollywood fare was needed to secure the financial stability of the
Soviet Film Monopoly and subsequently to finance its growth.11 A powerful
Soviet film industry, it was concluded, would in turn be in a better position to
advance abroad the ideological and political goals of the Soviet Communist
Party (a point elucidated below). However, as much as Moscow saw
Hollywood films as useful assets to its economic and political agenda, dealing
with the MPEA posed a problem, both politically and economically, which
required that Moscow found a way of retaining Hollywood product in its
sphere of influence while at the same time ensuring that the MPEA chose not
to maintain its presence in the region.
The solution to Moscow’s dilemma was secretly to ban the Soviet
satellites from signing formal film importation agreements with the MPEA.
While such a decree may at first glance have appeared so uncompromising that
it would undermine the aforementioned political interests and economic
projects, Moscow’s “decree” was phrased in such a way as to leave
considerable room for manoeuvre. By emphasizing the unacceptability of
signing formal film importation agreements with the MPEA, the Soviets were
making it clear that they did not object to the monopolies buying American
films from independent distributors,12 buying them directly from the individual
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Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) members on an ad hoc basis,
or even on an ad hoc basis from the MPEA itself.13 Permitting the purchase of
films from the MPEA on an ad hoc basis was not as baffling or as selfdefeating a decision as it may seem at first glance, fitting in, as it did, with
Moscow’s desire to see the organisation leave the region under its own steam.
In short, it was thought that engaging with the MPEA in this way could initiate
the collapse of the MPEA from within by causing the MPEA to incur
significant financial losses due to the high cost of the logistics and the man
hours needed to negotiate ad hoc contracts which would generate little revenue
for the MPEA. This situation, it was hoped, would lead to the MPEA’s
voluntary withdrawal from Eastern European markets, based on its conclusion
that operating in the region was no longer a profitable venture, thus enabling
the film monopolies of Eastern Europe to begin, if they so chose, to buy films
from independents and/or the individual MPAA members, which it was
concluded would renew individual operations following the MPEA’s assumed
demise. Underwriting Moscow’s desire to see the MPEA leave Eastern Europe
was a network of economic and political factors.
The Kremlin was eager to see the MPEA removed from the equation
because the organisation was considered to be at once a powerful symbol of
American capitalism and to be heavily involved in US foreign policy.14 On the
one hand, the presence in the region of the MPEA, as a powerful US corporate
institution, stood in the face of the corner-stones of communism, particularly
state or collective ownership of businesses. On the other hand, Moscow
believed that the MPEA was engaged in subverting the installation of the
socialist/communist regime in Czechoslovakia by functioning as a channel
through which US foreign policy and propaganda were delivered behind the
Iron Curtain.15 While Moscow’s perception of the MPEA as a capitalist and
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political institution contributed significantly to the Kremlin’s attempts to
engineer a situation whereby the MPEA would be brought to its knees so as to
open up opportunities for the film monopolies of Eastern Europe to acquire
American films from other, less politically sensitive, organisations, the key
factor underwriting its decision to forbid formal importation agreements
concerned the MPEA’s capacity to undermine the Soviet Film Monopoly’s
own global agenda. The scope of the Soviets’ global ambitions, as well as the
time, the energy, and the expense, that had been invested into making more
likely the realization of those ambitions testify to the gravity of the threat that
the MPEA posed in the region.
The MPEA represented unwelcome economic and political competition
in Eastern Europe, a region that the USSR considered to be pivotal to its global
economic and ideological plans.16 The Soviet Film Monopoly wanted to
dominate the Eastern European region in order to generate revenue needed to
strengthen the Soviet Film Monopoly in the hope that it could mount a serious
challenge to the MPEA on western markets and later on markets throughout the
world – in each case with the ultimate goal of employing its films being to
promote communism and thus bring about the adoption of communist systems
of governance and economics across the globe. For Moscow, economic success
was therefore at once a mechanism through which ideology could be spread
across Eastern Europe and beyond, as well as being a measure of its success in
realizing that ambition. The extent of the Soviets’ plans to expand globally,
which began in earnest in 1943, is revealed by the fact that it involved all
sectors of the film industry, from production to distribution and exhibition, and
was underpinned by a significant amount of research and development.
The Soviet Film Monopoly’s plans for expansion were anchored to an
extensive research and development programme. During WWII, the Soviets
had been monitoring the situation on Western European markets carefully and
with a view to usurping Hollywood wherever the opportunity presented itself.
For instance, in an exhaustive report of 1945, Ivan Bolshakov, a man who
Communist Party Central Committee Files (hereafter f. 17), op. 137, ed. khr. 73, Moscow, 9
December 1949, l. 123.
16
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would later become Soviet Minister of Cinematography, and who was a part of
Stalin’s inner circle, analysed the situation on European markets, as well as the
respective situations in Japan, China, Canada, the US, and the Middle East,
giving details of the distribution and exhibition sectors in those markets, the
type of deals that the Soviet Film Monopoly was likely to be able to arrange
with local film industries, the number of Soviet films that the market could be
expected to support, attendance figures, and the market-growth potential for
Soviet films.17 In this, and other documents, the organized might of the
Hollywood majors was identified as the main threat to Soviet domination in
these markets. In addition, Sovexportfilm, the export branch of the Soviet Film
Monopoly, had been monitoring distribution agreements that the MPEA had
been signing with its international partners so as to be able to offer better
terms, had been studying Hollywood promotion and publicity methods, and
had been analysing American films’ financial performances on European
markets.18 With a view to undermining the MPAA’s position in western
countries, the Soviet Film Monopoly also attempted to forge close working
relationships with film producers in Western European countries, where
Communist Parties boasted considerable support, such as France and Italy.19 In
addition to conducting research and development, the Soviet Film Monopoly
also planned to increase film production.
To make possible the Soviet Film Monopoly’s expansion, Moscow
sought to ensure that a large number of Soviet-made Russian-language pictures
would be readily available, and comprehensible, to European audiences. In
addition to drawing up costly plans for rebuilding the Soviet film production
facilities that had been destroyed during the war, so as to enable the Soviet
Film Monopoly to make up to 100 films a year,20 the Soviet Ministry of
Cinematography planned to build a specialized film studio in Moscow called
Exportfilm that would prepare Soviet films for export by dubbing them and
subtitling them.21 In 1946, the Soviets had also moved to increase further their
17
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production capacity by attempting to capitalize on disagreements between the
MPAA and the French government over Hollywood films, by encouraging
French film producers to engage in coproduction arrangements with their
Soviet counterparts.22 While it is true, that, as Dina Iordanova observes, film
studios in Eastern Europe were used primarily “to serve the ambitious
undertaking of national film industries”, they also played an important role in
the Soviet Film Monopoly’s global plans.23 Central therefore to increasing the
production capacity of the Soviet film industry were film studios in Prague,
Vienna, Budapest, and Berlin, which were to be used for the production of over
thirty feature films, many of which were to be made with a particular Western
market in mind – a biopic of Giuseppe Garibaldi was to be produced for Italy, a
biopic of Ludwig van Beethoven was to be made for Germany, a biopic of
Lord Byron would be made for Britain, and a biopic of Charlie Chaplin would
made with a view to selling it to virtually any market.24 It is no coincidence
that the Soviets focused on a production of, what can be described as prestige
biopics, a genre that, as Tino Balio has shown, had a well established track
record of box-office success in Europe in the 1930s and which had also
performed strongly in the post-war period.25 In light of the Soviet Film
Monopoly’s attempts to make itself competitive against Hollywood in Europe,
and in light of Stalin’s belief that if the Soviet Film Monopoly had the facilities
and know-how to be able to match Hollywood films in terms of numbers and
technical quality it would be able to surpass Hollywood’s performance on
world markets, Soviet filmmakers’ turn to genre films such as biopics and
musicals, which were largely associated with Hollywood at the time, can be
seen not only to represent an attempt to appeal to domestic audiences,26 but can
be seen to have been an important part of the Soviet Film Monopoly’s broader
strategy of advancing its global agenda through the production of films that
would attract international audiences by virtue of their imitation of the
frameworks, conventions, and production values of Hollywood films. Hogging
22
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Eastern European production facilities also had the added advantage of
preventing their use by American film companies, whose business, Moscow
assumed, would lead to local film monopolies growing increasingly loyal to the
Soviets’ main competitor, or to be precise, the precious hard currency that that
competitor used to pay for the studios’ time and facilities.27 Supporting Soviet
production efforts was a global network of laboratories – spanning Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, India, Italy, Switzerland, and the
US – that printed and dubbed films into local languages so that they were ready
to be exported.28 To ensure that the films would reach global markets, Moscow
also invested heavily in international film distribution and took some steps to
control their exhibition.
Sovexportfilm established an international network of offices that was in
charge of controlling the cross-border flow of Soviet film product. For
example, in 1943, the export branch of the Soviet Film Monopoly, had moved
quickly to capitalize on disagreements between US film distributors and the
Swedish government,29 and two years later, the Soviet government, as Chapter
One showed, secured access to British and Italian markets as part of bilateral
power-sharing agreements between Moscow and London.30 Moreover, because
Sovexportfilm believed that European markets were best cultivated after they
had been divided into “zones” with each zone “governed” by one country that
was expected to lead the way in terms of the film policy of the other nations in
the “zone”, it established what it called “central offices” in strategically
important countries, including France and Czechoslovakia. The logic of having
central offices in, say, France so as to gain better access to Denmark, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Morocco, and Algeria,31 resembled the MPEA’s zonal
approach to European markets thus suggesting that, in terms of global
economic strategies, the MPAA members and the Soviet Film Monopoly were
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more similar to one another than has previously been thought. Sovexportfilm
even took a quite radical step to exert some control over the exhibition of its
product, buying theatres in France, so that its films would be guaranteed
screenings in premium sites at a point in time when Soviet films were,
according to Soviet officials, being discriminated against by right-wing French
politicians.32 In the Soviets’ plans for global expansion, Eastern Europe played
a pivotal role meaning that the stakes in undermining the MPEA’s presence in
the region were remarkably high, for, the Soviet Union’s expansion westwards,
hinged, much like Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project, on success in the Soviet
satellites.
The success that the MPEA had enjoyed in Eastern Europe at the expense
of the Soviet Film Monopoly made it a matter of urgency for the Soviets to
hasten the demise of the MPEA. Eastern European film markets had been
identified as crucial to the global ambitions of the Soviet Film Monopoly due
to their being assumed to be a reliable source of revenue, and due to the region
being home to a large amount of technical and creative talent.33 Accordingly, to
secure its position in Eastern Europe and to lay a foundation for its dominance
in the region, the Soviet Film Monopoly had moved quickly after WWII had
ended to sign a series of film importation agreements with many of the
countries in Eastern Europe.34 However, the Soviet Film Monopoly had been
unable to capitalize on those agreements. Initially, the Soviet Film Monopoly,
due to its limited production capacities and owing to production problems, had
been incapable of supplying Eastern European markets with enough new
films.35 This development had enabled the MPEA to establish a stronger
foothold in the Soviet satellites than the Soviets had expected. Nowhere were
the Soviets’ shortcomings more apparent than in Czechoslovakia, where Soviet
films lagged behind the MPEA’s films in terms of attendance and
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profitability.36 While the MPEA’s films were drawing the crowds, Soviet films
played to half-empty theatres.37 Czechoslovak citizens, it turned out, were not
as politically engaged as Moscow had hoped and, more often than not, they
had, as Chapter Nine explained, chosen, much to the outrage of leading Soviet
Communists, to view American films rather than Soviet films.38 The fact that
the commercial failure of Soviet films had reached the upper echelons of the
Politburo reveals the extent to which Soviet media and political elites were
invested in seeing their county’s films outperform Hollywood fare in Eastern
Europe,39 a point which in turn explains why Moscow intervened in the way it
did at what was an early stage of the sovietisation of Czechoslovakia; a point in
time at which the new Communist government had had sufficient time to
transition into power, and to transform the country from democratic rule to
communist rule, and a point in time at which Moscow could expect that its
imposition on the Czechoslovak government of economic and cultural policy,
including film importation policies, would not be too overwhelming a burden.
Moscow’s attempt to bring about a situation that would see the voluntary
dissolution of the MPEA was the first, and, without doubt, the most important
step that the Soviet government took to enable the Soviet Film Monopoly to
become the market leader in Eastern Europe. Soon after, Moscow rallied
against the MPEA by encouraging the film monopolies of Eastern Europe to
purge from their respective markets western films and to declare publicly that
this economically motivated conduct had been taken on the grounds of western,
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particularly American, films standing at odds to socialism.40 Instead, Eastern
European film monopolies were encouraged to exchange amongst each other
films made by their respective national film industries.41 Although the
disappearance of western pictures from Eastern Europe has so far been
understood as a consequence of political motives of respective governments of
Eastern European countries, and while these measures were, without doubt,
designed to foster regional unity amongst politicians, business interests, and the
people, they were also implemented to ensure that the Soviet Film Monopoly
would benefit economically by emerging unchallenged as the region’s main
supplier of films – as well as the film technology and raw film stock that the
Soviet satellites’ film industries needed to buy to make new films.42
Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project was therefore delivered a fatal blow
when the MPEA’s presence in Eastern Europe was deemed to be unacceptable
by Moscow because its operations in the region jeopardized the Soviet Film
Monopoly’s ability to generate revenues from a strategic group of markets, and
because it threatened Moscow’s long-term objective to employ a robust Soviet
film industry to spread communist ideology throughout the region and beyond
as part of a bid to export communism around the world.43 With such grandiose
plans at stake, Moscow secretly forbade the film monopolies in its satellite
nations from signing formal importation contracts, but left open the possibility
of arranging ad hoc agreements that would see some Hollywood fare remain in
the region but only under such terms that the MPEA stood to lose money, in
the hope that the MPEA would cut its losses, leaving the region of its own
volition, and thus delivering both a political and economic victory to Moscow.
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Conclusion
Between 1947 and 1949, Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project suffered several
blows as it clashed with the plans and objectives of both the Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly and the Soviet Film Monopoly. In order to protect its
economically unstable national film industry, the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly began to implement protectionist measures that were designed to
reduce considerably the amounts of hard currency that was leaving the country.
The Motion Picture Export Association (hereafter MPEA), or more precisely
the MPEA’s films, were singled out by the ministry as the main culprit in this
matter. The monopoly thus devised a mechanism, called preferential film
scheduling, that saw films from respective foreign distributors being assinged
screenings at times of day and on specific days that in accordance with how
favorable a film importation contract the monopoly signed with each of those
distributors; the less lucrative a contract was for the monopoly, the more fewer
attractive slots were given to the films of the partner distributor. It was hoped
that this mechanism would ensure that the revenues earned by MPEA films in
Czechoslovak movie theatres, and by extension the amounts of hard currency
the monopoly had to pay to the MPEA, would be limited. The ultimate goal of
this form of planned sabotage of the MPEA films was to weaken the MPEA’s
position on the market so that the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly would be in a
position to negotiate a new contract that would see the monopoly buying
Hollywood films under terms that were more favourable financially to the
monopoly. The MPEA did not accept any of the monopoly’s conditions fearing
that if it did, other film monopolies in Eastern Europe would demand the same
treatment thus decreasing the revenues that the MPEA could generate in
Eastern Europe. The uncompromising stance of the MPEA backfired when the
Czechoslovak Communist Party seized power in Czechoslovakia only two
months after the MPEA ceased negotiations with the monopoly. Under the new
circumstances, it was the monopoly, not the MPEA, that was in a position to
dictate conditions.
While the conduct of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly and its economic
agenda weakened the MPEA, the final blow to the Soviet Sphere Project came
180

in October 1948, when the Soviet Film Monopoly forbade the film monopolies
of the Soviet satellites to sign a formal film importation contract with the
MPEA. This instruction was a result of Moscow’s desire to eliminate the
MPEA as a competitor from Eastern European markets; the very markets that
the Kremlin viewed to be a strategically important to its plans for global
cinematic expansion. Moscow envisioned the Soviet Film Monopoly
dominating Eastern European markets and generating from the region
considerable revenues that could be used to contribute significantly to
Moscow’s plans to build a strong Soviet film industry capable of engaging in
competition with Hollywood on film markets across the world.1 Across 1947, it
was becoming painfully obvious to Moscow that the Soviet Film Monopoly
was losing out in its competition with Hollywood on Eastern European markets
and that the situation could only be resolved through decisive and radical
action. The high presence of the MPEA films on the screens of Eastern Europe
endangered the exportation of the Soviet film industry’s socialist films; films
that were expected to contribute to the emergence globally of new socialist
societies. The MPEA as an economic threat needed to be contained so the
Soviets could spread their ideological agenda, which brings us to, what can
only be seen, as a great irony of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.
In order for the Soviet Sphere Project to succeed, it needed to become
successful very quickly. But it was inevitable, that once it did enjoy some
success, the Soviets would step in in order to prevent the MPEA from
generating significant sums of money on Eastern European markets, and so that
the Soviet Film Monopoly could instead generate the revenue that it needed to
finance its own plans for global expansion. Thus, no matter how carefully the
MPEA planned its Iron Curtain operations, and no matter how successfully its
parent company, the Motion Picture Association of America, defended the
MPEA’s operations to the American public and to American political and
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media elites, the MPEA was destined to fail in Eastern Europe because its
operations were incompatible with the international objectives of both the
Soviet Film Monopoly and the Soviet government. While the MPEA was well
positioned to enjoy some early and sporadic successes in some of the local
markets of Eastern Europe, the organization’s vision of dominating the Soviet
film market and at the same time dominating the markets in the Soviet
satellites, clashed with the Soviet Film Monopoly’s plans vis-à-vis Eastern
Europe. Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project, at least the way that it had been
originally envisioned by the MPAA members, was, in principle, doomed from
the outset because, the MPEA wanted to achieve two contradicting objectives:
to dominate the Soviet market and at the same time to dominate Eastern
Europe, a region that was economically and strategically crucial for Moscow
and its global plan for cinematic expansion.
Had the major Hollywood studios not joined together to form a cartel to
maximize their profits in Eastern Europe but had they embarked on separate
courses of action as individual companies, they would most likely have stood a
significantly better chance of doing business in Eastern Europe in the 1940s
and 1950s. The very mechanism that the MPAA developed in order to achieve
success in Eastern Europe – the MPEA – turned out to be the cause of its
failure.
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Conclusion
The Soviet Sphere Project was Hollywood’s most ambitious enterprise in postwar Europe. It was also its biggest failure. While Moscow’s October 1948
banning of the film monopolies in the Soviet satellites from signing formal
importation agreements with the Motion Picture Export Association (hereafter
MPEA) had marked the beginning of the end for the Soviet Sphere Project, the
end itself was to be encapsulated in a powerfully symbolic event that took
place in June 1951: the Czechoslovak government’s expulsion from Prague of
MPEA general manager for Eastern Europe, Louis Kanturek.1 Kanturek fell
victim, like several American journalists had done before him, to an antiAmerican campaign which had first been unleashed by the Czechoslovak
Communist government across 1950, which had then been intensified at the
beginning of the Korean War that June, and which had resulted in the United
States Information Service’s library being closed and the staff of the US
embassy in Prague being reduced to a bare minimum.2
Until the summer of 1950, the MPEA had continued to attempt to sell its
films behind the Iron Curtain after receiving mixed signals from both
Czechoslovak and Soviet Communists.3 Kanturek had been shuttling between
Prague and Moscow, shipping films to the Soviet capital and screening them at
closed sessions for the Soviet Minister of Cinematography and for high1
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ranking Communist Party officials.4 Moscow, however, did not buy any MPEA
films and neither did the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly. Therefore, instead of
supervising the shipment of new Hollywood films to Eastern Europe, Kanturek
was supervising the closure of the MPEA offices – the same offices that three
years ago had been both the backbone of the MPEA’s trans-border distribution
network and a key component of the Soviet Sphere Project.
On top of failing to sell films behind the Iron Curtain, the MPEA had
found itself coming under attack from communist propagandists. In
Czechoslovakia, the Minister of Information and other Communist Party topbrass had accused Hollywood of producing US governmental propaganda that
was being used to aid America’s cause in the Korean War. Hollywood had
been turned into “a ruthless mercenary”, the conduct of which was little
different from that of the Nazis and was serving the “imperialistic” and
militaristic goals of Wall Street,5 and had been accused of being an “exporter
of poison” whose “utopian phantasmagorias about the fights between
‘supermen’ and ‘atom-men’ violence, murders, sadistic and perverse
dissections of psychological states of mentally ill and distorted people”
distracted and narcotized moviegoers.6 Czechoslovakia’s transformation from a
pro-American state into one that was ambivalent towards America through
finally to one which was downright hostile towards America was therefore
complete, sending a clear message to Americans, particularly those connected
to the American movie-business, that they were no longer welcome in
Czechoslovakia.
This combination of economic frustration and media/political hostility
led the MPEA to retreat from Eastern Europe and to focus more heavily on
4
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other markets. In 1951, Kanturek left for Vienna, where he worked for
Paramount and for Warner Bros. A year later, the MPEA’s office in Prague,
like the rest of the MPEA’s offices in Eastern Europe, was closed and Eastern
European film markets fell under the supervision of the MPAA’s head in
Germany, Marc Spiegel.7 With the MPEA’s licence for Eastern Europe having
yet to be revoked by the executives at the member studios of its parent
organisation the MPAA, the MPEA waited fruitlessly to make another attempt
to operate behind the Iron Curtain when the possibility arose, politically and
economically.8 It would take another four years for the MPEA to be able to
consider the renewal of its Iron Curtain operations. However, even though the
name of the organization was the same, much had changed on the global stage:
Stalin had died; the Cold War had thawed somewhat, media-driven anticommunist paranoia had lessened in the US; and the member studios of the
MPAA were looking for new sources of revenue and looking to restructure
their business operations in light of the Paramount decree, which had instructed
the major studios to divorce their exhibition operations from their production
and distribution operations. As a consequence of these events, and of the fact
that it had been the presence of the MPEA that had contributed to the demise of
the Soviet Sphere Project, a new business model was developed whereby the
MPAA members embarked upon Eastern European operations as individual
companies, in much the same way as they had done before establishment of the
MPEA and before studio executives had envisaged what this thesis has called
Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.
This thesis set out to examine Hollywood’s approach to, and operations
in, Eastern Europe in the period 1944-1951. By conducting archival research in
American, Soviet, and Czech archives, I revealed that the member studios of
the MPAA, which, throughout their history, have positioned themselves as
anti-communistic and patriotic companies, made systematic attempts to sell
films to Eastern European Communists, including those governing the USSR,
during the early years of the Cold War. I showed that, as early as 1944, the
7
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MPAA members were beginning to devise, and soon after had started to
implement, an ambitious plan to become the dominant player on Eastern
European markets and also to prevent the Soviet Film Monopoly from
expanding westwards into Hollywood’s traditional markets. The small Eastern
European country of Czechoslovakia was of crucial importance to the Soviet
Sphere Project because it served as a base from which Hollywood organized its
operations, as a testing ground for the viability of the project as a whole, and as
a stepping stone to the rest of Eastern Europe including the vast Soviet market.
This thesis showed that central to the Soviet Sphere Project was the cultivation
of productive working relationships with the state-run vertically-integrated film
organisations, known as film monopolies, which controlled all aspects of film
production, distribution, and exhibition in Eastern Europe. Similarly crucial
was a sophisticated public relations campaign that the MPAA launched in the
US to protect the MPEA’s potentially controversial operations in Eastern
Europe and, by extension, the economic interests of its members.
This thesis thus offered new insight into Hollywood’s domestic and
international conduct during the early stages of the Cold War. Whereas
scholars of Hollywood and Europe had primarily focused on Hollywood’s
conduct in Western Europe, arguing that western European markets were the
most important markets for Hollywood after WWII, this thesis showed that
Eastern Europe was central to Hollywood’s short-, medium-, and long-term
post-war economic agenda, and that, on occasions, it was even more important
to Hollywood’s plans than Western Europe. As the American market began to
decline in 1947, as Hollywood experienced considerable difficulties in Western
Europe, with protectionist measures in many Western European countries
reducing the revenues it could generate there, the MPAA members saw Eastern
Europe as a largely untapped source of revenue that promised to provide a
solution to the economic problems they believed themselves to be facing.
By taking into account the MPEA’s conduct behind the Iron Curtain (an
important episode in Hollywood’s post-WWII history that has been largely
overlooked by scholars), and by relating Hollywood’s overseas operations to
its contemporaneous domestic conduct, this thesis showed that Hollywood’s
relationship to, and its attitude towards Communists and communism was
much more pragmatic, opportunistic, and ambivalent, than has been suggested
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in existing scholarly accounts of 1940s and 1950s Hollywood, a period that has
been characterized by the escalation of anti-communism.
The MPAA and the management of its member studios have been framed
time and again as having found themselves coming under attack from the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (hereafter HUAC) by way of the
committee’s investigation into Communist infiltration of the motion picture
industry. The image of the American film industry being put on the defensive,
capitulating to HUAC, and struggling to navigate the complex political
landscape of Red Scare-era America, through the production of anti-communist
films and by the blacklisting of a handful of creative personnel, is complicated
considerably by the MPAA’s domestic conduct vis-á-vis HUAC and is put into
perspective when it is considered within the context of Hollywood’s operations
behind the Iron Curtain. The HUAC hearings may very well have been “the
darkest hour” for a section of Hollywood’s creative community – many of
whom had their careers damaged9 – however, it was not, by any means, the
“darkest hour” for the film industry as a profit-oriented business enterprise.
The MPAA and its member studios were not passive victims of the committee
but came close to being active agents that carefully circumnavigated the
tectonic terrain that was the American socio-political scene of the late 1940s by
taking advantage of US foreign policy and by cleverly exploiting anticommunist hysteria in a sophisticated public relations campaign that was
deployed to advance their economic interests. That campaign protected
Hollywood’s operations behind the Iron Curtain by pre-empting the
controversy that threatened to be generated by the MPEA’s dealings with
countries that were once again coming to be seen domestically as “the enemy”.
The case of the public relations campaign that the MPAA employed to
undermine the possible influence of HUAC was a prominent example of the
MPAA’s management of Hollywood’s potentially controversial conduct. Here,
the MPAA emerged in full control of the ways in which its interaction with
Eastern European Communists was framed for an American audience.
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The figure of MPAA/MPEA president Eric A. Johnston was also shown
to have been central to Hollywood’s “appropriation” for economic purposes of
communism and anti-communism. Johnston served as Hollywood’s main anticommunist crusader, an advocate of democracy and free market capitalism, and
its expert on the USSR. Johnston is therefore crucial to understanding the
extraordinary lengths to which Hollywood went during the early years of the
Cold War to cultivate long-term relationships with top Eastern European
Communists. It has been understood for decades that Hollywood’s business
was affected by ambitious ideologues on Capitol Hill. However, this thesis
revealed that it had also been affected considerably by ambitious ideologues in
the Kremlin.
This thesis also challenged standard thinking about Hollywood’s global
dominance in the post-war period. In much the same way as Joseph Garncranz
problematized notions of Hollywood’s international dominance, this thesis
showed that Hollywood was unable to dominate Eastern Europe because it met
with highly effective forms of resistance from the region’s film monopolies,
which proved to be better equipped to stand up to the expansionist tendencies
of the MPAA members than were Western European film industries and
governments.10 By fully controlling film production, distribution, and
exhibition, the monopolies could regulate the film market in ways that gave
them advantages over the MPEA, and in ways that could not be pursued by
film industries, such as Britain and France, that operated under free market
economics. The film monopolies in Eastern Europe thus offered a model that
was capable of protecting the national film industry more effectively than
quotas or tariffs, which was precisely why the MPAA opposed them so
vigorously. Even though the successful resistance mounted against Hollywood
by the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly is complicated somewhat by the fact that
its “victory” over Hollywood was accompanied by its “defeat” to the other
cinematic powerhouse that harboured global ambitions – the Soviet Film
Monopoly – the monopoly managed nevertheless to weaken considerably the
“united front” that the major Hollywood studios were showing in Eastern
10
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Europe by virtue of operating together under the banner of the MPEA.
Hollywood’s dominance in Eastern Europe was, however, not ultimately
prevented by the protectionist policies of the film monopolies in the Soviet
satellites but by the transnational ambitions of another film industry. In contrast
to those studies that frame Hollywood’s international conduct in terms of
cultural imperialism and globalization, this thesis showed that the Soviet Film
Monopoly, like Hollywood, had taken steps to embark upon a project of global
expansion in the post-war years and that Eastern Europe played a pivotal part
in those plans, much like the region did in Hollywood’s global plans.
Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project clashed with the similarly ambitious
objectives of the Soviet Film Monopoly. Therefore, one way to understand the
relatively closed self-sufficient film market that was created in Eastern Europe
and the conduct of the film monopolies that operated within this market is to
see them within the broader context of historical precedents of comparatively
small national film industries banding together to compete domestically or
regionally with Hollywood, including the “Film Europe” project of the 1920s
and an attempt to create a common audio-visual policy for the European Union
in the 1980s and 1990s.11 Film scholars, whether focusing on film content, film
industries, or film culture generally, have tended to treat the histories of
Eastern and Western European cinema as distinct entities and thus have
examined them separately but, for all the distinctions between the two, this
thesis has touched upon their significant similarities. For example, Eastern
European film industries and Eastern European governments took steps to stop
Hollywood from becoming the dominant force on their domestic markets,
much like their Western European counterparts were doing.
Also revealed in this thesis was the extent to which the global cinematic
expansion of the Soviet Film Monopoly and the protectionist policies of its
Czechoslovak counterpart were motivated by economic imperatives.
Reassessing the operations of the Eastern European film monopolies in the way
has meant abandoning what Dina Iordanova has called the “Cold War clichés”
that would have it that the history of Eastern European cinema is primarily one
11
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of propaganda, censorship, and oppression, and instead of exploring the film
monopolies in such heavily politically-biased terms, this thesis has
endeavoured to approach them as sophisticated economic institutions.12
This thesis has therefore told in four parts the story of the inception, the
execution, the success, and the failure of Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project.
Part one focused on the period 1944-1945; a period that witnessed the
first phase of the Soviet Sphere Project. The part charted Hollywood’s plans to
expand into Eastern Europe after WWII, and identified two main strategic steps
that the MPAA had taken in order to forward its members’ commercial and
strategic objectives in a part of the world that was falling under Soviet control.
In Chapter One I showed that expansion into Eastern European markets,
including the vast Soviet market, was on top of Hollywood’s economic agenda
after WWII and that the MPAA planned, as early as 1943, to capitalize on a
window of opportunity that had emerged in the wake of US-USSR cooperation
during WWII, which alleviated temporarily the tensions and mistrust that had
existed between the governments of the two countries. The chapter also
showed that Hollywood’s Eastern European expansion was motivated by the
perceived necessity to prevent the Soviet Film Monopoly, which the MPAA
viewed as one of Hollywood’s main rivals in Europe, from expanding its
operations into Western Europe. The chapter thus reconfigured existing
accounts of Hollywood’s post-war expansion into Europe both in terms of
Hollywood’s objectives and the perceived competition that existed on the
continent at this point in time. Chapter Two revealed that Eric A. Johnston was
recruited as new MPAA president specifically because his unique expertise on
the USSR and his relationships to top Soviet Communists, including Joseph
Stalin himself, promised to advance Hollywood’s Eastern European ambitions,
and not as previously has been suggested, because he was seen to help
Hollywood domestically or in Western Europe. Chapter Three, showed that the
MPAA’s perception of the rise of the Eastern European film monopolies as a
new obstacle to Hollywood’s Soviet Sphere Project led to the formation of an
export cartel, known as the MPEA, the function of which was to show a united
front in the region.
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Concentrating on the period 1946-1947, Part Two examined the early
execution of the Soviet Sphere Project as it started to be put into action in
Czechoslovakia. The three chapters that comprised the part showed that in
order to penetrate Eastern Europe and to expand eastwards the MPAA/MPEA
devised a set of interconnected strategies which reflected Hollywood’s
perception of Eastern Europe as a regional market that was characterized by the
influence of Moscow and by close connections that existed between the
respective film monopolies operating in the region. Whereas scholars have
focused on how Hollywood’s European commercial operations were assisted
by the US Department of State, thus drawing attention to the propagandistic
and ideological dimensions of MPEA conduct, this part showed how the
MPEA itself went about advancing Hollywood’s economic agenda thus
emphasizing how the MPEA was first and foremost operating as a commercial
entity. Chapter Four showed that the MPEA used Czechoslovakia as a testing
ground in which it devised strategies for dealing with other communist-run
film monopolies in the region, because it believed that, for a combination of
political and economic reasons, the MPEA stood a much better chance of
realizing its ambitions in Czechoslovakia than it did anywhere else in Eastern
Europe, thus setting a positive precedent which other film monopolies could
follow. While Hollywood’s desire to return to Czechoslovakia in the post-war
years is usually discussed as having been a localized act of expansion, this
chapter showed that it was an integral component of a significantly larger
undertaking. Chapter Five demonstrated that the MPEA’s selection of films
was, in contrast to existing studies that again have highlighted the propaganda
role of Hollywood films, also governed by strong economic logic, showing that
the MPEA selected films for Czechoslovakia with a view to cementing its
position on the market, to maintaining the support of the US Department of
State, to avoiding the alienation of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, and to
testing the preferences of other Eastern European Communists. Chapter Six
showed that the MPEA expanded eastwards from Czechoslovakia by
establishing a network of offices across Eastern Europe with a nerve centre in
Prague; which together made up a trans-border distribution mechanism that
allowed the MPEA to control the circulation of its films in the region and
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enabled it to enjoy some commercial success, for the first, and, so it turned out,
for the last, time.
Part Three, consisting of Chapter Seven and Chapter Eight, explored the
MPAA’s response to growing political tensions, globally and domestically, in
the politically-charged period of 1947-1948, when Hollywood became the
subject of investigation by HUAC and when the Cold War began to escalate.
Chapter Seven showed that the MPAA did not want to let HUAC, which it saw
as more of an irritant than as a serious threat, endanger the Soviet Sphere
Project because, in the context of the declining American market and growing
problems on Western European markets, Eastern Europe promised to be an
indispensable alternative source of revenue, or even a possible answer to
Hollywood’s economic problems. Chapter Eight demonstrated that, to prevent
HUAC from framing Hollywood as trading with what was widely seen as a
“Communist enemy” and in order to protect its members’ commercial
objectives in Eastern Europe, the MPAA launched a sophisticated public
relations campaign in which the American public was introduced to the Soviet
Sphere Project as a patriotic venture.
The fourth, and final, part of the thesis, analyzed those developments that
unfolded primarily across the period 1947-1949 and which contributed to the
failure of the Soviet Sphere Project in 1951. Chapter Nine showed that the antiMPEA protectionist policy of the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly weakened
considerably the MPEA’s position on the market. This action, I argued, took
place not because the monopoly wanted to rid Czechoslovakia of American
films per se but because it wanted to limit the amount of hard currency leaving
the country so that it would be able to receive improved conditions on
subsequent importation agreements with the MPEA – factors which, it was
thought, would make possible the building of a strong national film industry.
Chapter Ten revealed that the Soviet Sphere Project ultimately fell victim to
the global scope of the ambitions of the Soviet Film Monopoly, which, like
Moscow, felt that the MPEA’s success impinged upon its ability to dominate
the markets of Eastern Europe (and beyond) so as to spread communist
ideology.
The findings presented in the individual parts of this chapter, and across
the thesis as a whole, are thus particularly relevant to film studies scholars,
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focusing on Eastern Europe, to historians of the American cinema and popular
culture of the 1940s and 1950s, to Cold War historians, to political historians,
and to theorists of globalization. Indeed, it is my hope that this thesis may
trigger further examinations of Hollywood’s relationships to communism, its
position in the socio-political landscape of 1940s and 1950s America, its
interaction with Communists and Communist governments during different
stages of the Cold War and, by extension, with other “enemies” of the US
government – historical or contemporary.
Understanding in more depth the complex relationships that existed
between the American film industry and the countries behind the Iron Curtain
poses one of the biggest challenges yet one of the greatest opportunities to film
historians, as is becoming evident from the growing interest of both Western
and Eastern European film scholars in phenomena such as co-productions
between East and West during the Cold War.13 While its operations in Western
Europe have been examined in considerable detail, Hollywood’s relations with
Eastern Europe, are quickly becoming the area to be explored in a similar way,
with the very real promise of their revealing hitherto unexplored dimensions
and aspects of Hollywood’s operations and of Eastern European film cultures
and industries that would further enrich our knowledge of the ways in which
Hollywood and Eastern European film monopolies are seen to have operated as
economic, cultural and political institutions.
Scholars may, for instance, wish to explore in detail the MPEA’s
operations in Poland, Hungary, and the USSR during the same period that is
covered in this thesis, as well as in the 1950s, 1960s, and beyond. They may
wish to consider what challenges, both ideological and economic in nature, did
Hollywood face behind the Iron Curtain in the later periods leading up to the
fall of Communist regimes in Eastern Europe in 1989, or to ask: what types of
strategy did Hollywood develop in order to advance its economic interests in
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the region, as well as on other distinct “regional” markets? Or, how did the
changing structure of the American film industry itself and the advent of
technological innovations such as home video effect Hollywood’s operations
behind the Iron Curtain? Of the countries behind the Iron Curtain, Yugoslavia,
a country that was excluded from the Eastern Bloc in 1948 due to a powerstruggle between the country’s leader Josip Tito and Soviet Premiere Joseph
Stalin, presents a particularly intriguing case. A comparative analysis of the
strategies that the MPEA adopted towards Yugoslavia and towards the rest of
the Iron Curtain countries may enrich the findings that were presented in this
thesis by illuminating shifts or changes in MPEA strategies with respect to a
country, the regime of which was seen as a hostile nation by the USSR, at a
point in time at which the MPEA strove to maintain amicable working relations
with Moscow. The so-called “Tito-Stalin split” left a mark on the MPEA’s
Eastern European operations as is evident from a memo that was issued by the
Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1949, in which it was written:
[w]e have ascertained that [MPEA vice-president for
Europe] Mr. [Irving] Maas was unsuccessful in
Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria and Rumania. Minister
Kopecký did not wish us to be the only Peoples State
signing the contract, and thus joining with Yugoslavia,
who [sic] signed a contract with the MPEA.14
Further research is needed in order to ascertain the significance and meaning of
such a statement both with respect to the conduct of the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly and to the MPEA.
Similarly, Czechoslovakia in the 1950s and 1960s deserves to receive
more attention, particularly with respect to the International Film Festival in
Karlovy Vary that functioned as a platform for cultural and, more importantly,
business contacts between East and West. The Czechoslovak Film Monopoly
and the MPEA began carefully to renew contact at the International Film
Festival in Karlovy Vary in 1956; a year that witnessed Stalin’s being
denounced by Nikita Khrushchev, and which ushered in a period of relative
14
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liberalization as well as an easing of geopolitical tensions. By that time,
however, not only had US-USSR relations undergone major changes but so had
the MPAA members, which in the wake of the Paramount decision, had been
forced to divorce themselves of their theatres, thus putting significantly more
emphasis on film distribution as the key mechanism with which the memberstudios of the MPAA generated revenue. Just as they needed to develop new
strategies to adjust to shifts that were unfolding on the American film market,
the MPAA members were required to re-evaluate the ways in which they
conducted business abroad. The MPEA, as is shown by a round of negotiations
between itself and the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly that occurred in the
autumn of 1956, was a remnant of a bygone era which no longer suited the
MPAA members and which needed to respond to the changing markets of
Eastern Europe.15 The MPAA members decided to abandon the idea of a cartel
and to operate as individual companies, negotiating with the film monopolies
in Eastern Europe in direct competition with one another. Columbia Pictures
was the first major Hollywood studio to sell films to the Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly when, in 1958, the monopoly bought Picnic (1955), a drama
concerned with issues of race. Released at the beginning of the 1960s, Picnic
was the first in a long line of Hollywood films to be screened in
Czechoslovakia across the decade – amongst which were the musical Singing
in the Rain (1952), and the westerns High Noon (1952) and The Magnificent
Seven (1960). Buying films directly from individual MPAA members was
exactly the arrangement that the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly had hoped to
achieve at the end of the 1940s. The “united front” of the MPEA was finally
broken and the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly, not the MPEA, controlled what
American films were distributed in Czechoslovakia and in what numbers. The
Communist governments of Eastern Europe had therefore manoeuvred the
member studios of the MPAA into the exact position they wanted them to be
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DF1955-59, Exhibition of the Film Marty in Czechoslovakia. Memorandum of Conversation,
Washington, 30 April 1956, 811.452/4-3056 CS/W; Compare: Anon., “Dulles Favors Films for
USSR”, Variety, 2 November 1955, pp. 2, 55.
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in. Understanding the MPEA’s conduct in Eastern Europe in the 1940s and the
response of the indigenous film industries to that conduct, therefore helps us
better to understand developments that unfolded on the Eastern European
markets at a later date, and that, if they are evaluated in isolation and within the
ideological framework of the Cold War, appear to have been irreconcilable
with existing notions of a fully divided East and West. For instance, the MPAA
members’ transition from operating as a cartel to operating individually, can
help to explain why Eastern Europe was not closed to the circulation of
American films, but why local film monopolies actually distributed American
films not only in the 1960s but in the 1980s, a decade which saw the release
behind the Iron curtain of Hollywood blockbusters such as Jaws (1975),
Saturday Night Fever (1977), and Dirty Dancing (1987).
When considering Hollywood’s operations behind the Iron Curtain, it is
also worth exploring the role of the American independent distributors that
operated in the shadow of the MPEA or later in the shadows that were cast by
the individual MPAA members. A number of independent distributors moved
quickly into the Czechoslovak market in order to capitalize on the MPEA’s
reticence to do business with the Czechoslovak Film Monopoly after WWII
and became a permanent fixture there. American independent film distributors
are, however, conspicuous by their absence from existing accounts of the
American film industry’s presence in both Eastern and Western Europe
(including, bar brief mention when relevant, from this thesis, it must be said).
Including the independents in the bigger picture of the American film
industry’s Eastern European operations thus promises not only to shed new
light on the full and complex character of the American film industry’s
strategies towards the market but to reveal more about the relationships
between the member studios of the MPAA and American independent outfits
in the post-war period. The independents had not only been business partners
with the Czechoslovak Communists but had functioned as a discursive
construct rich in ideological resonance that was mobilized through media
channels to advance anti-MPEA policies and nationalistic agenda and which
was linked to the transformation of the Czechoslovak film industry from free
enterprise to state-control. Thus, examining the conduct of the independents
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would also illuminate further the economic and ideological strategies of the
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly.
The presence of American films and other cultural products from the
West in Eastern European countries, albeit under strictly controlled conditions,
brings to the fore the complex questions of Americanization, the appropriation
of American cultural artefacts, and the roles that American culture has played
in the lives of Czechoslovak citizens and in Czechoslovak society more
generally, both before and after WWII. Examining Americanization with
respect to 1930s-, 1960s- or 1980s-Czechoslovakia, and with respect to
Czechoslovak citizens’ and Czechoslovak political and cultural elites’ relations
to America or to what America represented to them, impacts heavily on
understandings of the complex notion of the construction of national identities
and even on the understanding of the present-day foreign and economic
policies of the Czech Republic’s government including, for example, the
position adopted recently by the Czech Republic within the geopolitical powerstruggle brewing between the US and Russia. Closely intertwined with the
notion of Americanization are the responses of the indigenous population to
Hollywood fare, as are patterns of movie-going in Czechoslovakia; areas that
still remain a challenge for reception studies scholars. The presence of
American films in Czechoslovakia and in Eastern Europe more generally, the
operations of the American independent distributors, and the co-productions
between East and West, point to the necessity to move beyond the ideological
simplifications of Cold War rhetoric and to reconsider the theoretical
frameworks, parameters, and paradigms of Cold War scholarship. How does
this cultural exchange across the Iron Curtain and the successful penetration by
American businesses and capital into Eastern European markets change the
ways in which the Cold War can be understood in relation to levels other than
international politics and propaganda battles?
Similar attention deserves to be directed at the subject of cultural
relations between the USSR and its satellites. In existing accounts of Eastern
European cinema, Moscow is generally painted as an omnipresent entity of
sorts that exerted substantial influence over the film industries and film
markets in its satellites. However, the ways in which Moscow actually
influenced those markets, how it exploited them for its own interests, and how
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it implemented them further in its global plans, are subjects that remain poorly
understood. This thesis has touched upon the notion of “globalization from the
East”; an issue that opens up many new avenues of scholastic endeavour. If the
global ambitions, plans, and objectives of the Soviet Film Monopoly are to be
understood better, its attempts to extend its reach during the later stages of the
Cold War into Asian and Latin American markets – to countries like Vietnam,
India, Cuba and China – need to be examined.
This thesis not only revealed the extent to which Hollywood aimed to,
and, on occasion, succeed in doing, business with Eastern European
Communists, but opened to re-examination Hollywood’s relationships to
communism, its stance towards, and its relations with, HUAC, Hollywood’s
broader relations to the US government and to politics, and Hollywood’s
dealings with the “enemies” of the US government. These issues are closely
linked to Hollywood’s damage control strategies and public relations activities
vis-à-vis controversial issues, both domestic and international. The MPAA’s
long-standing collaborations with the advertising giants of Madison Avenue
has resulted in a public image of a near-mythical industry that is a paragon of
the American dream, and at the same time, in the public image of an industry
that supposedly finds itself lurching from crisis to crisis.16 Both of these
notions have worked together to obscure the commercial bottom-line of the
industry which deserves to be examined in greater detail if film scholars want
better to understand Hollywood’s place in the advancement of capitalism in the
mid-and-late 20th century and the early years of the 21st century. In this
respect, particularly close attention deserves to be paid to the manner in which
the MPAA employed, and continues to employ, governmental bureaucrats, as
well as to the actual political power that has been and continues to be wielded
by the MPAA and the MPEA (later renamed the MPA) as they function as
lobbying organizations. How, for instance, was Johnston’s successor Jack
Valenti involved in negotiations with China? What role did he play in the
MPAA’s response to issues concerning film piracy? How did the MPAA’s
recently retired president Dan Glickman participate in Hollywood’s doing
business with Iraq or Afghanistan? Given that the United States has been
16

Richard Maltby, Harmless Entertainment: Hollywood and the Ideology of Consensus
(London: Scarecrow Press, 1983), p. 42.
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involved in conflicts, both cold and hot wars, if you will, for most of the last
sixty years, film historians may wish to consider if Hollywood endeavoured to
do business with those nations’ governments. Did, for example, markets such
as Cuba, North Korea, Vietnam, China, Libya, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan,
Nicaragua, and Venezuela and others figure into Hollywood’s business
strategies? And, if so, how?
As this thesis has shown, the MPAA, in order to advance its members’
economic ambitions towards Eastern Europe, emphasized, and indeed, often
hid behind, the ambassadorial role, that it felt (at least publically) was provided
by Hollywood films. Nowhere was the film industry’s mobilization of this
position more apparent than in an article that was written in 1950 by Walter
Wanger, one of the leading American producers at the time.17 Wanger
proposed the promotion of Donald Duck to the position of international
diplomat. Walt Disney’s famous cartoon character, suggested Wanger, could
be used to export American democracy and to help the US government fight
the “evil” Communists. Notwithstanding Wanger’s personal politics, the tactic
of highlighting the propaganda value of Hollywood fare was first and foremost
designed and employed by the MPAA’s public relations department to further
Hollywood’s economic interests abroad. Helping Hollywood to establish a
presence in Eastern Europe had, however, already proved, and would continue
to prove, to be a tough job for Donald Duck.

17

Walter F. Wanger, “Donald Duck and Diplomacy”, Public Opinion Quarterly, vol. 14, no. 3
(Autumn 1950), p. 452.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
Title
Abe Lincoln in Illinois
Action in the North Atlantic
Adam had Four Sons
Adventures of Mark Twain, The
Air Force
All that Money Can Buy
Aloma of the South Seas
All this and Heaven too
Anchors Aweigh
And Now Tomorrow
Anna and the King of Siam
Appointment for Love
Arabian Nights
Arizona
Babes in Arms
Blossoms in the Dust
Blood on the Sun
Boom Town
Can’t take it with You
Casablanca
Cover Girl
Citizen Kane
Destination Tokyo
Devil and Miss Jones
Dive Bomber
Double Indemnity
Dragonwyck
Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic Bullet
Experiment Perilous
Fallen Sparrow
Five Graves to Cairo
Flame of New Orleans, The
Flesh and Fantasy
Gaslight
Gilda
Going my Way
Green Years, The
Guadalcanal Diary
Gulliver’s Travels
Haunting We Will Go, A
Heaven can Wait
Here Comes Mr. Jordan
Hers to Hold
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Year
1940
1943
1941
1944
1943
1940
1942
1940
1945
1946
1943
1941
1942
1940
1939
1941
1945
1940
1938
1944
1946
1941
1943
1941
1941
1944
1946
1940
1944
1943
1943
1941
1943
1944
1946
1944
1946
1943
1939
1942
1944
1941
1943

Studio
RKO
Warner Bros.
Columbia
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
RKO
Paramount
Warner Bros.
MGM
Paramount
Fox
Universal
Universal
Columbia
MGM
MGM
United Artists
MGM
Columbia
Warner Bros.
Columbia
RKO
Warner Bros.
RKO
Warner Bros.
Paramount
Fox
Warner Bros.
RKO
RKO
Paramount
Universal
Universal
MGM
Columbia
Paramount
MGM
Fox
Paramount
Fox
Fox
Columbia
Universal

Type
Biography
War
Drama
Biography
War
Comedy
Adventure
Drama
Musical
Drama
Historical
Comedy
Adventure
Western
Musical
Drama
War
Drama
Comedy
War
Musical
Biography
War
Comedy
War
Crime
Drama
Biography
Drama
Drama
War
Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama
War
Animated
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Title
His Butler’s Sister
Hold Back the Dawn
Hold that Ghost
Holiday Inn
Holy Matrimony
Hostages
House on 92nd Street, The
How Green was my Valley
Human Comedy, The
Hunchback of Notre Dame, The
I Married a Witch
It’s a Date
It Started with Eve
Jane Eyre
Journey into Fear
Keys of the Kingdom, The
Kitty Foyle
Lady in the Dark
Lassie Come Home
Laura
Letter, The
Life of Emile Zola, The
Long Voyage Home, The
Lost Weekend, The
Love Letters
Lucky Partners
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
Mrs. Miniver
Madame Curie
Major and Minor
Man who Came to Dinner, The
Mark of Zorro, The
Men in Her Life
Moon and Sixpence, The
Moontide
More the Merrier, The
Music for Millions
My Friend Flicka
My Sister Eileen
National Velvet
Navy Comes Through
New Moon
North West Mounted Police
One Foot in Heaven
O.S.S
Our Town
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Year
1943
1941
1941
1944
1943
1943
1945
1941
1943
1939
1942
1940
1941
1944
1943
1944
1940
1944
1942
1944
1940
1937
1940
1945
1945
1940
1939
1942
1944
1942
1942
1940
1941
1942
1942
1943
1944
1944
1942
1944
1942
1940
1940
1941
1946
1940

Studio
Universal
Paramount
Universal
Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Fox
Fox
MGM
RKO
United Artists
Universal
Universal
Fox
RKO
Fox
RKO
Paramount
MGM
Fox
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
United Artists
Paramount
Paramount
RKO
Columbia
MGM
MGM
Paramount
Warner Bros.
Fox
Columbia
United Artists
Fox
Columbia
MGM
Fox
Columbia
MGM
RKO
MGM
Paramount
Warner Bros.
Paramount
United Artists

Type
Comedy
Drama
Comedy
Musical
Comedy
War
War
Drama
War
Historical
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Drama
War
Drama
Drama
Drama
Adventure
Mystery
Drama
Biography
Drama
Drama
Drama
Comedy
Comedy
War
Biography
Comedy
Comedy
Adventure
Drama
Drama
Drama
Comedy
Musical
Juvenile
Comedy
Juvenile
War
Musical
Adventure
Comedy
War
Drama

Title
Over 21
Pardon My Sarong
Penny Serenade
Phantom of the Opera
Philadelphia Story, The
Pride and Prejudice
Rains Came, The
Random Harvest
Reap the Wild Wind
Remember the Day
Rhapsody in Blue
Robin Hood
Road to Singapore
Sea Hawk
Second Fiddle
Sergeant
1941
York
Seven Sinners
Seven Sweethearts
Somewhere I’ll Find You
Son of Fury
So Proudly we Hail
Springtime in the Rockies
Story of Louis Pasteur, The
Sullivans, The
Suspect, The
Shadow of a Doubt
Stagecoach
Suspicion
Sun Valley Serenade
Tales of Manhattan
Talk of the Town
Tarzan’s New York Adventure
Tarzan’s Secret Treasure
They Died with their Boots on
To Each his Own
Tom, Dick and Harry
This Land is Mine
Thousand and One Nights, A
Together Again
Two-Faced Woman
Two Girls and a Sailor
Unfinished Business
Waterloo Bridge
White Cliffs of Dover, The
White Savage
Wilson

Year
1945
1942
1941
1943
1940
1940
1939
1943
1942
1941
1945
1938
1940
1940
1939
1941
1940
1942
1942
1942
1941
1942
1935
1942
1944
1943
1942
1941
1941
1942
1942
1942
1941
1942
1946
1941
1943
1945
1944
1942
1944
1941
1940
1944
1943
1944
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Studio
Columbia
Universal
Columbia
Universal
MGM
MGM
Fox
MGM
Paramount
Fox
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Paramount
Warner Bros.
Fox
Warner Bros.
Universal
MGM
MGM
Fox
Paramount
Fox
Warner Bros.
Fox
Universal
Universal
United Artists
RKO
Fox
Fox
Columbia
MGM
MGM
Fox
Paramount
RKO
RKO
Columbia
Columbia
MGM
MGM
Universal
MGM
MGM
Universal
Fox

Type
Comedy
Comedy
Drama
Mystery
Drama
Comedy
Drama
Biography
Adventure
Drama
Musical
Adventure
Comedy
Adventure
Comedy
War
Drama
Comedy
War
Adventure
War
Musical
Biography
War
Mystery
Mystery
Western
Drama
Musical
Drama
Comedy
Adventure
Adventure
Western
Drama
Comedy
Drama
Adventure
Drama
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
War
War
Adventure
Biography

Woman of the Year

1942

Title
Yankee Doodle Dandy
You Never Were Lovelier
Young Tom Edison
Ziegfield Girl
Supplementary Table 1

Year
1942
1942
1940
1941

MGM
Studio
Warner Bros.
Columbia
MGM
MGM

Comedy
Type
Musical
Musical
Biography
Musical

List of 140 MPEA films submitted
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in 1946
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to

Title
Adam had Four Sons
All this and Heaven too
And Now Tomorrow
Blossoms in the Dust
ABoom Town
p
Dragonwyck
p
Experiment Perilous
Fallen Sparrow e
n
Flame of New Orleans,
The
d
Flesh and Fantasy
i
Gaslight
x
Gilda
Going my Way
2
Green Years, The
Hold Back the Dawn
M
Jane Eyre
P
Keys of the Kingdom,
The
E
Kitty Foyle
A
Lady in the Dark
Letter, The
“
Long Voyage Home,
D The
Lost Weekend, The
r
Love Letters
a
Men in Her Life m
Moon and Sixpence,
a The
Moontide
s
”
Our Town
Penny Serenade
S The
Philadelphia Story,
Rains Came, Theu
Random Harvestb
m
Remember the Day
Seven Sinners i
t
Suspicion
t
Tales of Manhattan
To Each his Owne
This Land is Mine
Together Again
Supplementary Table 2

Year
1941
1940
1946
1941
1940
1946
1944
1943
1941
1943
1944
1946
1944
1946
1941
1944
1944
1940
1944
1940
1940
1945
1945
1941
1942
1942
1940
1941
1940
1939
1942
1941
1940
1941
1942
1946
1943
1944

Studio
Columbia
Warner Bros.
Paramount
MGM
MGM
Fox
RKO
RKO
Universal
Universal
MGM
Columbia
Paramount
MGM
Paramount
Fox
Fox
RKO
Paramount
Warner Bros.
United Artists
Paramount
Paramount
Columbia
United Artists
Fox
United Artists
Columbia
MGM
Fox
MGM
Fox
Universal
RKO
Fox
Paramount
RKO
Columbia

MPEA “dramas” submitted to Czechoslovak Film
Monopoly in 1946
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Title
All that Money Can Buy
Appointment for Love
Can’t take it with You
Devil and Miss Jones
Haunting We Will Go, A
Heaven can Wait
Here Comes Mr. Jordan
Hers to Hold
His Butler’s Sister
Hold that Ghost
Holy Matrimony
I Married a Witch
It’s a Date
It Started with Eve
Lucky Partners
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
Major and Minor
Man who Came to Dinner, The
More the Merrier, The
My Sister Eileen
One Foot in Heaven
Over 21
Pardon My Sarong
Pride and Prejudice
Road to Singapore
Second Fiddle
Seven Sweethearts
Talk of the Town
Tom, Dick and Harry
Two-Faced Woman
Two Girls and a Sailor
Unfinished Business
Woman of the Year
Supplementary Table 3

Year
1940
1941
1938
1941
1942
1944
1941
1943
1943
1941
1943
1942
1940
1941
1940
1939
1942
1942
1943
1942
1941
1945
1942
1940
1940
1939
1942
1942
1941
1942
1944
1941
1942

Studio
RKO
Universal
Columbia
RKO
Fox
Fox
Columbia
Universal
Universal
Universal
Fox
United Artists
Universal
Universal
RKO
Columbia
Paramount
Warner Bros.
Columbia
Columbia
Warner Bros.
Columbia
Universal
MGM
Paramount
Fox
MGM
Columbia
RKO
MGM
MGM
Universal
MGM

MPEA “comedies” submitted to Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946
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Title
Action in the North Atlantic
Air Force
Blood on the Sun
Casablanca
Destination Tokyo
Dive Bomber
Five Graves to Cairo
Guadalcanal Diary
Hostages
#House on 92nd Street, The
Human Comedy, The
Journey into Fear
Mrs. Miniver
Navy Comes Through
O.S.S
Sergeant
1941York
FSomewhere I’ll Find You
So Proudly we Hail
i
Sullivans, The g
Waterloo Bridgeu
White Cliffs of Dover, The

Supplementary Table 4

Year
1943
1943
1945
1944
1943
1941
1943
1943
1943
1945
1943
1943
1942
1942
1946
1941
1942
1941
1942
1940
1944

MPEA “war” films submitted to Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
Aloma of the South Seas
Arabian Nights
Lassie Come Home
Mark of Zorro, The
North West Mounted Police
Reap the Wild Wind
Robin Hood
Sea Hawk
Son of Fury
Tarzan’s New York Adventure
Tarzan’s Secret Treasure
Thousand and One Nights, A
White Savage
Supplementary Table 5

Studio
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
United Artists
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Fox
MGM
RKO
MGM
RKO
Paramount
Warner Bros.
MGM
Paramount
Fox
MGM
MGM

Year
1942
1942
1942
1940
1940
1942
1938
1940
1942
1942
1941
1945
1943

Studio
Paramount
Universal
MGM
Fox
Paramount
Paramount
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Fox
MGM
MGM
Columbia
Universal

MPEA “adventure” films submitted
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in 1946
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to

Title
Anchors Aweigh
Babes in Arms
Cover Girl
Holiday Inn
Music for Millions
New Moon
Rhapsody in Blue
Springtime in the Rockies
Sun Valley Serenade
Yankee Doodle Dandy
You Never Were Lovelier
Ziegfield Girl
A
Supplementary Table 6

Year
1945
1939
1946
1944
1944
1940
1945
1942
1941
1942
1942
1941

MPEA “musicals” submitted to Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
Adventures of Mark Twain, The
Abe Lincoln in Illinois
Citizen Kane
Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic Bullet
FMadame Curie
i The
Life of Emile Zola,
g
Story of Louis Pasteur,
The
Wilson
Young Tom Edison

Supplementary Table 7

Year
1944
1940
1941
1940
1944
1937
1935
1944
1940

Studio
Warner Bros.
RKO
RKO
Warner Bros.
MGM
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Fox
MGM

MPEA “biographies” submitted to Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title

Year
1944
1943
1944
1943

Laura
Phantom of the Opera
Suspect, The
Shadow of a Doubt

Supplementary Table 8

Studio
MGM
MGM
Columbia
Paramount
MGM
MGM
Warner Bros.
Fox
Fox
Warner Bros.
Columbia
MGM

Studio
Fox
Universal
Universal
Universal

MPEA
“mystery”
films
Submitted
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in 1946
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to

A
Title
pArizona
pStagecoach
eThey Died with their Boots on
n
Supplementary Table 9

Year
1940
1939
1942

MPEA “Westerns” submitted to Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
Anna and the King of Siam
Hunchback of Notre Dame, The

Supplementary Table 10

Year
1944
1944

Year
1944

Fox
RKO

to

Studio
Fox
MGM

to

Studio
Paramount

MPEA “crime” films submitted to Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
Gulliver’s Travels

Supplementary Table 13

Studio

MPEA
“juvenile”
films
submitted
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
Double Indemnity

Supplementary Table 12

Year
1943
1939

MPEA
“historical” films submitted
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
My Friend Flicka
National Velvet

Supplementary Table 11

Studio
Columbia
United Artists
Fox

Year
1939

Studio
Paramount

MPEA “animated” films submitted
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in 1946
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Title
Abe Lincoln in Illinois
Adventures of Mark Twain, The
Air Force
Appointment for Love
Arabian Nights
Boom Town
Casablanca
Citizen Kane
Cover Girl
Double Indemnity
Flesh and Fantasy
Gas Light
Green Years, The
Guadalcanal Diary
Here Comes Mr. Jordan
His Butler’s Sister
Hold Back the Dawn
Holy Matrimony
House on 92nd Street, The
How Green was my Valley
Hunchback of Notre Dame, The
Gilda
Going my Way
Human Comedy, The
I Married a Witch
It Started with Eve
Jane Eyre
Kitty Foyle
Lassie Come Home
Laura
Life of Emile Zola, The
Lost Weekend, The
Love Letters
Mrs. Miniver
Madame Curie
Major and Minor
Mark of Zorro, The
Moontide
My Friend Flicka
My Sister Eileen
National Velvet
North West Mounted Police
Penny Serenade
Phantom of the Opera
Rains Came, The
Random Harvest

Year
1940
1944
1943
1941
1942
1940
1944
1941
1944
1944
1943
1944
1946
1943
1941
1943
1941
1943
1945
1941
1939
1946
1944
1943
1942
1941
1944
1940
1942
1944
1937
1945
1945
1942
1944
1942
1940
1942
1943
1942
1944
1940
1941
1943
1939
1943
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Studio
RKO
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Universal
Universal
MGM
Warner Bros.
RKO
Columbia
Paramount
Universal
MGM
MGM
Fox
Columbia
Universal
Paramount
Fox
Fox
Fox
RKO
Columbia
Paramount
MGM
United Artists
Universal
Fox
RKO
MGM
Fox
Warner Bros.
Paramount
Paramount
MGM
MGM
Paramount
Fox
Fox
Fox
Columbia
MGM
Paramount
Columbia
Universal
Fox
MGM

Type
Biography
Biography
War
Comedy
Adventure
Drama
War
Biography
Musical
Crime
Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama
Comedy
Comedy
Drama
Comedy
War
Drama
Historical
Drama
Drama
War
Comedy
Comedy
Drama
Drama
Adventure
Mystery
Biography
Drama
Drama
War
Biography
Comedy
Adventure
Drama
Juvenile
Comedy
Juvenile
Adventure
Drama
Mystery
Drama
Drama

Title
Reap the Wild Wind
Remember the Day
Rhapsody in Blue
Robin Hood
Sea Hawk
Second Fiddle
Shadow of a Doubt
Somewhere I’ll Find You
Son of Fury
So Proudly we Hail
Sullivans, The
Sun Valley Serenade
Tales of Manhattan
They Died with Boots on
This Land is Mine
Two-Faced Woman
Waterloo Bridge
White Cliffs of Dover, The
Wilson
Woman of the Year
You Never were Lovelier
Young Tom Edison
Supplementary Table 14

Year
1942
1941
1945
1938
1940
1939
1943
1942
1942
1941
1942
1941
1942
1942
1943
1942
1940
1944
1944
1942
1942
1940

Studio
Paramount
Fox
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Fox
Universal
MGM
Fox
Paramount
Fox
Fox
Fox
Warner Bros.
RKO
MGM
MGM
MGM
Fox
MGM
Columbia
MGM

Type
Adventure
Drama
War
Adventure
Adventure
Comedy
Mystery
War
Adventure
War
War
Musical
Drama
Western
Drama
Comedy
War
War
Biography
Comedy
Musical
Biography

List of 80 MPEA films selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly for “The 1946 Agreement”
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Title

Year
1940
1943
1944
1946
1943
1941
1944
1940
1945
1945
1942
1940
1941
1939
1941
1942

Boom Town
Flesh and Fantasy
Gaslight
Green Years, The
Guadalcanal Diary
Hold Back the Dawn
Jane Eyre
Kitty Foyle
Lost Weekend, The
Love Letters
Moontide
Our Town
Penny Serenade
Rains Came, The
F
Remember the Day
i
Tales of Manhattan
g
Supplementary Table 15

MGM
Universal
MGM
MGM
Fox
Paramount
Fox
RKO
Paramount
Paramount
Fox
United Artists
Columbia
Fox
Fox
Fox

MPEA
“dramas” selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
Appointment for Love
Here Comes Mr. Jordan
His Butler’s Sister
Holy Matrimony
I Married a Witch
It Started with Eve
Major and Minor
My Sister Eileen
Second Fiddle
Two-Faced Woman
Woman of the Year
Supplementary Table 16

Studio

Year
1941
1941
1943
1943
1942
1941
1942
1942
1939
1942
1942

Studio
Universal
Columbia
Universal
Fox
United Artists
Universal
Paramount
Columbia
Fox
MGM
MGM

MPEA “comedies” selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946
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Title

Year
1943
1944
1945
1943
1942
1942
1941
1942
1940
1944

Air Force
Casablanca
House on 92nd Street, The
Human Comedy, The
Mrs. Miniver
Somewhere I’ll Find You
So Proudly we Hail
Sullivans, The
MWaterloo Bridge
PWhite Cliffs of Dover, The
E
Supplementary Table 17

MPEA “war” films selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title

Year
1942
1942
1940
1940
1942
1938
1940
1942

Arabian Nights
Lassie Come Home
AMark of Zorro, The
North West Mounted
p Police
Reap the Wild Wind
p
Robin Hood
e
Sea Hawk
n
Son of Fury
d
Supplementary Table 18

Studio
Universal
MGM
Fox
Paramount
Paramount
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Fox

MPEA
“adventure”
films
selected
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in 1946

Title

Year
1946
1945
1942

Cover Girl
Rhapsody in Blue
You Never Were Lovelier

Supplementary Table 19

Studio
Warner Bros.
Warner Bros.
Fox
MGM
MGM
MGM
Paramount
Fox
MGM
MGM

by

Studio
Columbia
Warner Bros.
Columbia

MPEA “musicals” selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946
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Title
Adventures of Mark Twain, The
Abe Lincoln in Illinois
ACitizen Kane
Madame Curie p
p
Wilson
e
Young Tom Edison
n
Supplementary Table 20

Year
1944
1943
1943

Laura
Phantom of the Opera
Shadow of a Doubt

Year
1944
1944

Year
1944

Studio
Fox
MGM

Studio
Paramount

MPEA “crime” films selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
Hunchback of Notre Dame, The

Supplementary Table 24

Fox
Universal
Universal

MPEA “juvenile” films selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
Double Indemnity

Supplementary Table 23

Studio

MPEA “mystery” films selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title
My Friend Flicka
National Velvet

Supplementary Table 22

Studio
Warner Bros.
RKO
RKO
MGM
Warner Bros.
MGM

MPEA “biographies” selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946

Title

Supplementary Table 21

Year
1944
1940
1941
1944
1944
1940

Year
1939

Studio
RKO

MPEA
“historical”
films
selected
Czechoslovak Film Monopoly in 1946
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by

Title
They Died with their Boots on

Supplementary Table 25

Year
1942

Studio
Warner Bros.

Type
Western

MPEA “Westerns” selected by Czechoslovak
Film Monopoly in 1946
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ABBREVIATIONS
HUAC

House Committee on Un-American Activities

MGM

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

MPAA

Motion Picture Association of America

MPA

Motion Picture Association

MPEA

Motion Picture Export Association

MPPDA

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America

OWI

Office of War Information

US

United States of America

USIS

United States Information Service

USSR

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

WWII

World War Two

Abbreviations in Footnotes and Appendices
AMPAS

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Library

A ÚV KSČ

Archiv Ústředního výboru Komunistické strany Československa
[Czechoslovak Communist Party Central Committee Archive ]

AU

Archival Unit

ed. khr.,

edinica khranenija

Čefis

Československá filmová společnost [Czechoslovak Film
Company]

ČSF

Československý státní film [Czechoslovak State Film]

DEFA

Deutsche Film-Aktiengesellschaft

DF

Decimal Files

IN

Inventory Number

KA

Karton

LAS

Laurence A. Steinhardt Papers

l.

list

LOC

Library of Congress

MI

Ministerstvo Informací [Ministry of Information]

NA

Národní archiv v Praze [National Archive, Czech Republic]
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NARA

National Archive and Records Administration [US]

NFA

Národní filmový archiv [National Film Archive, Czech
Republic]

op.

opis

RGALI

Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv literatury i iskusstva
[Russian Governmental Archive for Literature and the Arts,
Russia]

RGANI

Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv novejshej istorii
[Russian Governmental Archive of Modern History]

RGASPI

Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsial’no-politicheskoi istorii
[Russian Governmental Archive of Socio-Political History]

RKO

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

RG

Record Group

UA

United Artists

UACR

United Artists Corporation Records

USC

University of Southern California

WHSA

Wisconsin Historical Society Archives
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